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Het formalisme uit hoofdstuk 8 kan worden gebruikt voor het introduceren van en het rekenen
met context-vrije grammatica’s, eindige machines, procedure-declaraties en Kripke-modellen.
II
Zij r een functie van verzameling D naar D en s een monotone functie van volledige tralie
(A;) naar (A;) . Als f de kleinste functie is van D naar A zodanig dat s  f  r  f ,
dan beeldt f elk element van D af op de kleinste a 2 A zodanig dat s:a  a . Dit volgt uit
soundness en O-simulatie tussen de O-schema’s (f0g; (0)>7!((S; 0)); 0) en
(D; d 7! (S; r:d); d0) .
III
In stelling 5.1.3 wordt soundness bewezen voor modellen waarin de infima van bepaalde
verzamelingen bestaan. Voorbeeld 5.1.1 toont aan dat soundness in het algemeen niet geldt
voor modellen waarin alleen de infima van ketens bestaan.
IV
De generalisatie van de deductie-regels Re en Rc (zie hoofdstuk 8) is als volgt. Stel dat de
expressie u0 2 Ex continu afhangt van variabele y 2 X . Als de constante operatie  2 Op
niet voorkomt in de relatie R  Ex2 en niet in de expressies u0; u1; u 2 Ex, de expressie u1
geen variabelen heeft en x 2 X de enige variabele is van de expressie u, dan
R ; [=y]:u0  u1 ` [=x]:([u=y]:u0)  u1
————————————————————————————
R ` [(xu)=y]:u0  u1
V
Voor een expressie u 2 Ex en predikaten p; q 2 IBSt (zie hoofdstuk 9) is het Hoare-triple
pfugq equivalent met de bewering ?pu 
MT 1 ?q . Hierin wordt de binaire operator se
genoteerd als sequentie van expressies.
VI
De volgende versie van Hoare’s inductie-regel volgt uit stelling IV . Stel dat het modelMT 1
de relatie R  Ex2 over expressies respecteert en, voor een expressie u 2 Ex en predikaten
p; q 2 IBSt, we het paar (?pu; ?q) van expressies noteren als p hui q . Als  niet voorkomt in
R dan
R ; p hi q ` p h[=x]:ui q
——————————————————
R ` p hxui q
Uit de theorie van hoofdstuk 8 volgt: p hui q impliceert pfugq (zie stelling V) .
VII
Een mogelijke verklaring van het hoge gebruik van hete kruiden in warme streken is dat hete
kruiden de warmte-afvoer van het lichaam stimuleren; omgekeerd gebruikt men in koude
streken veel vet.
VIII
De centrale beleidskwestie bij het televisiekanaal Sport 7 is: in hoeverre kunnen populaire
voetbalwedstrijden worden uitgemolken zonder dat de kijkers zich ergeren of vervelen. Mo-
menteel voert men geen goed beleid.
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The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the semantics of fixpoint equations, which is used
to assign a meaning to syntactic objects like computer programs, and to use these semantic
insights to obtain rules for program transformations and refinement. We shall prove that these
rules are complete in a certain sense.
In section 1.1 an introduction of fixpoint semantics is given. Section 1.2 contains a short
description of each chapter. In section 1.3 we sum up the mathematical preliminaries and
some notations. In section 1.4 we give all the definitions and results that we need of category
theory and F -(co)algebras.
1.1 Fixpoint semantics
In formal semantics one wants to assign to each element of a given set of expressions, called
the syntactic domain, a meaning in a set of values, called the semantic domain. Usually, for
each syntactic domain, there is a class of semantic domains, representing all the different
meanings that each expression can have. Once a definition of meaning is established, a
central problem that one tries to solve is: which pairs of expressions have the same meaning
in each semantic domain of a given class? This is called the equivalence problem, and is
mostly solved by giving a universal semantic domain for this class, that is, a semantic domain
in which two expressions have the same meaning iff they have the same meaning in each
semantic domain of the given class. Often, this universal semantic domain is constructed
from the syntactic domain. In this thesis, syntactic and semantic domains are described with
the use of (co)algebras of a given signature, and we give a rough description of three different
approaches in the case where the signature only contains operators of a certain arity.
Initial algebra approach: suppose a set of laws, like associativity and commutativity are
given. The syntactic domain is the initial algebra, which consists of the expressions that are
generated by the operators, and where two expressions are equal iff they are constructed in
the same way. The expressions of the initial algebra represent non-recursive equations. The
class of semantic domains consists of algebras, which interpret the operators as functions that
satisfy the laws. Initiality gives us a unique homomorphism from the syntactic domain to the
3
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semantic domain, which is defined as the meaning. A universal semantic domain is constructed
from the syntactic domain by identifying expressions that can be proved equal by using the
laws. A treatment for universal algebra is first established by Birkhoff [Bir35]. This is later
generalized to many-sorted algebras by Higgins [Hig63] and Birkhoff and Lipson [BL70],
and a complete axiomatization for this case can be found in [MG85].
Final coalgebra approach: the syntactic domain consists of coalgebras, which can be
seen as sets of (possibly recursive) equations that use the operators. There is only one
semantic domain: the final coalgebra. Finality gives us a unique cohomomorphism from
every coalgebra to the final coalgebra, which is defined as the meaning. Because we only
have one semantic domain, the equality in the final coalgebra solves the equivalence problem,
and two expressions have the same meaning in the final coalgebra iff they are related by
a so-called bisimulation. This approach originated from the work of Milner [Mil89] and
Hoare [Hoa85] on the semantics of concurrent programs. A treatment for categorical algebras
is given by Rutten [RT93] and Aczel [Acz93].
Program scheme approach: the syntactic domain consists of so-called program schemes,
which are certain tree-structures that use expressions of the initial algebra. As in the case
of the final coalgebra approach, these program schemes describe recursive equations. The
class of semantic domains consists of algebras equipped with a complete order such that the
interpretations of the operators (which are functions) fulfill a certain continuity condition. It
is easy to formulate a fixpoint condition that one expects to hold for the meaning, and the least
fixpoint is defined as the meaning. A universal semantic domain consists of infinite trees,
representing symbolic computations. Laws can be incorporated in the same way as in the
initial algebra approach. This approach originated from denotational semantics, introduced by
Scott [SS71]. A treatment for algebras can be found in [ANN85, Gue85], and for many-sorted
algebras in [Cou90, Gal81, WBT85].
We use elements of the program scheme and coalgebra approach, and we now explain
and motivate our approach. This thesis started as an investigation of the semantics of im-
perative sequential programs, especially programs that are defined by (recursive) procedure
declarations. We started in the context of universal algebra.
A procedure declaration can be represented by a program scheme, and in the first instance,
the elements of the syntactic domain were (a special kind of) program schemes. The monotonic
predicate transformers form a semantic domain, and as in the program scheme approach, the
meaning of a program is defined as the least fixpoint of a certain function (see [Hes92]).
However, in contrary to the program scheme approach, the interpretation of the sequential
operator in the semantic domain is not continuous. We want to include this domain in
the theory, and our class of semantic domains consists of ordered algebras such that the
interpretations of the operators are monotonic functions. We proved the associated equivalence
problem (a bit reformulated: see below), in which an order on program schemes occurred,
which appeared to be similar to bisimulation. After studying some general results about
bisimulation, especially the final coalgebra connection, we concluded that program schemes
(forming the syntactic domain) should be replaced by coalgebras.
This change in the theory initiated a generalization from the context of universal algebra
to F -(co)algebras in the category of sets. The syntactic domain consists of F -coalgebras.
The class of semantic domains consists of ordered F -algebras that satisfy a monotonicity
condition, which is formulated in terms of bisimulation. The least fixpoint definition of













Figure 1.1: Two coalgebras
meaning easily generalizes, and is also noted by Meijer [Mei92] and Fokkinga [Fok92] where
meaning is called hylomorphism. We want to keep the class of semantic domains as large as
possible, and we do not demand that the meaning always exists. It turned out that one half of
the equivalence result exactly corresponds to the construction of the final coalgebra, and from
the generality of this construction one half of the equivalence result was generalized. To our
surprise, the other half of the equivalence result also could be generalized.
Example 1.1.1. For a specific signature, we give two elements of the syntactic domain that
have equal meanings in every semantic domain. We leave out some technical conditions on
semantic domains.
A semantic domain consists of an ordered setA together with two functionsf; g : A2 ! A,
which are monotonic in both arguments. We consider the following two pairs of mutually
recursive equations.

x = f(x; y)
y = g(x; y)
and

x = f(x; g(x; y))
y = g(f(x; y); y)
For both pairs of equations, the form corresponds to a coalgebra, which is an element of the
syntactic domain. We represent these coalgebras pictorially: see figure 1.1 . Meaning assigns
to each coalgebra a value in a semantic domain, and in these two cases meaning is the least
solution in variable x of the corresponding equations. We can prove that both equations have
equal least solutions in x, that is, the two coalgebras have equal meanings in every semantic
domain. The equivalence result states that two coalgebras have equal meanings in every
semantic domain iff the coalgebras are related by bisimulation. We will see that this is indeed
the case for the coalgebras of figure 1.1 . (End of example)
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We will see that for a special kind of program schemes, the semantics is included in our
approach. The final coalgebra and initial algebra semantics are both included. Because we do
not formally treat initial algebra semantics, a proof of this inclusion is not given. However,
by using the result, proved by de Bruin [Bru95], that the initial algebra is contained in the
final coalgebra, this easily follows.
We reformulate the equivalence problem in the following way. In the semantics of
programming languages, one is not only interested in equality of the meaning of two programs,
but also in the ordering of the meanings. For example, in the case of imperative sequential
programs, the refinement relation on programs is an order on the meanings of two programs,
which states that “one program implements the other”. Because the elements of the semantic
domain are ordered algebras, we can consider the statement: the meaning of one program is
less than or equal to the meaning of the other. Unfortunately, the refinement relation itself
does not support a least fixpoint definition of the semantics. The equivalence problem now
becomes: which pairs of expressions are such that in every semantic domain the meaning of
the first expression is less than or equal to the meaning of the second? This problem is called
the ordering problem, and is solved by giving a universal semantic domain. It is well-known
that the final coalgebra is also an algebra, and we construct a universal semantic domain that
is similar to this algebra. The fixpoint condition of meaning in this case instantiates exactly to
the cohomomorphism property of meaning, and with finality we get a unique fixpoint, which
defines meaning.
We restrict our attention to F -(co)algebras in the category of sets. With more general
definitions of (co)algebras, one can add more structure to the syntactic and semantic domain.
For example, in our case the elements of a domain are all of the same sort, which is not the case
for many-sorted algebras. However, even with this restriction the theory gets complicated
enough.
We mentioned that a coalgebra can be seen as a set of equations. We introduce a specific
functor Q, such that the Q-coalgebras describe equations that contain n-ary operators and
a choice operator. We show that the Q-coalgebras cover the equations that correspond to
context-free grammars, finite state machines, and procedure declarations of an imperative
sequential programming language. Moreover, we also show that the corresponding semantics
of generated strings, accepted strings, and weakest (liberal) precondition are instances of the
least fixpoint semantics. The functorQ is more closely investigated, especially the associated
ordering problem with respect to classes of semantic domains that satisfy extra properties like
laws and continuity.
One of the main results in this thesis is the general ordering result (corollary 6.3.1),
which establishes a connection between bisimulation and least fixpoint semantics. In words,
this result reads: bisimulation exactly determines all the “transformations” of equations
(coalgebras) that are respected by every least fixpoint semantics. From this it follows that if
we are dealing with a least fixpoint semantics, we do not have to consider every coalgebra,
but only representants of bisimulation equivalence classes. In [Mil84], Milner treats
Q-coalgebras that only contain some unary and constant operators. He gives a simple language
for bisimulation equivalence classes of these specificQ-coalgebras, together with a complete
deduction system for determining bisimulation. The generalization of this to arbitrary
Q-coalgebras (containingn-ary operators) is also a main result (theorem 8.2.4, theorem 8.2.7,
and corollary 8.2.3). Together with the ordering result, it follows that if we are dealing with
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a least fixpoint semantics then an arbitrary Q-coalgebra (equation) can be represented by
an expression of this simple language. For example, a language for procedure declarations
emerges. Moreover, the deduction system describes which manipulations of equations always
can be applied (without changing the semantics).
The ordering problem with respect to classes of semantics domains that satisfy laws is not
solved. However, we show (in theorem 8.2.10) that by adding rules for laws to the deduction
system for bisimulation, we get a sound deduction system for the meaning of coalgebra
equations.
1.2 Overview
We now give a short description of the following chapters. In chapter 2 we introduce relators,
which we use both on the syntactical and semantical side of the theory. In this quite technical
chapter we prove all the results that we need in the sequel about relators.
In chapter 3 we introduce schemes, formulae, and simulation. Schemes are the elements
of the syntactic domain, and formulae are pairs of schemes and represent the “less than or
equal” statement with which the ordering problem deals. Simulation is a preorder on schemes,
and is defined as the union of all relations that satisfy a certain simulation property.
Semantic domains are introduced in chapter 4, and are called models. We define the
fixpoint semantics of a scheme in a model, and the truth value of a formula in a model. We
fix the class of models with which the ordering problem is formulated.
In chapter 5 we prove that if two schemes are related by the simulation relation then
the meaning of the first scheme is less than or equal to the meaning of the second (equival-
ently: the formula that corresponds to the two schemes is true) in each model. This proves
one implication of the equivalence in the ordering problem, and this implication is called
soundness.
The reverse of the soundness implication is called completeness,and is proved in chapter 6.
This is done by constructing a universal model for the class of chapter 4 . The elements of
the universal model are simulation-equivalence classes of schemes, where the schemes are
elements of a so-called universe. Universes are defined as sets that satisfy certain closure
properties, and are needed to ensure that the elements of the universal model together form a
proper set.
The previous chapters all dealt with an (almost) arbitrary functor on the category of sets,
and the rest of the chapters are devoted to one specific functor Q . Examples of schemes of
this signature are context-free grammars, finite state machines, and procedure declarations.
In chapter 7 we restrict the class of considered models to so-called regular models. Regular
models are defined as models that have a separate interpretation of choice and operators,
where the interpretation of choice is required to be idempotent and associative. We prove that
the universal model is a regular model.
In chapter 8 we give a simple language for schemes (of signature Q) and give complete
deduction systems for two kinds of simulation. One of these simulations is bisimulation as
defined originally in [Par81], and its deduction system is a generalization of the one given in
[Mil84]. We also give a sound deduction system for classes of regular models for which laws
hold.
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In chapter 9 we give two well-known regular models for imperative sequential programs,
and show that they are equivalent in the sense that they have the same set of true formulae.
A continuous model is a special kind of regular model, and is defined in chapter 10.
We give the universal model for the class of continuous models that respect the laws. This
universal model is a generalization of the model of languages (sets of strings) in which a
context-free grammar is interpreted.
1.3 Prerequisites and notations
This thesis is mainly self-contained, only some knowledge of basic set-theory,cardinal number
calculus, and predicate calculus is required.
Because we reserve the symbol “=” for a different use, we use “” to denote the universal
equality.
For a relation R  A B we often write aRb instead of (a; b) 2 R . For sets A, B, and
C, relations R  AB and S  B  C we have the following definitions.
R  S  f(a; c) 2 A C j 9b 2 B (aRb ^ bSc)g (composition)
R

 f(b; a) 2 B A j aRbg (transposition)
1
A
 f(a; a) j a 2 Ag (identity)
A preorder is a reflexive and transitive relation, an order is a anti-symmetric preorder, and an
equivalence is a symmetric preorder. We use the symbol “” for preorders, and denote the
transposed relation  by “” . In chapter 2 we will see that some care has to be taken in
using this notation.
Let a preordered set (A;) be given. The relation  \  is an equivalence on A, and
we denote this equivalence by “=” . The set of =-equivalence classes is denoted by A=
=
.
We denote the elements of A=
=
by representants (elements of A) . The order on A=
=
that
is induced by a preorder  on A, is denoted by the same symbol “” . Furthermore, if we
have a function with domain A that respects the equivalence =, then the induced function
on equivalence classes is denoted by the same symbol. We call an ordered set complete iff
for every subset a supremum (and hence an infimum) exists. For a preordered set we cannot
uniquely characterize the supremum of a subset, it can only be characterized up to equivalence
(induced by the preorder) . An element of this equivalence class is said to have the supremum
property for that subset.
Function application is denoted by means of a dot: for a function f : A! B, and a 2 A
we have f:a 2 B . This operator binds from left to right, to allow currying. We sometimes
define a function by means of a pair of simple expressions and the symbol “7!”, where the
first expression ranges over the domain. For example, the function (a; b) 7! a, where a and
b range over sets A and B, respectively, defines the projection from A  B to A . So for a
function f : A ! B we have f  a 7! f:a . Function composition is denoted by the infix
operator “”: for functions f : A ! B and g : B ! C we have g  f : A ! C defined
by g  f  a 7! g:(f:a) . We let typing decide whether function composition or relation
composition is meant. The identity function on a set A is denoted by id
A
. We use the
notation f [A]  ff:a j a 2 Ag . The set of functions from A to B is denoted by BA, so
f : A! B , f 2 BA .
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For a relation R  A B and a set C, we denote the relation lifted to AC  BC by the
same symbol as the relation: for f : C ! A and g : C ! B we have
fRg , 8c 2 C ((f:c)R(g:c)) . In case A  B and R is an order, we get the lifted order
on the set of functions C ! A . If the ordered set (A;) is complete then, for any set B,
the ordered set (AB ;) is also complete (with respect to the lifted order). A function f is
defined to be isotonic from (A;) to (B;) (two preordered sets) iff, for every a; a0 2 A,
we have a  a0 , f:a  f:a0 .
We need some cardinal calculus (see [TZ71]). The class of cardinal numbers is denoted
by Card, and the smallest infinite cardinal number by ! . The cardinality of a set A is
denoted by #A . The sets of natural numbers and real numbers are denoted by IN and IR,
respectively. Let n 2 IN, A  fa
i
j 1  i  ng with i 7! a
i
injective, and let B be a
set. The function from A to B that assigns b
i
2 B to a
i
for i  n, can be defined by the
notation (a1;    ; an)>7!(b1;    ; bn) . For example, (1; 4; 2)>7!(1; 1; 0) defines the function
from f1; 2; 4g to IN that assigns 1 to 1, 0 to 2, and 1 to 4 .
Let A be a set and (f:a)
a2A
a family of sets. The disjoint sum and Cartesian product of








(f:a)  fg : A!
S
ff:a j a 2 Ag j 8a (g:a 2 f:a)g










(f:a) ! f:x, which are defined by 
x
 b 7! (x; b) and 
x
 g 7! g:x . Let
(g:a)
a2A
be a family of sets and (r:a)
a2A
a family of functions such that, for a 2 A, we









(g:a) . If B is a set and (r:a)
a2A
a family of functions with r:a : B !






For the powerset notation we do not use the usual notation P , because we use this for
an almost identical notion. Instead we use the following notation. For a set A we have
Pow(A)  fB j B  Ag .
In the sequel, all the knowledge stated in this chapter is referred to as “calculus”.
1.4 Categories and algebras
We only need the basic concepts of category theory [ML71]) and F -algebra theory [BW90] .
We summarize everything we need from these theories, together with some concrete categor-
ies, functors, and (co)algebras.
A category consists of a class of objects, which are abstractions of sets, and a class
of arrows, which are abstractions of functions. Furthermore, a category has a domain and
codomain assignment (from arrows to objects), identity arrows, and an associative composition
of arrows.
Definition 1.4.1 A category A consists of the following.
 A class of objects obj(A) and a class of arrows arr(A) .
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 A domain function and a codomain function from arr(A) to obj(A) . If to f 2 arr(A)
domain A and codomain B are assigned then we denote this by f : A! B in A .
 For each A 2 obj(A) an arrow id
A
: A! A .
 For each f : A! B and g : B ! C an arrow g  f : A! C .
Furthermore, the following properties hold.
 For f : A! B we have id
B
 f  f  id
A
 f .
 For f : A! B, g : B ! C, and h : C ! D we have h  (g  f)  (h  g)  f .
Many mathematical structures can be described as categories. We only use the category of
sets and the category of preordered sets.
 The category Set, with sets as objects and (total) functions as arrows.
 The category Prs, with preordered sets as objects and monotonic functions as arrows.
A functor between two categories assigns objects to objects and arrows to arrows, in such
a way that it preserves composition and the identity.
Definition 1.4.2 Let A and B be categories. A functor F : A ! B consists of a function
from obj(A) to obj(B) and a function from arr(A) to arr(B) such that the following holds.






 F:(g  f)  (F:g)  (F:f) .
From the above definition it easily follows that the composition of two functors is again a
functor. A functor from a category to itself is called an endofunctor (on that category).
In category Set, an arrow (function) f is represented by a relation f(a; f:a) j a 2 Ag,
together with a domain and codomain. For example, for a set A, the identity arrow id
A
is
represented by the relation 1
A
, domain A, and codomain A . If A is a subset of B then the
inclusion function from A to B is also represented by the relation 1
A
, but in general this
function is different from id
A
(unless A  B). In this thesis, all statements about functions
depend only on the representing relations (not on the domain or codomain), and we want
to identify functions that are represented by the same relation. For this reason we have to
demand that the functors that occur in this thesis, respect this identification. We formalize
this as follows.
For sets A;B with A  B, let i
A;B
denote the inclusion from A to B . In the sequel we
implicitly assume that, for any introduced endofunctor F on Set, the following holds. For






As an immediate consequence, we see that A  B implies F:A  F:B . We now prove that,
under the above condition for a functor F , two functions represented by equal relations are
mapped by F to functions, which again are represented by equal relations. Let f : A ! B
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and g : A0 ! C be such that f(a; f:a) j a 2 Ag equals f(a; g:a) j a 2 A0g . Then obviously
A  A
0
, and if we put D  B [ C then we get i
B;D
 f  i
C;D
 g . If we apply F to both




g), and becauseF is a functor, the above condition
on F yields i
(F:B);(F:D)
 (F:f)  i
(F:C);(F:D)
 (F:g) . This implies that the functions F:f
and F:g have equal relations. So we can identify functions with equal relations. For example,
for sets A;B with A  B, we write for the inclusion function fromA! B simply id
A
.
For the rest of this thesis we fix three constants: A set Op, a function  : Op ! Card,
and an infinite cardinal  . We call Op the set of operator names,  the arity assignment,
and  the cardinality bound. These names are explained later on. The cardinal number ! is
the smallest valid cardinality bound. From cardinal calculus it is known that, for an infinite
set A, the Cartesian product A  A has the same cardinality as the set A . Because  is an
infinite cardinal, we have 2 =  . This is actually the only property of  that is needed, and
we assume it to be known in the sequel.
We give three endofunctors on the category Set, which are dependent on the constants
Op, , and  . It is easily checked that the above condition on endofunctors onSet is satisfied
by these three functors. First we define the endofunctorO on Set, which depends on the pair
(Op; ) .




(:p) for a set A .
 O:f  (p; I) 7! (p; f  I) for sets A;B and f : A! B .
We now define the endofunctor P on Set, which is dependent on the cardinality bound  .
As the name already indicates, the number  bounds the cardinality of the subsets of a given
set. We also define the endofunctor Q on Set as the composition of O and P , and we see
that Q depends on all three constants.
Definition 1.4.4
1. Define P : Set ! Set by the following.
 P :A  fB  A j #B < g for a set A .
 P :f  U 7! f [U ] for sets A;B and f : A! B .
2. Define Q : Set ! Set as Q  P  O .
In case   !, we see that P :A only contains the finite subsets of set A . Note that for P to
be a functor, we have to check that, for a set U with cardinality less than , the cardinality of
the set P :f:U is less than  . This follows easily from the definition.
For a functor F we define F -algebras and F -coalgebras. These two definitions are so-
called dual to each other (a concept of category theory). Duality refers to the reversing of
arrows in a category, which results in the opposite category. With this opposite category
defined, the definitions of F -algebra and F -coalgebra are in fact two instances of one defini-
tion. We give the two definitions explicitly, but the duality is immediately spotted.
Definition 1.4.5 Let A be a category and F an endofunctor on A .
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1. An F -algebra in A is a pair (A;) with A 2 obj(A) and  : F:A! A in A .
2. An F -coalgebra in A is a pair (A;) with A 2 obj(A) and  : A! F:A in A .
Usually we omit the words “in A” if it is clear which category is meant. We call F the
signature of an F -(co)algebra.
We illustrate the view that we have of algebras and coalgebras by giving some concrete
examples for both cases.
Example 1.4.1.
1. The traditional Σ-algebras, which are sets with operations of finite arity (see [Bir35]) are
O-algebras. In fact, if (A;) is an O-algebra then  is a function fromO:A to A, and
can be seen as a family of functions overOp: for p 2 Op we have
p
: A(:p) ! A .
Therefore, the elements p 2 Op can be regarded as operator names with arities :p . In
this way, anO-algebra interprets the operator names as actual operators on a set, where
the arities of the operators are determined by the function  .
2. If (A;) is aP-algebra then is a function fromP :A toA, that is,  assigns to a subset
(of bounded cardinality) ofA an element ofA . For example, ifA  IN and   ! then
taking the maximum, minimum, sum, and product are examples of such functions.
(End of example)
For the following example we assume the formal definitions of grammars and finite state
machines to be known (see [HU79]). We show that productions (of a certain form) of
grammars, and transition functions together with a set of final states of machines, are both
coalgebras. The variables that we use in the next example for the components of a coalgebra,
are the ones that we use in the next chapters. This is done because the example is frequently
referred to in the sequel, and we prefer to have the same variables.
Example 1.4.2. Let T be a finite set.
1. Assume Op  fseg [ T (“se” stands for sequencing), :se  2, :t  0 for t 2 T , and
  ! . The elements of the set T are regarded as terminal symbols. Let (D;) be a
Q-coalgebra with D finite. The elements of D are regarded as non-terminals. From
definition 1.4.3 it follows that O:D is finite, and so Q:D  P :(O:D)  Pow(O:D)
because   ! . The function  : D ! Q:D assigns to each element of D a set of
elements ofO:D, which are of the form (se; (d; d0)) or (t; ()) with d; d0 2 D and t 2 T .
Thus, the coalgebra (D;) corresponds to a context-free grammar of a restricted form,









)) 2 :d for d; d0; d00 2 D .
 d! t , (t; ()) 2 :d for d 2 D and t 2 T .
The above form of (the productions of) the grammar is called the Chomsky normal form
(see [HU79]). It is known that every context-free grammar can be rewritten (without
changing the semantics) to a grammar of the Chomsky normal form. We see that the
grammars that correspond to coalgebras cover all context-free grammars.
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2. Assume Op  fstg[T (“st” stands for stop), :st  0, :t  1 for t 2 T , and   ! .
Let (D;) be aQ-coalgebra withD finite. As in part 1, we haveQ:D  Pow(O:D) .
The function  : D ! Q:D assigns to each element of D a set of elements of O:D,
which are of the form (st; ()) or (t; (d)) for t 2 T and d 2 D . With some calculus
it follows that  corresponds to a pair (D0; ), with the set D0  D and the function
 : D  T ! Pow(D) defined by
 d 2 D0 , (st; ()) 2 :d for d 2 D .
 d
0
2 :(d; t) , (t; (d
0
)) 2 :d for d; d0 2 D and t 2 T .
If we regard T as the set of input symbols andD as the set of states then  corresponds
to a set of final states D0 together with a transition function  . So in this case, the
coalgebra (D;) corresponds to a non-deterministic finite state machine.
(End of example)
From the above two examples we see that an algebra can be regarded as an object that describes
an interpretation of “composed objects over a set” as elements of that set. Dually, we see that
a coalgebra describes a way to break up an element of a set into components. Summarizing,
we can regard an algebra as an interpreting object, and a coalgebra as a defining object. In
chapter 3 and chapter 4 this view will become more concrete.
Let two endofunctors on a category be given. From an algebra arrow for one functor and
an algebra arrow for the other functor, both on the same object, one can form an algebra arrow
of the composition of the two functors.
Theorem 1.4.1 Let A be a category andF;G two endofunctors on A . If (A;) is anF -algebra
and (A; ) is a G-algebra then (A;   (G:)) is a (G  F )-algebra.
Proof. Indeed,   (G:) : G:(F:A) ! A . 2
The functorQ is the composition of the functorsO andP , and from the above theorem we see
that from anO-algebra and a P-algebra we can form aQ-algebra. We define an abbreviation
for this situation.
Definition 1.4.6 Let (A;) be an O-algebra in Set and (A; ) a P-algebra in Set . Define
[; ]    (P :) : Q:A! A .
So from theorem 1.4.1 and definition 1.4.4.2 we see that, given an O-algebra (A;) and a
P-algebra (A; ), the pair (A; [; ]) is a Q-algebra. The following question arises: can
every Q-algebra be formed from an O-algebra and a P-algebra? The following example
shows that this is not the case.
Example Assume Op  fseg,   (se)>7!(2), and   ! . Let A be a set. We prove
that there exists a Q-algebra (A; ) such that there do not exist an O-algebra (A;) and
a P-algebra (A; ) with   [; ] . This is done by counting the possibilities for ,
, and  . We assume that A is finite, and because   !, we have P :A  Pow(A)
(see definition 1.4.4.1). The functions , , and  are arbitrary elements of A2 ! A,
Pow(A) ! A, and Pow(A2) ! A, respectively. Put n  #A . With some calculus we get
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we take #A  2 then there are 24 possibilities for , 24 for , and 216 for  . So there are
maximally 28 different combinations of  and  . We see that less than one percent of the
Q-algebras can be formed from an O-algebra and a P-algebra. (End of example)
In a (co)algebra the arrow determines some structure, and an arrow that preserves this structure
is called a (co)hom, which is an abbreviation of (co)homomorphism. Again, the definitions
of hom and cohom are each others dual.
Definition 1.4.7 Let A be a category and F an endofunctor on A .
1. f is an F -hom from F -algebra (A;) to F -algebra (B; ) iff f : A ! B in A and
  (F:f)  f   : F:A! B .
2. f is an F -cohom from F -coalgebra (A;) to F -coalgebra (B; ) iff f : A! B in A
and (F:f)      f : A! F:B .
If we state that a certain function is a hom from an object to another object, then we implicitly
assume that the domain and codomain objects are algebras. It is easily checked that the
composition of two F -(co)homs is again an F -(co)hom. We show that an O-hom is exactly
the familiar algebra homomorphism.
Example Let (A;); (B; ) be O-algebras and f : A ! B . From the above definition,
definition 1.4.3, and some calculus we see that f is an O-hom iff
8p 2 Op (:(p; f  I)  f:(:(p; I))) :
(End of example)
If an arrow is a hom with respect to two endofunctors then it is also a hom with respect to the
composition of the two functors.
Theorem 1.4.2 Let A be a category and F; F 0 two endofunctors on A . If f is an F -hom



































The above theorem immediately implies the following.
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Example 1.4.5. Let f be an O-hom from (A;) to (B; ) and a P-hom from (A;0) to
(B; 
0
) . Then f is a Q-hom from (A; [; 0]) to (B; [; 0]) .
Proof. This follows directly from theorem 1.4.2 with F := O and F 0 := P , and defini-
tion 1.4.6 .
(End of example)
In the category Set we need, next to the concept of a hom, also the weaker concept of a
semi-hom between two algebras. For defining this, the codomain object has to be equipped
with a preorder.
Definition 1.4.8 Let F be an endofunctor on Set, (A;); (B; ) two F -algebras, and 
B
a preorder on B . Then f : A ! B is an F -semi-hom from (A;) to (B;
B
; ) iff
  (F:f) 
B
f   .
As in the case of homs, if we state that f is a semi-hom from an object to an object then we
implicitly assume that the domain object is an algebra and the codomain object an algebra
equipped with a preorder. It is easily checked that a hom from an (A;) to (B; ) is a
semi-hom from (A;) to (B; 1
B
; ) .
To allow composition of semi-homs (and for the sake of symmetry), we also could have
required the domain object to have a preorder. If to the definition of a semi-hom we then add
the condition that the semi-hom is a monotonic function, the composition of two semi-homs
is again a semi-hom. This follows from theorem 1.4.3 below. Because compositions of
semi-homs rarely occur in this thesis and the above definition has other advantages, we prefer
the given definition.
Theorem 1.4.3 Let F be an endofunctor on Set, let f be an F -semi-hom from (A;) to
(B;
B
; ), and g an F -semi-hom from (B; ) to (C;
C









  (F:(g  f)
 f F is a functor, g is an F -semi-hom g
g    (F:f)
 f f is an F -semi-hom, g is monotonic g
(g  f)  
2
We need the analogy of theorem 1.4.2 for semi-homs. However, from the proof of the-
orem 1.4.2 it follows that some kind of monotony of 0 and F is needed. For formulating
these monotony conditions, we need the theory of the next chapter, and the analogy of




In this chapter we introduce the notion of monotonic relators, which plays an important role
on the semantical, as well as on the syntactical side. For a given functor, a relator is a function
from relations to relations such that the relator-image is a relation over the functor-images
of the domain and codomain of the argument (definition 2.1.1.1). Monotonicity of a relator
is defined by four properties (definition 2.1.1.2), and is the only condition on relators that
we need for developing the theory up to chapter 6 (the four properties are actually proof-
generated). For defining a monotonic relator, one can give an explicit definition of a relator
and then check the monotonicity conditions. Extensions extend the given functor in a certain
way, and provide an easier way of defining monotonic relators. This chapter is merely a
technical preparation for the theory of the following chapters.
The notion of a monotonic relator is closely related to ordered bisimulation as introduced
in [Rut94], but I cannot define it in terms of ordered bisimulations. One reason for this is that
ordered bisimulations are defined in the category of complete ordered sets with continuous
functions, while we consider the category of (pre)ordered sets with monotonic functions. One
specific relator, the minimal relator (definition 2.1.2), corresponds exactly to bisimulation as
given in [AM89]. Bisimulation is introduced by Park in [Par81] . It describes an equivalence
on coalgebras, and has the property that two equivalent coalgebras have equal final semantics.
The relators in this thesis have a similar use: in terms of relators we define a preorder on
coalgebras, and then any semantics (including the final) respects this preorder.
In section 2.1 we introduce monotonic relators in an axiomatic way, and from these axioms
we prove the essential properties of relators. The results of this section are all we need for
proving properties of a monotonic relator. In section 2.2 we give a way to construct relators
by means of extensions. We prove that this construction of relators is complete in the sense
that for any monotonic relator there exists a monotonic extension such that the relator can be
constructed from this extension. Finally, in section 2.3 we give some relators for the functors
O, P , and Q .
The name “relator” is also used by Backhouse [BW92], and also represents a function on
(generalized) relations. Despite of some similarities between our “monotonic relators” and
Backhouse his “relators”, there seems to be no connection.
Let in this chapter an endofunctor F on Set be given.
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2.1 Monotonic relators
An F -relator assigns to a relation between two sets, a relation between the images underF of
the two sets. We give the formal definition of a relator, state the four conditions that together
define monotonicity of a relator, and define transposition of relators.
Definition 2.1.1
1. An F -relator Γ is a function that assigns relations to relations, such that for every
relation R  AB we have Γ:R  (F:A)  (F:B) .
2. A relator Γ is monotonic iff the following properties hold.





) for a set A .
(c) Γ:(R  S)  (Γ:R)  (Γ:S) for R  AB and S  B  C .
(d) Let R  AB, f : A! A0, and g : B ! B0 . Then
((F:f)  (F:g))[Γ:R]  Γ:((f  g)[R]) :
3. For a relator Γ define Γ as R 7! (Γ:(R)) .
We get an alternative definition of monotonicity of a relator by replacing the set equality in
monotonicity condition (c) by the set containment “”. With this alternative definition we get
a larger class of monotonic relators, and this class contains relators that cannot be described
by extensions (which is not the case with our definition). If we leave out all the results about
extensions (including theorem 2.1.4), all the other results up to chapter 5 still hold. Chapter 5
contains the important soundness result, and this result consist of two parts: soundness for flat
models and soundness for complete models. With the alternative definition of monotonicity,
soundness for flat models cannot be proved anymore, while soundness for complete models
still holds. Because of the importance of soundness, we have chosen the above definition.
The fourth monotonicity condition can probably be formulated more compactly in terms
of category theory, but we prefer an explicit definition only using basic category theory. Note
that this condition can also be written as: for every u 2 F:A and v 2 F:B we have
u(Γ:R)v ) (F:f:u)(Γ:((f  g)[R]))(F:g:v) :
For a relator Γ and a relation R  A  B, we have R  B  A, and hence we get
Γ:(R)  F:B  F:A, and thus (Γ:(R))  F:A  F:B . So the transposed relator is
indeed again a relator.
From the above definition and some calculus it follows that the composition of two relators
is again a relator. We prove that monotonicity of relators is preserved by transposition and
composition of relators.
Theorem 2.1.1 Let Γ be a monotonic F -relator.
1. The F -relator Γ is monotonic.
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2. Let F 0 be another endofunctor on Set and Γ0 a monotonic F 0-relator. Then Γ  Γ0 is a
monotonic F  F 0-relator.
Proof. Under the premise that the properties of definition 2.1.1.2 hold for Γ and Γ0, we have
to prove that these properties hold for Γ and Γ  Γ0 . This is proved straightforwardly, and
we leave them to the reader, except for the fourth property. Let R  A  B, f : A ! A0,
and g : B ! B0 . Then
1. With some calculus we see that, for functionsh; j and relationS, we have (hj)[R] 
((j  h)[R])

. From this fact, some calculus, and the monotonicity of Γ we get the
following. ((F:f)  (F:g))[(Γ:(R))]  (((F:g)  (F:f))[Γ:(R)]) 




):f) ((F  F
0
):g))[(Γ  Γ0):R]
 f definition 2.1.1.2.d with, f := F 0:f , g := F 0:g, and R := Γ0:R g
Γ:(((F 0:f) (F 0:g))[Γ0:R])
 f parts a and d of definition 2.1.1.2 g
(Γ  Γ0):((f  g)[R])
2
For R  A B we have 1 : R ! A and 2 : R ! B, and thus hF:1; F:2i : F:R !
F:A  F:B . From this we see that each endofunctor F induces a specific F -relator, called
the minimal relator. Theorem 2.1.2 below justifies this name.
Definition 2.1.2 Define the minimalF -relator Γ
m
by the following. For a relationRwe have
Γ
m
:R  hF:1; F:2i[F:R] :
We prove that the minimal relator is contained in every monotonic relator.
Theorem 2.1.2 Let Γ be a monotonic F -relator. Then, for a relation R, we have
Γ
m
:R  Γ:R .
Proof. Let R  A B . From definition 2.1.1.2.d with R := 1
R
, f := 1, and g := 2 we
get
((F:1) (F:2))[Γ:(1R)]  Γ:((1  2)[1R]) :
From (1  2)[1R]  R and definition 2.1.1.2.b we see that, for x 2 F:R, we have
(F:1:x)(Γ:R)(F:2:x) . From definition 2.1.2 we see that this is exactly what we have to
prove. 2
Relators, in particular minimal relators, are in general not monotonic, and in the next section
we give a necessary and sufficient condition for monotonicity of relators. In the case of
the minimal F -relator, this condition exactly states that F preserves pullbacks (a term from
category theory [ML71]). However, except for the “-part” of definition 2.1.1.2.c, all the
properties of monotonicity are always satisfied by the minimal relator.
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Theorem 2.1.3 The minimal F -relator satisfies the properties in definition 2.1.1.2, except
the “-part” of property (c).
Proof.
a Follows from definition 2.1.2 and the general assumption (see section 1.4) that, if A  B
then F:A  F:B .
b Follows from lemma 2.1.1.1 below.
c (the “-part”) Let u 2 F:A and w 2 F:C be such that u(Γ
m





:S))w . From definition 2.1.2 we get z 2 F:(R  S) such
that F:1:z  u and F:2:z  w . Observe that in general there exists a function
f : R S ! B such that 8(a; c) 2 R S (aR(f:(a; c))^ (f:(a; c))Sc) . Equivalently:
f satisfies the two properties h1; fi : R S ! R and hf; 2i : R S ! S . It suffices
to prove (1) u(Γ
m
:R)(F:f:z) and (2) (F:f:z)(Γ
m
:S)w . From symmetry we see that it
suffices to prove one of them, say (1) . From definition 2.1.2 we see that it suffices to
find x 2 F:R such that (a) F:1:x  u and (b) F:2:x  F:f:z . Put x  F:h1; fi:z .
With some calculus we see that F:1:x  F:1:z and F:2:x  F:f:z . Finally, note
that F:1:z  u .
d Let R  A  B, f : A ! A0, and g : B ! B0 . Assume that u 2 F:A and v 2 F:B
are such that u(Γ
m
:R)v . We have to prove (F:f:u)(Γ
m
:((f  g)[R]))(F:g:v) . From
u(Γ
m
:R)v and definition 2.1.2 we get x 2 F:R such that F:1:x  u and F:2:x  v .
Put y  F:(f  g):x (so y 2 F:((f  g)[R])) . From definition 2.1.2 we see that it
suffices to proveF:1:y  F:f:u and F:2:y  F:g:v . With some calculus we see that
F:1:y  F:1:(F:(f  g):x)  F:(f  1):x  F:f:u . The proof of F:2:y  F:g:v
is symmetric.
2
We prove that the minimal relator respects the identity relation and transposition of relations.
These properties do not hold for general relators. Actually, in the next section we see that the
first property uniquely determines the minimal relator.
Lemma 2.1.1

















1.  : From definition 2.1.2 we see that it suffices to prove that, for x 2 F:(1
A
), we have
F:1:x  F:2:x . Because 1 and 2 are equal as functions from 1A to A, the
functions F:1 and F:2 are equal as functions from F:(1A) to F:A .
 : From definition 2.1.2 we see that we have to prove that, for u 2 F:A, there exists
x 2 F:1
A





i:u . Then F:1:x  F:1:(F:hidA; idAi:u) 
F:(1  hidA; idAi):u  F:idA:u  u . From symmetry the equality F:2:x  u
follows.
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because then by substituting R for R and transposing the containment, the other





) such that F:1:x0  F:2:x and F:2:x0  F:1:x . Note that h2; 1i :
R ! R

, and define x0  F:h2; 1i:x . Then F:1:x0  F:1:(F:h2; 1i:x) 
F:(1  h2; 1i):x  F:2:x . The other equality follows from symmetry.
2
From part 2 of the above theorem it follows that the minimal relator maps equivalence
relations to equivalence relations. We mentioned that the above properties do not hold for
general relators, and this is also the case for this deduced property (see example 2.3.1).
For each set A, a relator induces a relation on F:A by applying the relator to the identity
relation 1
A
. If this relator is monotonic then we can prove that this relation is a preorder, but
because we do not yet need this result, the proof is postponed to the next section. However,
the notation already reflects this result.
Definition 2.1.3 For a set A and an F -relator Γ define the relation Γ;A Γ:(1A) on F:A .
We prove that the above defined family of relations is type-insensitive, and consequently that
we can simplify its notation. With type-insensitive we mean that the relation Γ;A does not
depend on the set A . This is formalized and proved in the following lemma.




, u Γ;B u
0
:
Proof. Note that F:A  F:B, and so u Γ;B u0 makes sense.




















. Finally, use definition 2.1.3 .







, from definition 2.1.1.2.c and definition 2.1.3 we see that
Γ;A Γ;B  Γ;A . Finally, use the fact thatΓ;A is reflexive.
2
Let u and u0 be elements ofF:A and also elements ofF:B . Thenu and u0 are also elements of
F:(A[B), and from the above lemma we see that u Γ;A u0 , u Γ;A[B u0 , u Γ;B u0 .
So we can omit the sub-index “A” in the notation “Γ;A”, and we write “Γ” . Furthermore, if
for a set A, we apply a monotonic relator Γ to the relation 1
A
then we also omit the sub-index
“A” in “1
A
”, and write Γ:1 . So definition 2.1.3 becomesΓ Γ:1 .
We prove that any monotonic relator Γ can be expressed in terms of the minimal relator
and the family of preordersΓ . In section 2.2 we prove the reverse result, that is, we prove
that any monotonic relator can be constructed in this way.
Theorem 2.1.4 Let Γ be a monotonic F -relator. Then, for a relation R, we have
Γ:R  Γ  (Γm:R) Γ :
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Proof. In the proof we omit the sub-index “Γ” in “Γ” . Let R  AB .
) : Let u0 2 F:A and v0 2 F:B be such that u0(Γ:R)v0 . From definition 2.1.2 we see
that we have to find x0 2 F:R such that u0  F:1:x0 and F:2:x0  v0 . Define
S  AR and T  RB as follows.
 S  f(a; (a; b)) j (a; b) 2 Rg .
 T  f((a; b); b) j (a; b) 2 Rg .
We see thatST  R holds, and from definition 2.1.1.2.c we get (Γ:S)(Γ:T )  Γ:R .
Because u0(Γ:R)v0 holds, we get x0 2 F:R such that u0(Γ:S)x0 and x0(Γ:T )v0 . From
definition 2.1.1.2.d with R := S, f := id
A
, and g := 1, we get
((F:id
A
) (F:1))[Γ:S]  Γ:((idA  1)[S]) () :
From the definition of S we see that (id
A
 1)[S]  1A . So from () we see that,
for u 2 F:A and x 2 F:R such that u(Γ:S)x, we have u  F:1:x . Similarly we
can deduce that, for x 2 F:R and v 2 F:B such that x(Γ:T )v, we have F:2:x  v .
We already had the existence of x0 2 F:R such that u0(Γ:S)x0 and x0(Γ:T )v0, which
implies u0  F:1x0 and F:2:x0  v0 .
( : We have to prove that (Γ
m
:R)  Γ:R . This follows directly from theorem 2.1.2
and lemma 2.1.3 below.
2
One half of the above theorem is proved in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1.3 Let Γ be a monotonic F -relator. ThenΓ  (Γ:R)  (Γ:R) Γ  Γ:R .
Proof. From definition 2.1.3, definition 2.1.1.2.c, and some calculus we get Γ  (Γ:R) 
(Γ:1)  (Γ:R)  Γ:(1 R)  Γ:R . The other conjunct is proved similar. 2
The following lemma is not needed yet, but it states a very important property of monotonic
relators: monotonicity on functions.
Lemma 2.1.4 Let R  AB, f : X ! A, and g : X ! B . Then
fRg ) (F:f)(Γ:R)(F:g) :
Proof. Note that fRg can be written as (f  g)[1
X
]  R, and (F:f)(Γ:R)(F:g) as
((F:f)  (F:g))[1
(F:X)















In the previous section we proved that a monotonic relator Γ induces a family of relations
Γ (definition 2.1.3). In this section we start with a family of relations that satisfy a cer-
tain property. The family of relations is given by an extension, and the property is called
monotonicity of the extension. In theorem 2.1.4 we proved that a monotonic relator can be
expressed in terms of the induced family of relations and the minimal relator. In this section
we use the equivalence of that theorem for constructing a monotonic relator from a monotonic
extension. Furthermore, we prove that any monotonic relator can be constructed from a
monotonic extension.
An extension of the endofunctor F adds a family of preorders to the definition of F ,
where this family of preorders is type-insensitive (see lemma 2.1.2).
Definition 2.2.1 Let G be a functor from Set to Prs, say G:A  ( ;
G;A
) . We define G to
be an extension of F iff the following holds.
 G:A  (F:A;
G;A
) for a set A










 G:f  F:f for a function f .
In the previous section, from lemma 2.1.2 we concluded that the sub-index “A” could be
omitted in “Γ;A” . In the same way, from the above property in definition 2.2.1, we conclude
that the sub-index “A” can be omitted in “
G;A
”, and we write “
G
” . It is easily proved




, is an extension. We denote this
extension also by F , and call it the trivial extension of F .
In theorem 2.1.4 a monotonic relator Γ is expressed in terms of the minimal relator and
the family of relations Γ . Given an extension of F , with the equivalence of that theorem
we now define a relator.
Definition 2.2.2 LetG be an extension ofF . Define theF -relatorR 7! RG by the following.










For an extension G we see that from lemma 2.1.1.1 and the fact that 
G
is a preorder, it
follows that
G
 1G (note the resemblance with definition 2.1.3). In this section we assume
this fact to be known. If in the above definition we substitute the trivial extensionF forG (so

G
:= 1) then we see that the relatorR 7! RF is the minimal relator Γ
m
.
In theorem 2.1.3 we proved that the minimal relator is, except for one property, monotonic.
We prove that the above defined relator, which is based on the minimal relator, inherits this
property.
Theorem 2.2.1 Let G be an extension of F . The F -relatorR 7! RG satisfies the properties
in definition 2.1.1.2, except for the “-part” of property (c) .
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Proof. The properties (a) and (b) in definition 2.1.1 follow easily from definition 2.2.2 and
theorem 2.1.3, and we only prove (1) property (c) (the “-part”) and (2) property (d) . In the
proof we omit the sub-index “G” in “
G
” .
1. Let R  AB and S  B  C . Then
(R  S)
G








  , calculus g
  (Γ
m
:R)    (Γ
m
:S) 





2. Let R  A  B, f : A ! A0, and g : B ! B0 . Assume that u 2 F:A and v 2 F:B
are such that uRGv . Put S  (f  g)[R], so we have to prove (F:f:u)SG(F:g:v) .





, and (c) v0  v . Because G is a functor, from (a) and (c) we get (a0)
F:f:u  F:f:u







) . Then (a0), (b0), and (c0) together imply u( (Γ
m
:S))v .
From definition 2.2.2 we see that this is equivalent to uSGv .
2
For proving monotonicity of the relator of definition 2.2.2, that is, for proving the one missing
property, we need an extra condition on the extension, called monotonicity.
Definition 2.2.3 An extensionG of F is defined to be monotonic if the following holds. Let
u 2 F:A, v 2 F:B, f : A! C, and g : B ! C . Then
F:f:u 
G
F:g:v ) uf(a; b) 2 AB j f:a  g:bg
G
v :
From definition 2.2.2,definition 2.1.2, and the above definition,we see that the trivial extension
F is monotonic iff for every f; g; u; v we have
F:f:u  F:g:v ) 9w 2 F:(f(a; b) j f:a  g:bg) (F:1:w  u ^ F:2:w  v) :
In terms of category theory, this property of the functor F is formulated as: F preserves
pullbacks (see [ML71]).
With the extra condition of monotonicity of the extension, we can now prove the missing
property, that is, monotonicity of the induced relator.
Theorem 2.2.2 LetG be a monotonic extension ofF . TheF -relatorR 7! RG is monotonic.
Proof. In the proof we omit the sub-index “G” in “
G
” . From theorem 2.2.1 we see that we
only have to prove the “-part” of definition 2.1.1.2.c . LetR  AB,S  BC, u 2 F:A,
v 2 F:B, and w 2 F:C be such that uRGv and vSGw . We have to prove u(R  S)Gw .
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From definition 2.2.2 and definition 2.1.2 we see that from uRGv we get x 2 F:R such that
u  F:1:x and F:2:x  v . In the same way, from vSGw we get y 2 F:S such that
v  F:1:y and F:2:y  w . Because  is a preorder, we get F:2:x  F:1:y . Put
T  f(r; s) 2 R  S j 2:r  1:sg . Then from definition 2.2.3 we see that xTGy holds.
From theorem 2.2.1 we see that the property in definition 2.1.1.2.d can be applied, and we do
so with f := 1, g := 2, and R := T . Then we get
((F:1) (F:2))[T
G
]  ((1  2)[T ])
G
:
Because (1  2)[T ]  R  S, and xTGy holds, we see that (F:1:x)(R  S)G(F:2:y) .
Together with definition 2.2.2, u  F:1:x, and F:2:y  w we see that u(R  S)Gw . 2
In the above theorem we see that from every monotonic extension we can construct a mono-
tonic relator. Because R 7! RF is the minimal relator, we see that monotonicity of the
trivial extension F (preserving pullbacks) is a sufficient condition for the minimal relator to
be monotonic.
In the following theorem we prove that every monotonic relator can be constructed from
a unique monotonic extension.
Theorem 2.2.3 Let Γ be a monotonicF -relator. There exists a unique extensionG of F such









0 then G and G0 are equal, and observe 
G
 1G  1G0 
G
0 . So it
suffices to prove existence. From definition 2.2.1, lemma 2.1.2, and theorem 2.2.4 below we
see that an extension G is defined by 
G
Γ . From theorem 2.1.4 and definition 2.2.2 we
see that the relators R 7! RG and Γ are equal, so it remains to prove that G is monotonic.
Let u 2 F:A, v 2 F:B, f : A ! C, and g : B ! C . From definition 2.2.3 we see that we
have to prove the following.
F:f:u Γ F:g:v ) u(Γ:(f(a; b) 2 AB j f:a  g:bg))v :
Define R  A C and S  C B as
 R  f(a; f:a) j a 2 Ag
 S  f(g:b; b) j b 2 Bg




] . From definition 2.1.1.2.d we see
that, for u 2 F:D, we have u(Γ:R)(F:f:u) . From symmetry we see that, for v 2 F:E, we
have (F:g:v)(Γ:S)v . Let u 2 F:A and v 2 F:B be such that F:f:u Γ F:g:v . Because
u(Γ:R)(F:f:u) and (F:g:v)(Γ:S)v hold, we get u((Γ:R) Γ  (Γ:S))v . From lemma 2.1.3
and definition 2.1.1.2.c we get u(Γ:(R  S))v . Finally, from the definitions of R and S it is
easily proved that R  S  f(a; b) j f:a  g:bg . 2
For the proof of following theorem, we do not need any results of this section, only of the
previous. We prove that a monotonic relator Γ defines an endofunctor on Prs .
Theorem 2.2.4 Let Γ be a monotonic F -relator and (A;
A
) a preordered set. Then
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1. (F:A;Γ:(
A
)) is a preordered set.
2. Let (B;
B






















) . The first statement follows from parts a and b of
definition 2.1.1.2, and the second from parts a and c of definition 2.1.1.2 .














) . This is exactly what we have to prove.
2
From theorem 2.2.2 we know that each monotonic extension of the endofunctor F on Set,
induces a monotonic relator, and with the above theorem we see that this relator induces an
endofunctor on Prs . We introduce a notation for this, by a monotonic extension, induced
functor.






) for (A;) 2 obj(Prs) .
 G
+
:f  F:f for f 2 arr(Prs) .
In example 2.3.1.2 below we show that the above defined endofunctorG+ on the category of
preordered sets, is in general not an endofunctor on the category of ordered sets. We actually
prove that, for an order, the relationG is in general not an order. This is the main reason
for working with preordered sets instead of ordered sets.









for the trivial extension F we have F  F . We prove that the transposition of the relator
that is induced by a monotonic extension, equals the relator that is induced by the transposed
extension. We also state and prove a connection between the composition of two extensions,
and the composition of the two induced relators.
Corollary 2.2.1 Let G be a monotonic extension of F .
1. Then the extensionG is monotonic, and the F -relatorsR 7! R(G) and (R 7! RG)
are equal.




0 is a monotonic extension of F  F 0, and we have
(a) R(G+G0)  (RG0)G for a relation R .
(b) (G+ G0)+  G+  (G0)+ .
Proof.
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1. From theorem 2.1.1 we see that (R 7! RG) is a monotonic relator. Then from












. So G0  G .
2. From theorem 2.1.1.2 we see that R 7! (RG0)G is a monotonic relator. Then from
theorem 2.2.3 we know that there exists a monotonic extensionG00 of F  F 0 such that




+ and G+  (G0)+ are equal and (ii) the functorsG00 and G+ G0 are equal.
i : It is easily proved that the two functors are equal on functions, and it remains to







































ii : It is easily proved that the two functors are equal on functions, and it remains to
prove that the two are equal on sets. Let A be a set. If we apply the two equal
functors (see (a)) (G00)+ andG+  (G0)+ to the preordered set (A; 1
A
) then from
definition 2.2.4 we see that we get G00:A and G+:(G0:A), respectively.
2
Let F 0 be another endofunctor on Set (next to F ) such that the trivial extension F 0 is
monotonic, and let G be a monotonic extension of F . From the above corollary with
G




















Because the functorsG+ F 0 andG F 0 are also equal on arrows, we see that they are equal
(F 0 typed as Set ! Prs and Set ! Set, respectively). Obviously, we prefer the second
notation.
2.3 Some extensions ofO, P , andQ
In this section we look at some extensions of the endofunctors O, P , and Q, and the
corresponding relators. Each endofunctor has a trivial extension, which corresponds to the
minimal relator. For the endofunctor P we define a non-trivial extension, which composed
with O also defines a non-trivial extension of Q . For all these extensions (three trivial and
two non-trivial) we give an explicit expression for the corresponding relator, and prove that
they are monotonic (both the extension and relator).
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We first define the non-trivial extensions of P and Q . The family of preorders of both
extensions is the subset relation. Because the subset relation is obviously type-insensitive,
from definition 2.2.1 we see that the two are indeed extensions.
Definition 2.3.1
1. Define the extension Pc of P by
Pc
  .
2. Define the extensionQc ofQ as Qc  Pc  O .
In definition 2.2.2 we defined a relator in terms of the minimal relator and a family of preorders
(given by an extension). In the following result we have a reversed situation: we express the
minimal P-relator in terms of the relator that is induced by the extension Pc . This result is
used for proving results about P , by reducing the case P to the case Pc, which is often much
simpler.
Theorem 2.3.1 For a relation R we haveRP  RPc \ R(Pc) .
Proof. We first prove a generalization of one half of the equality. Let F be an endofunctor on
Set,G an extension ofF , andR  AB . From definition 2.2.2 we get (1)RG  RF  .
If we substitute R := R in (1), and use corollary 2.2.1, lemma 2.1.1.2, and some calculus


















. Let u 2 P :A and v 2 P :B be such that u(RPc \ R(Pc))v . We
have to prove uRPv . From (1), (2), and definition 2.1.2 we get x; y 2 P :R such that
u 
Pc
P :1:x ^ P :2:x Pc v ^ P :1:y Pc u ^ v Pc P :2:y :
With definition 1.4.4.1 and definition 2.3.1.1 this becomes
1[y]  u  1[x] ^ 2[x]  v  2[y] :
Now put z  (x [ y) \ (u  v) . Because u 2 P :A and v 2 P :B (so #u; #v < ), from
z  u v it follows that #z < #(u v) < 2   . Then from z  x [ y  R, we see that
z 2 P :R . With some calculus it is easily proved that 1[z]  u and 2[z]  v, which with
definition 2.1.2 implies uRPv . 2
We give explicit expressions for the relators induced byO, P , and Pc .
Theorem 2.3.2 Let R  A  B, (p; I) 2 O:A, (q; J) 2 O:B, u 2 P :A, and v 2 P :B we
have
1. (p; I)RO(q; J) , (p  q) ^ IRJ .
2. uRPcv , 8a 2 u9b 2 v (aRb) .
3. uRPv , 8a 2 u 9b 2 v (aRb) ^ 8b 2 v 9a 2 u (aRb) .
Proof.





, f definition 2.2.2, definition 2.1.2 g
9x 2 O:R (O:1:x  (p; I) ^ O:2:x  (q; J))
, f definition 1.4.3, calculus g
9r 2 Op; L 2 R:r ((r; 1  L)  (p; I) ^ (r; 2  L)  (q; J))
, f calculus g





, f definition 2.2.2 g
9x 2 P :R (u 
Pc
P :1:x ^ P :2:x Pc v)
, f definition 2.3.1 g
9x  R (#x <  ^ u  1[x] ^ 2[x]  v)
, f “):” calculus, “(:” see below g
8a 2 u 9b 2 v (aRb)
It remains to prove the implication in the above proof. Assume 8a 2 u 9b 2 v (aRb),
and put x  R \ (u  v) . Because u 2 P :A and v 2 P :B (so #u; #v < ), from
x  u v we see that #x  #(u v) < 2   . From the definition of x we see that
2[x]  v, and the assumption on u and v implies that u  1[x] .
3. Follows immediately from theorem 2.3.1 and part 2.
2
In lemma 2.1.1.2 we proved that the minimal relator respects the transposition of relations.
We show that this property does not hold for general relators. We also give two other cases
that might cause confusion when using the relator notation.
Example 2.3.1.
1. For a preorder the relations (G) and G are in general not equal.
2. For an order the relationG is in general not an order.
3. For an equivalence = the relation =G is in general not an equivalence.
Proof. The counterexamples are given for the familiar order on IN and the extensionPc . We
use theorem 2.3.2.2 and some calculus.
1. We have f2g Pc f1; 3g and f1; 3g 6Pc f2g . This implies that the relations (Pc)
andPc on P :(IN) are not equal.
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2. We have f1; 2; 3g Pc f1; 3g and f1; 3g Pc f1; 2; 3g . This implies that the relation

Pc on IN is not an order.
3. The identity relation 1IN is an equivalence, while 1PcIN   obviously is not.
(End of example)
This example shows that in combination with relators, we have to be careful with the use of
the notation “” for the relation  . For example, for an extension G the relations ()G
and G are equal, but the relations (G) andG are not.
We prove that the extensions O, Pc, and P are monotonic, which implies that the
corresponding relators are also monotonic (theorem 2.2.2).
Theorem 2.3.3 The extensionsO, Pc, and P are monotonic.
Proof. Let A, B, and C be sets, f : A! C, and g : B ! C .
1. Let (p; I) 2 O:A and (q; J) 2 O:B be such that O:f:(p; I)  O:g:(q; J), or equival-
ently (use definition 1.4.3) p  q and f  I  g  J . We have to prove
(p; I)f(a; b) 2 AB j f:a  g:bg
O
(q; J) :
From theorem 2.3.2.1 we see that this is equivalent to
(p  q) ^ If(a; b) 2 AB j f:a  g:bgJ :
This follows directly from p  q and f  I  g  J .
2. Let u 2 P :A and v 2 P :B (so #u <  and #v < ). Then
P :f:u  P :g:v
, f definition 1.4.4.1, calculus g
8a 2 u 9b 2 v (f:a  g:b)
, f theorem 2.3.2.2 g
uf(a; b) 2 AB j f:a  g:bg
Pc
v
3. Let u 2 P :A and v 2 P :B . Then
P :f:u  P :g:v
, f calculus g
P :f:u  P :g:v ^ P :g:v  P :f:u
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We know that the extensions Q and Qc are compositions of P and O, and Pc and O,
respectively. In the above theorem we see that all the components are monotonic, and from
this we prove that the extensions Q and Qc are monotonic, and give explicit expressions for
the corresponding relators.
Corollary 2.3.1 The extensionsQc andQ are monotonic, and for a relationR  AB we




v is equivalent to 8(p; I) 2 u 9(q; J) 2 v (p  q ^ IRJ) .
 uR
Q
v is equivalent to
8(p; I) 2 u 9(q; J) 2 v (p  q^ IRJ) ^ 8(q; J) 2 v 9(p; I) 2 u (p  q^ IRJ) :
Proof. Case Qc follows from definition 2.3.1.2 and corollary 2.2.1.2 . Case Q follows from
definition 2.3.1.2, theorem 2.3.1, and the easily proved fact Qc  Pc  O . The explicit
expressions follow from the explicit expressions for RO and RPc in the above theorem, and




In this chapter we define a syntactical framework for reasoning about solutions of (possibly
recursive) equations. We define a syntactic domain whose elements are called schemes (defin-
ition 3.1.1), and represent solutions of equations. We are investigating ordering-statements
about these solutions, and such statements are represented by pairs of schemes, called formu-
lae (definition 3.1.2). On the syntactic domain we define a preorder (a subset of formulae)
called simulation (definition 3.2.1). In the following chapters we will show that simulation is
the solution of the ordering problem.
In section 3.1 we define schemes and formulae. A scheme consists of a coalgebra (a set
with a certain function) together with an element of the set of the coalgebra, and a formula
consists of two schemes. In section 3.2 we define the simulation preorder on schemes,
which can be seen as a “containment of coalgebra-structures”. This preorder is defined with
the use of relators, and is closely related to ordered F -bisimulation as defined in [Rut94] .
Simulation determines a subset of the set of formulae, and in chapter 5 (soundness) and
chapter 6 (completeness) below we will see that this set exactly consists of the universally
true formulae. In section 3.3 we define the dual of semi-homs (see definition 1.4.8), called
left- and right-cohoms. Cohoms are extensively used in the completeness and soundness
proof. The two kinds of cohoms are both instances of one definition, but we prefer to define
them both explicitly.
From this chapter till chapter 6, let an endofunctor F on Set and an extension G of F
be given, such that the trivial extension F and the extension G are both monotonic. Almost
every result in these chapters holds for every monotonic extensionG, and does not depend on
the monotonicity of the trivial extension. However, if we substitute F for G in one of those
results, then monotonicity of F is necessary. Because in the sequel this substitution occurs
frequently, we do not want to add the premise “F is monotonic” every time we do so. From
corollary 2.2.1.1 it follows that the extensionG is also monotonic, and so in every result we
can substitute G for G .
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3.1 Syntax
A scheme consists of three components, where the first two together form a coalgebra and the
third is an element of the set of the coalgebra.
Definition 3.1.1 An F -scheme is a triple (D;; d), where (D;) is an F -coalgebra and
d 2 D .
We often omit the first component of a scheme, and write (; d) . Corresponding to ex-
ample 1.4.2.2, for a coalgebra (D;) we call D the set of states, and for a scheme (D;; d)
we call d 2 D the start state.
In example 1.4.2 we have seen that the set of productions of a grammar, and the transition
function of a finite state machine together with a set of final states, are both examples of
coalgebras. In the first case, the elements of the state set of the coalgebra are the non-
terminals of the grammar, and in the second case the states of the machine. We see that if
in both cases we add a start state to the coalgebra (to get a scheme) then we get a grammar
and finite state machine, respectively. So finite state machines and grammars are examples
of schemes. In formal language theory (see [HU79]), to grammars and machines a semantic
is assigned in terms of sets of strings: the set of “generated strings” and “accepted strings”,
respectively. In chapter 10 below we prove that these two semantics are both instances of one
general definition, in which a semantic is assigned to schemes.
In case the signature Q only contains unary and constant operators (:p equals 0 or 1 for
every p 2 Op), then we callQ-schemes machines. So finite state machines are machines with
one constant operator and finite state set.
In general, we see a coalgebra as a set of variables (the state set), together with a set
of equations (the coalgebra function) over these variables. A scheme represents the abstract
solution, for one specified variable (the start state), of the set of equations corresponding to
the coalgebra of the scheme. When we define the semantics of schemes in the next chapter,
this view becomes more concrete.
Almost all the examples of schemes that we present areQ-schemes, because O-schemes
and P-schemes are too simple. Furthermore, we introduce two other ways of representing
Q-schemes (next to the formal one), which could cause confusion if they also applied to P-
and O-schemes. These two extra notations are explained by means of an example. One of
them is pictorial, and the other a kind of BNF notation.
Example 3.1.1. Assume   !, Op  fse; S; pg, and   (se; S; p)>7!(2; 1; 0) . Define the
Q-scheme (f0; 1; 2g; ; 0) by
 :0  f(S; (2)); (se; (0; 1))g
 :1  f(S; (1)); (p; ())g
 :2  ;
In BNF notation this becomes (with start state 0):
 0  ! S(2) j se(0; 1)







Figure 3.1: see example 3.1.1
If the coalgebra assigns the empty set to a state then this is denoted by the absence of a line
for this state. Note that the expressions behind the arrow, separated by the symbol “j”, are not
ordered. The argument of an operator p 2 Op is denoted by an :p-tuple directly behind “p”,
and thus for a constant (:p  0) the argument is denoted by the empty tuple. In figure 3.1
below, we see the pictorial representation of the scheme. Note that here the dotted lines are
not ordered, and the start state is indicated by the arrow without a source. (End of example)
For unary and constant operators we usually omit the left and right bracket that enclose its
argument. For example, if S 2 Op is a unary and p 2 Op is a constant operator then we write
(S; 2) and p instead of (S; (2)) and (p; ()) .
In chapter 4 we shall see that a scheme is interpreted as an element of an ordered set.
For example, a grammar and finite state machine (both schemes) are both interpreted in the
power set of strings, ordered by the subset relation. Let two schemes l0; l1 be given. We are
interested in the statement “the interpretation of l0 is less than or equal to the interpretation
of l1”. In the case of grammars this statement becomes: “any string that is generated by
grammar l0 is also generated by grammar l1”, and in the case of finite state machines this
becomes: “any string that is accepted by machine l0 is also accepted by machine l1”. Such a
statement is represented by a formula, and the notation for a formula reflects the occurrence
of an order in this statement.
Definition 3.1.2 An F -formula is an ordered pair (l0; l1) of F -schemes, denoted as l0  l1 .
3.2 Simulation
In this section we define a preorder on schemes, called simulation, which depends on the
monotonic extension G . If we substitute the trivial extension F for G then simulation
becomes an equivalence, and this equivalence equals F -bisimulation on the category Set, as
defined in [AM89] .
Let two schemes be given. We first define a subset of relations between the two state
sets, called simulations. These simulations are relations that satisfy a certain monotonicity
property with respect to the two coalgebra functions. Now the two given schemes are related
by the simulation preorder iff the greatest simulation (with respect to containment) relates
their start states.
Definition 3.2.1 Let (D;; d0), (E; ; e0) be F -schemes.
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1. A relation R  D  E is called a G-simulation from  to  , notation R :  G!  , iff








( ; e0), iff there existsR  D E such that d0Re0 and R : 
G
!  .
We know that the minimal relator corresponds to the trivial extension F , and from the-
orem 2.1.2 we see that, for a relation R, we have RF  RG . Together with the above








In words: F -simulation implies G-simulation.
Because finite state machines are Q-schemes, we can also interpret simulation for ma-
chines. We first give explicit expressions for some concrete functors.
Example 3.2.1.
1. Let (D;); (E; ) be O-coalgebras and R  D  E . Then R :  O!  iff, for every
d 2 D and e 2 E we have
dRe ^ :d  (p; I) ^  :e  (q; J) ) (p  q) ^ IRJ :
2. Let (D;); (E; ) be P-coalgebras and R  D E . Then










(b) R :  P!  iff R :  Pc!  and R :  Pc!  .
3. Let (D;); (E; ) be Q-coalgebras and R  D  E . Then
(a) R :  Qc!  iff, for every d 2 D and e 2 E we have
dRe ) 8(p; I) 2 :d 9J ((p; J) 2  :e ^ IRJ) :
(b) R :  Q!  iff R :  Qc!  and R :  Qc!  .
Proof. Parts 1 and 2.a follow immediately from definition 3.2.1 and parts 1 and 2 of the-
orem 2.3.2 . Part 2.b follows from definition 3.2.1 and theorem 2.3.1 . Finally, part 3 follows
definition 3.2.1 and corollary 2.3.1 . (End of example)
Assume that Op,  and  are as in example 1.4.2.2 . In this example we showed that






are relations on finite state machines.
Let l  (D;; d0) and l0  (E; ; e0) be Q-schemes and R  D E a relation that relates
the start states (d0Re0 holds). From the above example we see that R :  Qc!  holds iff for
every state d 2 E and e 2 E we have
 dRe ^ (t; d
0










 dRe ^ (st; ()) 2 :d ) (st; ()) 2  :e .
If we interpret this in “machine terms”, then we see that it is equivalent to the following. For
every state d 2 D and e 2 E we have
 If states d and e are related by R and the machine l can move from state d to state d0
on input symbol t 2 T , then there exists a state e0 such that d0 is related to e0 by R and
machine l0 can move to from state e to state e0 on input symbol t .
 If states d and e are related by R and d is a final state then e is also a final state.
If we regard a calculation of a finite state machine as a sequence of steps that starts in the start
state and ends in a final state, then intuitively the above describes “simulation of machines” in
the sense that any calculation in machine l can be stepwise copied in machine l0 . Furthermore,
from the above example it follows that R :  Q!  holds iff the above condition on R holds
in both directions.
For the substitutions for the extension G in the above example, it easily follows that <

G
is a preorder. That this holds for any monotonic extension, follows from the axioms for
monotonic relators.
Theorem 3.2.1 The relation <

G
on schemes is a preorder.
Proof. We have to prove that <

G
is (1) reflexive and (2) transitive.














  and the fact that  is a preorder.
2. Let (; d0); ( ; e0); (; j0) be F -schemes such that (; d0) <

G
( ; e0) and
( ; e0) <

G
(; j0) . From definition 3.2.1.2 we get relations R and S, such that
R : 
G
!  , S :  
G
! , d0R1e0, and e0R2j0 . With lemma 3.2.1 below and the
definition of relation composition we getR  S :  G!  and d0(R  S)j0 . Then from








follows from the following lemma, which states that the composition of
two simulations is again a simulation.
Lemma 3.2.1 Let (D;), (E; ), and (J; ) beF -coalgebras. IfR  DE andS  EJ
are such that R :  G!  and S :  G!  then R  S :  G!  .
Proof. Let d 2 D and j 2 J . According to definition 3.2.1.1 we have to prove the following.
d(R  S)j
, f calculus g
9e 2 E (dRe ^ eSj)
) f R : 
G
!  and S :  G!  g
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9e 2 E ((:d)R
G
( :e) ^ ( :e)S
G
(:j))





















on schemes, as usual denoted by '
G
.
If two schemes are related by '
G
, then we say that they are G-similar. Immediately under
definition 3.2.1 we saw thatF -simulation impliesG-simulation. This implies thatF -similarity
implies G-similarity (l '
F
l
0 implies l '
G
l
0). This fact is used frequently, and we assume
the reader to memorize it.
The extension G is by assumption monotonic, and from theorem 2.1.1.1 it follows that
G
 is also monotonic. So we can also consider G-simulation, and we prove that it is the
transposed of G-simulation. An immediate consequence is that the relation F -simulation is





















1. The second conjunct follows from the first and some calculus, and from defini-
tion 3.2.1.2 we see that part 1 follows from lemma 3.2.2 below.







, which exactly states symmetry.
2

















” anymore, and always use'
F
.
The above connection between G-simulation and G-simulation is a consequence of a
similar connection between the byG induced relator and the byG induced relator. In terms
of simulations, this connection is as follows.
Lemma 3.2.2 Let (D;); (E; ) be F -coalgebras and R  D E . Then
R : 
G
!  , R




Proof. Because (G)  G, from symmetry we see that it suffices to prove the “)-part”.
Assume that R :  G!  . According to definition 3.2.1.1 we have to prove that, for
(e; d) 2 R

, we have ( :e)(R)(G)(:d) . Let e 2 E and d 2 D be such that eRd, that
is, dRe holds. Because R :  G!  holds, from definition 3.2.1.1 we get (:d)RG( :e), and

















Figure 3.2: three Q-similar schemes
We know that F -similarity impliesG-similarity, and thusQ-similarity impliesQc-similarity.
From example 3.2.1.3 one might expect that the reverse implication (Qc-similarity implies
Q-similarity) also holds, but this is not the case and in example 3.2.2 below we present two
schemes that are Qc-similar but notQ-similar. Q-similarity still is weaker than might be ex-
pected: in example 3.2.3 we present threeQ-similar schemes that (pictorially) look differently.
The fact that Q-similar schemes, and thus Qc-similar schemes, have syntactically different






Example 3.2.2. We present two schemes that are Qc-similar, but not Q-similar. Assume
  !, Op  fS; p; qg, and   (S; p; q)>7!(1; 0; 0) . Define theQ-scheme (f0; 1g; ; 0) by
 0  ! S 1
 1  ! p j q
Define the Q-scheme (f0; 1; 2g;  ; 0) by
 0  ! S 1 j S 2
 1  ! p
 2  ! p j q
A pictorial representation of both schemes ((; 0) on top) is given in figure 3.3 . It is
easily proved that f(0; 0); (1; 2)g :  Qc!  and f(0; 0); (1; 1); (2; 1)g :  Qc!  . So














Figure 3.3: two Qc-similar but notQ-similar schemes
(; 0) '
Qc
( ; 0) . That the two schemes are notQ-similar, is proved by means of models in
example 5.2.2 below. (End of example)
Example 3.2.3. We present three schemes that are Q-similar. Assume   !, Op  fS; pg,
and   (S; p)>7!(1; 0) . Define the Q-scheme (f0g; ; 0) by
 0  ! S 0 j p
Define the Q-scheme (f0; 1g;  ; 0) by
 0  ! S 1 j p
 1  ! S 0 j p
Define the Q-scheme (f0; 1g; ; 0), with  defined by
 0  ! S 1 j p
 1  ! S 1 j p
In figure 3.2 we see the pictorial representation of these schemes. It can be shown that the three
schemes (; 0), ( ; 0) and (; 0) are Q-similar. For example, use relation f(0; 0); (0; 1)g :

Q
!  . The remaining verification is simple. (End of example)
Example 3.2.4. We present two schemes that are Q-similar, and which contain a binary
operator. Assume   !, Op  fse; pg, and   (se; p)>7!(2; 0) . Define the Q-scheme
(f0; 1g; ; 0) by
 0  ! se(0; 1) j p
 1  ! se(0; 1) j p
Define the Q-scheme (f0g;  ; 0) by










Figure 3.4: two Q-similar schemes
The pictorial representation is shown in figure 3.4 . It is easily checked that f0; 1g  f0g :

Q
!  , and so (; 0) '
Q
( ; 0) . (End of example)
In the following example one might expectQ-similarity, or at least Qc-similarity, of the two
schemes, but onlyQc-simulation (so only one direction) is true.
Example 3.2.5. Assume   !, Op  (fS; p; qg, and   (S; p; q)>7!(1; 0; 0) . Define the
Q-scheme (f0; 1; 2g; ; 0) by
 0  ! S 1 j S 2
 1  ! p
 2  ! q
Define the Q-scheme (f0; 1g;  ; 0) by
 0  ! S 1
 1  ! p j q
The pictorial representations of the two is shown in figure 3.5 . It is easily proved that
f(0; 0); (1; 1); (2; 1)g :  Qc!  , so from definition 4.2.2.2 it follows that (; 0) <

Qc
( ; 0) .
If one tries to find a relation S such that S :  Qc!  and (0; 0) 2 S, a contradiction arises. In
example 5.2.1 we give an indirect proof of ( ; 0) 6<

Qc
(; 0) . (End of example)











Figure 3.5: Only Qc-simulation between schemes
3.3 Left- and right-cohoms
Dually to semi-homs on algebras, we define left- and right-cohoms on coalgebras. Contrary
to semi-homs, the definition of left- and right-cohoms is dependent on the extension G . In
lemma 3.3.1 below we prove that the definition of a left-cohom can be given in terms of a
right-cohom, and vice versa. This is done by changing the given extension to the transposed
one. Because left- and right-cohoms both are used for the given extension, we give the two
definitions explicitly.
In this section let (D;); (E; ) be F -coalgebras,  a preorder on E, and r a function
from D to E .
Definition 3.3.1
1. r is a G-left-cohom from (D;) to (E;;  ) iff (F:r)   G   r .
2. r is a G-right-cohom from (D;) to (E;;  ) iff   r G (F:r)   .
As in the case of semi-homs, we also could have equipped the domain object with a preorder.
If to the definition of a cohom we also add the condition that the cohom is a monotonic
function, then the composition of two cohoms is again a cohom (which we do not prove).
Because composing cohoms does not occur and the above definition has other advantages,
we prefer the given definition.
If in the above definition the preorder  equals the identity relation on E, then we omit




 r is a G-left-cohom from (D;) to (E; ) iff (F:r)      r .
 r is a G-right-cohom from (D;) to (E; ) iff   r  (F:r)   .
Because 
F
 1, we see that in case the preorder  equals the identity relation, then the
notions F -left-cohom and F -right-cohom coincide, and from definition 1.4.7.2 we see that
they are equivalent to the notion of F -cohom.
We give the explicit definitions of the left and right cohoms from (D;) to (E; ) in the
cases that the extensionG equals Qc and Q .
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Example 3.3.1.
1. r is a Qc-left-cohom from (D;) to (E; ) iff, for every d 2 D, we have
(p; I) 2 :d ) (p; r  I) 2  :(r:d) :
2. r is a Qc-right-cohom from (D;) to (E; ) iff, for every d 2 D, we have
(p; J) 2  :(r:d) ) 9I ((p; I) 2 :d ^ J  r  I) :
3. r is a Q-cohom from (D;) to (E; ) iff r is a Qc-left-cohom and a Qc-right-cohom.
Proof. Parts 1 and 2 follow from definition 3.3.1, the fact that 
Qc
 , and Q:r:(:d) 
f(p; r  I) j (p; I) 2 :dg (use definition 1.4.4.2). Part 3 is trivial. (End of example)
We now introduce a notational convention, which is used frequently in this thesis. Let (D;)
be an F -coalgebra and r a function from a set X toD . Then (; r) (or (D;; r)) denotes the
function x 7! (; r:x) . The image of this function consists of schemes, but we postpone the
definition of such a set of schemes until we really need it (in chapter 6). We state two often
used consequences of this notation.
 Let s : Y ! X . Then (; r)  s  (; r  s) .









( ; s:x)) :
A function can be seen as a relation between the domain and codomain. We prove that
the relation corresponding to a left- or right-cohom is a simulation (in opposite directions).
Theorem 3.3.1 Assume that :  G!  .






( ; r) .







1. From definition 3.2.1.2 we see that it suffices to giveR  DE such that dR(r:d) for
d 2 D, and R :  G!  . Define R by the following. For d 2 D and e 2 E we have
dRe , r:d  e :
Because  is reflexive, we see that dR(r:d) of for d 2 D, and so it suffices to prove




] . It is easily seen thatR  S  .






, and so for
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( f definition 2.1.1.2.c (R  S  ), calculus g
(:d)S
G
(F:r:(:d)) ^ F:r:(:d) 
G
 :e
( f (), calculus g
F:r:(:d) 
G
 :(r:d) ^  :(r:d) 
G
 :e
( f definition 3.3.1.1, :  G!  g
r:d  e
, f definition of R g
dRe
2. From lemma 3.3.1 we see that if r is a G-right-cohom from (D;) to (E;;  ) then
r is a G-left-cohom from (D;) to (E;;  ) . With theorem 3.2.2.1 and part 1 we
see that it suffices to prove  :  G

!  . This follows from lemma 3.2.2 and the
assumption :  G!  .
2
If in the above theorem we have  1
E







, from definition 3.2.1.1 we see that this premise is equivalent to: for every
e 2 E we have ( :e) 
G
( :e), which is true. This proves parts 1 and 2 of the following
result.
Corollary 3.3.1






( ; r) .










( ; r) .
Proof. For the proof of part 3, note that an F -cohom is an F -left-cohom (as well as an






Let (D;) be an F -coalgebra and let D0  D be such that  : D0 ! F:D0, that is, (D0; )
is an F -coalgebra. The inclusion is an F -cohom from (D0; ) to (D;), and from part 3 of
the above theorem it follows that (D0; ; d) 'F (D;; d) for d 2 D0 . We use this simple
fact without referring to the above theorem.
We prove that the property of being a right-cohom can be expressed in terms of being a
left-cohom.
Lemma 3.3.1 r is a G-right-cohom from (D;) to (E;;  ) iff r is a G-left-cohom from
(D;) to (E;;  ) .
Proof. From corollary 2.2.1.1, we see that, for a preorder , we have G  ((G)) .
Then use definition 3.3.1. 2
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Let a cohom be given. Under the condition that the preorder is a simulation, we prove that
a function that is equivalent to the given cohom is again a cohom. This result might seem
trivial (even without the assumption on), but certainly is not (recall that = is the equivalence
defined as  \ ).
Lemma 3.3.2 Assume that :  G!  . Let s : D ! E be such that r = s . Then
1. r is a G-left-cohom iff s is a G-left-cohom (both from (D;) to (E;;  )).
2. r is a G-right-cohom iff s is a G-right-cohom (both from (D;) to (E;;  )).
Proof. Part 2 follows immediately from lemma 3.3.1, lemma 3.2.2, and part 1 . So part 1
remains. Obviously, it suffices to prove one direction. The premiser = s implies s  r, which
with lemma 2.1.4 implies F:s G F:r . So we have (1) (F:s) G (F:r) . The premise
r = s also implies r  s, which with the assumption  :  G!  and definition 3.2.1.1,
implies (2)   r G   s . Let r be a G-left-cohom, that is, we have (F:r)   G   r .




In the previous chapter we mentioned that schemes (the elements of the syntactic domain)
represent solutions of equations, and in this chapter we formalize this view. The equations that
we consider are formulated in the context of a semantic domain, called a model, and we first
give the definition of models (definition 4.1.1). Recall that a scheme consists of a coalgebra
and a start state (an element of the set of the coalgebra). For each model, we associate a set
of equations with a coalgebra, where the states of the coalgebra correspond to the unknowns.
The semantics of a scheme in a model is then defined (definition 4.2.2) as the solution in the
start-state (one of the unknowns) of the set of equations that is associated with the coalgebra
of the scheme. Recall that a formula is a pair of schemes. A model is equipped with an order,
and the semantics of a formula in a model is the truth value “the semantics of the first scheme
is less than or equal to the semantics of the second scheme” (definition 4.2.3). By universally
quantifying over the models we then define universal validity of a formula (definition 4.2.8).
In section 4.1 we introduce models, which consist of an algebra equipped with an order,
where the algebra arrow satisfies a certain monotonicity condition. In this monotonicity
condition the given extension G occurs, and from the properties of monotonic relators we
deduce some results about models. In section 4.2 we define the semantics, which we call
meaning, of schemes and formulae.
4.1 Models
With the introduction of algebras and coalgebras we mentioned that an algebra can be seen
as an “interpreting object” and a coalgebra as a “defining object”. In section 4.2.1 below we
see that it is indeed easy to formulate a fixpoint condition for the interpretation of a coalgebra
in an algebra. However, in general this condition does not determine a unique interpretation,
but a set of interpretations. By equipping the algebra with an order, we can look for the
least one of these possible interpretations. For this least interpretation to again satisfy the
fixpoint condition, we also need monotonicity (in which we use the extension) of the algebra
arrow with respect to the preorder. This together defines a model. We first give a slight
generalization of this structure: a premodel.
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Definition 4.1.1
1. A (pre)ordered F -algebra is a triple (A;; ) with (A;) an F -algebra and  a
(pre)order on A .
2. A G-premodel is a G+-algebra in Prs, that is, a preordered F -algebra (A;; ) with
 monotonic from (F:A;G) to (A;) .
3. A G-model is a G-premodel (A;; ) such that  is an order on A .
Note that from example 2.3.1.2 it follows that a model cannot be defined as a G+-algebra in
the category of ordered sets.
In theorem 2.1.2 we have seen that for the minimal relator we have RF  RG for a
relation R . From this and the above definition it immediately follows that every
G-(pre)model is also an F -(pre)model. For example, everyPc-(pre)model is aP-(pre)model,





, from the above definition we also see that (A; 1
A
; ) is an F -model
for any F -algebra (A;) . So from example 1.4.1 we already get some examples of O- and
P-models.
For (pre)ordered algebras we use the variables A, B and C, where the components are
as follows. A  (A;
A
; ), B  (B;
B
; ), and C  (C;
C
; ) . We often omit the
sub-index of the (pre)order, and let typing of a formula decide which preorder is meant. For
a (pre)ordered algebraA we define the preordered algebra as A  (A;
A
; ) . We call an
ordered algebraA complete iff (A;
A
) is a complete ordered set.
Let A be a model. Because, the relations G and (G) in general are not equal (see
example 2.3.1.1), we see that the ordered algebraA is not necessarily a model with respect
to the same extension. However, in the following lemma we deduce thatA is a model with
respect to the transposed extension. We also prove a result about the composition of two
models.
Lemma 4.1.1
1. A is a G-(pre)model iff A is a G-(pre)model, and A is an F -(pre)model iff A is
an F -(pre)model.
2. LetF 0 be another endofunctor on SetandG0 a monotonic extension ofF 0 . Furthermore,
let (A;) be a (pre)ordered set,  : F:A ! A, and  : F 0:A ! A be such that
(A;; ) is a G-(pre)model and (A;; ) is a G0-(pre)model. Then (A;;   (F:))
is a G+ G0-(pre)model.
Proof.
1. The second conjunct follows from the first conjunct and the fact thatF  F . For prov-
ing the first conjunct, it suffices to prove one implication, because with the substitution
G := G the reverse implication follows. Assume thatA is aG-(pre)model. We have to
prove thatA is aG-(pre)model, that is,  is monotonic from (F:A;G) to (A;) .
From corollary 2.2.1.1 we see that, for a relation R, we have (R)G  (RG) . If
we substitute R :=, then we see that G (G) . Then use that  is monotonic
from (F:A;G) to (A;) .
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2. We know that  is monotonic from (F 0:A;G0) to (A;), and with theorem 2.2.4.2
we see that F: is monotonic from (F:(F 0:A); (G0)G) to (F:A;G) . Then use that
 is monotonic from (F:A;G) to (A;), and corollary 2.2.1.2 .
2
Two instances of part 2 of the above lemma are frequently used, and we state them in an
example.
Example 4.1.1. Let (A;; ) be an O-(pre)model and 0 : P :A! A .
 If (A;; 0) is a P-(pre)model then (A;; [; 0]) is a Q-(pre)model.
 If (A;; 0) is a Pc-(pre)model then (A;; [; 0]) is a Qc-premodel.
Proof. Because Q  P  O (definition 1.4.4.2) and Qc  Pc  O (definition 2.3.1.2), this
immediately follows from definition 1.4.6 and lemma 4.1.1.2 . (End of example)
In example 1.4.1 some examples of algebras are presented. A (pre)model is an algebra
equipped with a (pre)order such that the algebra arrow is monotonic, and we give the explicit
monotonicity condition for the algebras of example 1.4.1 .
 Let A be a (pre)ordered O-algebra. We have seen that  can be seen as a family of
operators   
p
: A(:p) ! A for p 2 Op . From theorem 2.3.2.1 we see that A is a
(pre)model iff the operators 
p
are monotonic functions (with as preorder onA(:p)
the induced preorder) for p 2 Op .
 Let A be a (pre)orderedP-algebra. Then  assigns to subsets of A, of cardinality less
than , an element of A . From parts 2 and 3 of theorem 2.3.2 we see the following.
– A is a Pc-(pre)model iff for every u; u0 2 P :A we have
 








) :u  :u
0
:
– A is a P-(pre)model iff for every u; u0 2 P :A we have
 














) :u  :u
0
:
From the above it is easy to deduce examples of more concrete models. Note that from these
examples, together with example 4.1.1, we can construct examples ofQ- andQc-(pre)models.
Example 4.1.2.
 The sets IN and IR with the usual order, together with for example the binary operators
“sum” and “product”, and the unary operator “successor”, areO-models.
Let (A;) be a (pre)ordered set.
 Let  : P :A ! A assign to a subset of A an element with the supremum property
of that subset. Then (A;; ) is a Pc-(pre)model. Moreover, if f : A ! A is a
monotonic function, also (A;; f  ) is a Pc-(pre)model.
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 Let  : P :A ! A and  : P :A ! A assign to a subset of A, an element with the
supremum property of that subset and the infimum property of that subset, respectively.
Then (A;; ) and (A;; ) are P-(pre)models. Moreover, if f : A  A ! A is a
monotonic function, also (A;; f  h; i) is a P-(pre)model.
(End of example)
One might expect that, for a given preordered set (A;), there exist many functions from
P :A to A that, together with the preordered set, form a Pc-premodel. However, by requiring
an extra condition of these functions, we show that at most one exists. More precisely, we
show that the only such function (up to equivalence) that respects singletons is the supremum
operator.
Theorem 4.1.1 Let (A;; ) be a Pc-premodel. If for every a 2 A we have :fag = a
then, for a0 2 A and u 2 P :A, we have
:u  a0 , 8a 2 u (a  a0) :
Proof. Because 2  , the function  is defined on singletons. Let a0 2 A and u 2 P :A .
Then
) : Assume :u  a0 . Let a 2 u, so fag  u . Then fag Pc u, and thus a = :fag 
:u  a0 .
( : Assume 8a 2 u (a  a0) . From theorem 2.3.2.2 we see that u Pc fa0g, and thus
:u  fa0g = a0 .
2
In theorem 1.4.2 we have seen that if a function is a hom with respect to two given functors,
then it is also a hom with respect to the composition of the two functors. We now prove the
analogous result for semi-homs, and for this we need an extra condition involving models.
Theorem 4.1.2 LetF 0 be another endofunctor on Set . Furthermore, let f be an F -semi-hom
from (A;) to (B;; ) and also an F 0-semi-hom from (A;0) to (B;; 0) . If (B;; )
is an F -premodel then f is a (F F 0)-semi-hom from (A; (F:0)) to (B;
B
;   (F:
0
)) .
Proof. According to definition 1.4.8 we have to prove the following.
(  (F:
0
))  ((F  F
0
):f)  f  (  (F:
0
))

























:f)  f  
0




Because every G-premodel is also an F -model, the above theorem also holds with the
premise “(B;; ) is a G-premodel” instead of “(B;; ) is an F -premodel”. For one
specific instance, the above theorem is frequently used, and we state it in an example.
Example Let f be an O-semi-hom from (A;) to (B;; ) and also a P-semi-hom from
(A;
0
) to (B;; 0) . If (B;; 0) is aP-premodel then f is aQ-semi-hom from (A; [; 0])
to (B;; [; 0]) . (End of example)
We define the Cartesian product of two (pre)ordered algebras as the Cartesian product of the
two (pre)ordered sets, together with a suitable arrow. This Cartesian product is used only in
one specific occasion (in chapter 9), and there we need a result about Cartesian products of
models. This result is one instance of a more general result, which is stated in the following
theorem.
Definition 4.1.2 LetA;B be (pre)ordered algebras. Define the (pre)ordered algebraAB 
(AB;
AB














0 for (a; b); (a0; b0) 2 (AB)2 :
Note that in the above definition we have to check that the product of two (pre)ordered sets is
again a (pre)ordered set.
We prove that the Cartesian product of two (pre)models is again a (pre)model.
Theorem 4.1.3 If A and B are G-(pre)models then AB is a G-(pre)model.
Proof. From definition 4.1.1 and the above definition of
AB
, we see that the statement for
models follows from the statement for premodels. We have to prove that h(F:1); (F:2)i
is an arrow in Prs from G+(A  B;
AB
) to (A  B;
AB
) . With some calculus and












suffices to prove that F:1 is an arrow from G+:(A B;AB) to G+:(A;A) . This last







( f parts a and d of definition 2.1.1.2 g
(1  1)[AB]  A
, f definition 4.1.2 g
true
2
We already mentioned that each premodel induces a model. We know that every preordered
set induces an ordered set of equivalence classes. Because the only difference between a
premodel and a model is that one has a preorder and the other an order, one suspects that by
considering equivalence classes, a premodel induces a model. However, it is not clear that
the algebra arrow respects this construction, and this is proved in the following theorem
Theorem 4.1.4 Let A be a G-premodel and let the function r : A=
=
! A assign represent-
ants to equivalence classes.
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1. If s : A=
=
! A also assigns representants to equivalence classes then   (F:r) =
  (F:s) .
2. If u; u0 2 F:(A=
=
) are such that u G u0 then (  (F:r)):u  (  (F:r)):u0 .
Proof. Let s be as in part 1 . Because  is a monotonic function from (F:A;G) to (A;),


















]  ((r  s)[])
G
:
Because obviously (rs)[]   holds, from definition 2.1.1.2.a we get the desired result.2
From definition 4.1.1 and part 2 of the above theorem we see that a premodelA together with
a representants system ofA=
=
induces a model (A=
=
;; ) . Furthermore, from part 1 of this
theorem we see that a different choice of representants system does not result in a different
induced model. This implies that the following definition makes sense.
Definition 4.1.3 Let A be a G-premodel. Define the G-model (A=
=
;; ˆ), with ˆ defined
by r  ˆ    (F:r), where r : A=
=
! A assigns representants to equivalence classes.




; ˆ), and we call this model the induced
model, or the model that is induced by premodelA .
In example 4.1.1 the construction of aQ-premodel from an O-model with additional
P-premodel structure is given. If we now form the induced models, the question arises
whether the results differ if we first join the structures and then form the induced model or
first form the induced models and then join the structures. As might be expected, the results
are the same. This result is contained in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1.5 Let F 0 be another endofunctor on Set and G0 a monotonic extension of F 0 .
Furthermore, let (A;) be a preordered set,  : F:A ! A, and  : F 0:A ! A be such
that (A;; ) is a G-premodel and (A;; ) is a G0-premodel. Put     (F:) . Then
ˆ = ˆ  (F:
ˆ
) .
Proof. Let r : A=
=
! A assign representants. From definition 4.1.3 we see that ˆ is uniquely
characterized by rˆ = ((F F 0):r), so it suffices to prove rˆ(F: ˆ) = ((F F 0):r) .
From definition 4.1.3 we also get rˆ = (F:r) and r ˆ = (F 0:r) . From this and some
calculus we get r ˆ(F: ˆ) = (F:r)(F: ˆ) = (F:( (F 0:r))) =  ((F F 0):r) .2
Recall that an isotonic function between two preordered sets is a function that respects the
preorders in both directions, and a hom between two algebras is a function that respects the
algebra arrows. We prove that if there exists an isotonic hom from a preordered algebra to a
premodel, then this preordered algebra is also a premodel.
Theorem 4.1.6 LetA;B be (pre)ordered algebras and r : A! B . If r is an isotonicF -hom
and B is a G-(pre)model thenA is a G-(pre)model.
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4.2 Semantics of schemes and formulae
In this section we define the meaning of a scheme in a model as a certain element of that model.
This also determines the validity of a formula in a model, and by universal quantification over
a class of models, the universal validity of a formula.
In section 4.2.1, by means of a least fixpoint, we define the meaning of a coalgebra in a
model as a certain function from its state set to the model. The meaning of a scheme in a
model is then the result of applying this function to the start state, and a formula, which is an
ordered pair of schemes, is valid in a model iff the first meaning is less than or equal to the
meaning of the second.
In section 4.2.2 we treat a special kind of schemes. The fixpoint equations that correspond
to these schemes are non-recursive, and have a unique fixpoint that is easily determined.
In section 4.2.3 we define the class of models that determines universal validity of a
formula. This class consists of two kinds of models: models with a certain completeness
property, and models with unique fixpoints.
In section 4.2.4 we relate the semantics of two models between which there exists a
(semi-)hom.
4.2.1 The meaning of a scheme
In the previous chapters we mentioned that a coalgebra can be seen as a defining object. This
is best illustrated by an example in which a coalgebra induces a set of equations in an algebra.
In this example we see that the equations that correspond to a coalgebra at first sight seem to
be of a restricted form, but also cover more general equations.
Example 4.2.1. Assume Op  fse; S; pg and   (se; S; p)>7!(2; 1; 0) . Define the
O-coalgebra (f0; 1; 2g; ) by
 :0  (se; (1; 2))
 :1  (S; 3)
 :2  p
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 :3  (se; (0; 1))
Let (A;) be anO-algebra. With (f0; 1; 2g; )we can associate the following set of equations
in the variables x0, x1, x2, and x4 over A .
 x0  :(se; (x1; x2))
 x1  :(S; x3)
 x2  :p
 x3  :(se; (x0; x1))
By substituting the equations of x1 and x2 in the equations of x0 and x3, we get the following
equations in x0 and x3 .
 x0  :(se; (:(S; x3); :p))
 x3  :(se; (x0; :(S; x3)))
Once the definition of a solution for these equations is defined, we get two tuples of solutions
in A: (a0; a1; a2; a3) and (a00; a03) . One expects that a0  a00 and a3  a03, and later we show
that this is indeed true. We see that more general equations reduce to equations corresponding
to coalgebras. (End of example)
In chapter 8 we give a formal treatment of the more general equations that correspond to
Q-coalgebras. In that chapter we give a language of expressions in which general equations
can be formulated, and moreover, contains expressions for the solutions. The language also
contains expressions that represent solutions in which variables still occur. For example,
there is an expression that represents the solution (containing the variable x1) of the equation
x0  :(se; (x0; x1)) . In the above example we transform a 4-tuple of equations into a
2-tuple, and claim that they have equal solutions in the variables x0 and x3 . In chapter 8 we
give a deduction system for transformations that “preserve solutions”, for example the above
transformation.
From the above example we see that the states of the coalgebra correspond to the variables
of the induced set of equations. A function that assigns a value to each state is called an
interpretation.
Definition 4.2.1 An interpretation of an F -scheme (D;; d) in a set A is a function from D
to A .
So we are looking for an interpretation of a scheme that satisfies the set of equations that is
induced by the coalgebra of the scheme. From the above example we see that this equation is
a fixpoint equation, but this equation generally does not have a unique solution, and we want
to assign a unique meaning to a scheme. This is the reason that a model contains an order:
we can look for the least solution.
First some general terminology. Let (A;) be a preordered set, a 2 A, and P : A! A .
Then
 If P:a  a then a is called a pre-fixpoint of P .
 If a  P:a then a is called a post-fixpoint of P .
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 If P:a = a then a is called a fixpoint of P .
So the meaning of a scheme is the least solution of the set of equations that is induced by its
coalgebra. Because a solution of this set of equations is a fixpoint of a suitable function, the
meaning is a least fixpoint. From the well-known theorem of Knaster-Tarski (see [Tar55]), it
follows that under certain conditions, the least fixpoint is also the least pre-fixpoint. Because
the second formulation has some calculational advantages, we define the meaning as a least
pre-fixpoint.
Definition 4.2.2 Let (D;) be an F -coalgebra.
1. Let (A;) be an F -algebra. Define a function P





:f    (F:f)   for f 2 AD :
2. If for a G-modelA the following infimum exists then we denote it by ()
A
, and call






If it is clear from the context which (pre-)modelA is meant, then we omit A (and ) in our
notations (we write: P

, the meaning of , and ). We say that a scheme has a meaning in
a model iff its coalgebra has a meaning in that model. Because the set of interpretations in a
complete model is also complete, it follows that in a complete model every coalgebra has a
meaning.
Let A be a G-model and (D;) a coalgebra. From lemma 4.1.1.1 we see that A is













In chapter 9 below we see that a procedure declaration in an imperative sequential program-
ming language can be regarded as a Q-scheme. There are two standard semantics for these
programs: relational and predicate-transformation, see for example [Hes92] . In chapter 9
we show that both semantics are examples of meanings. In the predicate-transformation
semantics both the least and greatest fixpoint are used, and correspond to the weakest liberal
precondition and weakest precondition, respectively.
Now that schemes have an interpretation in a model, the definition of semantical validity
of a formula in a model is simple.
Definition 4.2.3 Let (; d)  ( ; e) be an F -formula andA a G-model such that both  and
 have a meaning in A . Define
A j= (; d)  ( ; e) , ()
A
:d  ( )
A
:e :
The above definition justifies the use of an order symbol () in definition 3.1.2 . We say
that a formula has a meaning in a model if both the constituting schemes have a meaning
in the model. For a model A and schemes l0; l1 we use the notation “A j= l0 = l1” as an
abbreviation of the conjunction of the two statementsA j= l0  l1 and A j= l1  l0 .
From the above definition we see that the relation determines for each model a relation
on schemes. With the introduction of formulae in the previous chapter, we interpreted this
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relation for the usual semantics of grammars and finite state machines. In the case of an
imperative sequential programming language and the predicate-transformation semantics, we
give three different models in chapter 9 . We now describe these three models informally:
 A model with as meaning the weakest liberal precondition.
 The transposition of the first model, with as meaning the weakest precondition.
 The Cartesian product of the two previous models, with as meaning the pair consisting
of the weakest liberal precondition and weakest precondition.
Corresponding to these three models, we have the following conditions for a formula l0  l1
to be true.
 The weakest liberal precondition of l1 implies the weakest liberal precondition of l0 .
 The weakest precondition of l0 implies the weakest precondition of l1
 The conjunct of the previous two.
One might expect a fourth condition: the so-called refinement condition. This condition is
the conjunct of the first condition, and the reverse implication of the second. However, the
corresponding preorder in the model does not support a least fixpoint definition.
Example 4.2.2. LetA be a G-model and (D;); (D; ) be F -coalgebras such that  
G
 .
If  and  have a meaning in A then, for d 2 D, we haveA j= (; d)  ( ; d) .
Proof. BecauseG is a functor, from    we get that, for f : D ! A, we have (F:f)  
(F:f)   . Because   G, and  is a monotonic function from (F:A;G) to (A;), we





:f . If we substitute f :=  and use corollary 4.2.1 below, then we see that  
is a pre-fixpoint of P

, and so    . Then with definition 4.2.2.2 and definition 4.2.3
we see that, for d 2 D, we haveA j= (; d)  ( ; d) . (End of example)
In definition 4.2.2 the meaning of a coalgebra is defined as the least pre-fixpoint of a certain
function, and in the following corollary we prove that this least pre-fixpoint is a fixpoint.
In general, a least pre-fixpoint (or fixpoint) of a function is not a fixpoint; for this we need
monotonicity of the function. In the case of definition 4.2.2, the monotonicity is a consequence
of the monotonicity condition on the arrow of a model, which makes an ordered algebra into
a premodel.
Theorem 4.2.1 Let (D;) be a coalgebra and A a G-model.
1. P

is a monotonic function on (AD ;
A
) .
2. Let U  AD be a set of pre-fixpoints of P
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, f definition 4.2.2.1 g
  (F:f)      (F:g)  




( f lemma 2.1.4 with R :=  g
f  g





:(inf U)  infU
, f property of the infimum g
8f 2 U (P

:(inf U)  f)
( f f 2 U ) P

:f  f g
8f 2 U (P

:(inf U)  P

:f)
, f part 1, property infimum g
true
2
We prove the above announced result. It states that the least solution of the set of equations
that is induced by a coalgebra, is indeed a solution.




Proof. From definition 4.2.2.2.b and theorem 4.2.1 we see that P














LetA be a G-model and (D;) an F -coalgebra such that the meaning of  exists inA, that
is, ()
A
exists. Because A is a G-model, we see that ()
A





is defined as the least pre-fixpoint of P






4.2.2 Coalgebras that have finite depth
We have seen that the meaning of a coalgebra is the solution of a fixpoint equation in which
the meaning of each state is expressed in terms of the meaning of some states. In case no
recursion occurs in the equations and the equations have “finite depth”, then by substituting
the equations in each other the meaning follows. A coalgebra for which this is possible is
said to have finite depth. We actually define the notion of finite depth for states, and then a
coalgebra has finite depth iff all its states have finite depth. We first have to formalize the
syntactic notion “dependence between states”. This is needed to determine on which states
the meaning of a given state is dependent.
In this section we fix an F -coalgebra (D;) .
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Dependence between states
For a state dwe are interested in the set of states that occur in :d . This is a syntactical notion
and is formalized by a -dependence function. Such a function assigns to each state d a set
of states such that every state that occurs in :d is an element of r:d .
Definition 4.2.4 We call r : D ! Pow(D) a -dependence function iff, for d 2 D, we have
:d 2 F:(r:d) .
Below we show that, for a-dependence function r, the meaning of in a state d is determined
by the meaning of  in the states of the set r:d . We see that the smaller (with respect to
containment) the -dependence function, the more interesting. For example d 7! D is
obviously a -dependence function, and the related trivial result on semantics is: the meaning
of a state is determined by the meanings of all states. If we instantiateF with the functorsO,
P , andQ then it is easy to give the smallest -dependence functions.
Example 4.2.3. Three -dependence functions.
Case F  O d 7! fI: j (p; I)  :d ^  2 :pg .
Case F  P  (itself).
Case F  Q d 7! fI: j (p; I) 2 :d ^  2 :pg .
(End of example)
Let r be a -dependence function and f an interpretation of  in a given model. We prove
that, for a state d, the value P

:f:d is determined by the set of values f [r:d] . If we substitute
the meaning of  for f and use that it is fixpoint of P

, then we see that the meaning of  in
a state d is determined by the meaning of  in the states of the set r:d .
Lemma 4.2.1 LetA be a G-model, d0 2 D, and f : D ! A . Then
1. Let E  D . If :d0 2 F:E then P

:f:d0 = (  (F:(f jE))  ):d0 .















:f:d0 = (  (F:g)  ):d0
( f definition 4.2.2.1,  is monotonic from (F:A;G) to (A;) g
F:f:(:d0) 
G
F:g:(:d0) ^ F:g:(:d0) 
G
F:f:(:d0)





, f definition of g g
true
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2. Put E  r:d0 and define g; g0 : E ! A by g  f jE and g0  f 0jE . Assume that
g  g
0




:d0 . From definition 4.2.4 we see that
:d0 2 F:E, and with part 1 we see that it suffices to prove that, for u 2 F:E, we have
(  (F:g)):u  (  (F:g
0
)):u . From lemma 2.1.4 it follows that g  g0 implies that,






We assume that a -dependence function r is given.
If a state d does not depend on any state (r:d  ;) then the corresponding equation is
easily solved. For example, in example 4.2.1 we see that:2 2 F:; and so we can put r:d  ;.
From the equation that corresponds to state 2 the meaning of that state immediately follows,
and we say that state 2 has “depth” zero. States that only depend on states that have depth
zero have depth one, and so on. In general we can deduce the meaning of the states that have
depth n+ 1 from the meaning of the states that have depth n . It follows that we can deduce
the meaning of all states that have finite depth. We do not give a definition of depth but only
of finite depth, and for this we use the notion of a variant function. A variant function assigns
to each state a depth such that the states on which a state d depends all have smaller depth
than d . Formally:
Definition 4.2.5 A function v : D ! IN [ f1g is a variant function (with respect to r) iff




+ 1  v:d) :
A function v : D ! IN [ f1g is called finite iff f [D]  IN . We say that a state d 2 D
has finite depth iff there exists a variant function with v:d 2 IN, and a state has infinite depth
iff it does not have finite depth. Note that a state which depends on itself has infinite depth
(1+ 1 1). We say that a coalgebra has finite depth iff all its states have finite depth. It is
easily proved that the minimum of a set of variant functions is again a variant function, and it
follows that a coalgebra has finite depth iff there exists a finite variant function.
Example Assume   !, Op  fS; pg, and   (S; p)>7!(1; 0) . Define the Q-coalgebra
(f0; 1; 2g; ) by
 0  ! S 1 j S 2
 1  ! p
 2  ! S 2
Then (0; 1; 2)>7!(1; 0;1) is a variant function of , and thus 1 is a state of finite depth, and
it easily seen that 0 and 2 have infinite depth. (End of example)
Let a finite variant function be given. This function assigns to each state a depth such that
if a state d depends on a state d0 then the depth of d0 is less than the depth of d0 . From
lemma 4.2.1 we know that the meaning of  in a state is determined by the meaning of  in
the states it depends on. We see that, with induction on depth, we can define meaning in the
states that have finite depth.
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Definition 4.2.6 LetA be aG-model and v a finite variant function of  . Define f
v
: D ! A
by induction on v:d:
f
v





Let d 2 D . In the above definition we see that for defining f
v
:d, we need that f
v
is already
defined on the set r:d . Because v is a variant function we know that, for d0 2 r:d, we have
v:d
0
< v:d, and thus f
v
is defined on r:d .
We prove that, for a coalgebra that has finite depth, the interpretation that we define in
definition 4.2.6 indeed is the meaning of the coalgebra.




Proof. It suffices to prove (1) f
v
is a fixpoint of P
















. From definition 4.2.6 we see that the latter expression equals f
v
:d .
2. Let f : D ! A be a pre-fixpoint of P

. We prove, with induction on v:d, that
f
v
:d  f:d for d 2 D . Assume that this statement is proved for every d 2 D with
v:d < n . Let d0 2 D be such that v:d = n . We have to prove that fv:d0  f:d0 .
Put E  r:d0 . From definition 4.2.5 we see that, for d 2 E, we have v:d < v:d0 = n,
and thus f
v
















An application of the proved results.
Example 4.2.5. Assume   !, Op  fse; S; pg, and   (se; S; p)>7!(2; 1; 0) . Define the
Q-scheme (f0; 1; 2g; ; 0) by
 0  ! se(1; 2) j p
 2  ! S 1
Recall that this means that :1  ; . A variant function for  is: (0; 1; 2)>7!(2; 0; 1) . From
theorem 4.2.2 we see that  has a meaning in any Q-model. Let A be a Q-model. Then
:1  :;, :2  :f(S; :1)g and :0  :f(se; (:1; :2)); pg . (End of example)
LetA be aG-model. From lemma 4.1.1.1 we see thatA is aG-model. If we putG  G
in the previous results in this section, then because the definitions of -dependence and a
variant function are independent on G, we see that theorem 4.2.2 also holds with A := A .
So for ()
A
we get the same expression as for ()
A
, and we see that if  is has finite depth
then P

has a unique fixpoint.
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4.2.3 Universal validity
We have seen that a formula represents, for each model, a statement about two schemes in
that model. A simple question that arises is: do there exist formulae that are true in every
model, and if so, can we determine these formulae? In the following example we show that,
under the condition that the models are complete, such a formula indeed exists.
Example Assume Op  fSg and   (S)>7!(1) . Define the O-coalgebra (f0; 1g; ) by
 :0  (S; 1)
 :1  (S; 1)
Let A be a completeO-model, and put a0  inffa j :(S; a)  ag . From definition 4.2.2 it
is easily deduced that ()
A
equals (0; 1)>7!(a0; a0) . From definition 4.2.3 it follows that
the formula (; 0) = (; 1) is true in every completeO-modelA . (End of example)
For defining universal validity we first have to define a class of acceptable models, consisting
of the models over which we universally quantify. In the following chapters we give a
syntactical characterization of the universally valid formulae, and the proof of this result is
divided up in two parts: soundness and completeness. Soundness states that the syntactical
relation is respected by the meaning in every acceptable model, and completeness states that
there exists an acceptable model in which the true formulae are exactly determined by the
syntactical characterization. We see that by taking a smaller class of acceptable models, the
soundness part gets weaker (so the proof easier) and the completeness part stronger (so the
proof harder). It turns out (see chapter 5) that soundness does not hold for arbitrary models,
and so we have to restrict the class of acceptable models. It also turns out that if we define
acceptable models to be complete then soundness holds, but not completeness. We solve this
problem by letting the class of acceptable models consist of two different kinds of models:
the flat ones and the rest. The models that are not flat, possess a kind of completeness, which
flat ones do not necessarily have. This enables us to include syntactical models, which in
general are not complete, in the class of acceptable models.
The class of acceptable models actually depends on the considered formula. For defining
this class we need a modification of the notion of completeness (for an ordered set).
Definition 4.2.7 Let  2 Card . An ordered set (A;) is defined to be -complete iff for
every subset B of A of cardinality less than or equal to , the infimum in (A;) exists.
We say that a modelA is -complete iff (A;
A
) is -complete. Note that a complete model
is -complete for any cardinal  .
We intentionally do not require that the meaning of every coalgebra exists, only the
meaning of the considered formula (so the meaning of the two constituting schemes) has to
exist. This is done to keep the class of models as large as possible.
Definition 4.2.8
1. Let U be a set (of sets). A G-modelA is defined to be U-flat iff for every F -coalgebra
(D;) with D 2 U , the functions  and  exist, and are equal. If a model is U-flat
for every set U then we say that the model is flat.
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2. Let F  (; d)  ( ; e) be an F -formula. The statement j=
G
F holds iff for every
G-model A, which is flat or #E-complete and is such that F has a meaning in A, we
have A j= F .
LetF be a formula. The class of models over which we quantify in the definition of “j=
G
F”,
is called the class ofF-acceptable models. For schemes l0; l1 we have the obvious abbreviation
j=
G
l0 = l1 .
The class of acceptable models is far too large for practical use. It is more interesting
if some extra conditions hold for the elements of the class of models. For example, in case
F  O and se 2 Op with :se  2 then we could require associativity and commutativity
of the binary operator :(se; ( ; )) . However, from the results about the class of acceptable
models, we later deduce results about classes of acceptable models for which some extra
conditions hold.
Let A be a G-model and  a cardinal. From lemma 4.1.1 we know that then A is a
G

-model. It is easily checked that -completeness of (A;
A
) in general does not imply
-completeness of (A;
A
), so if A is -complete then the G model A is not necessarily
-complete. From the above definition of flatness, we see that if A is U-flat then A is a
U-flat G-model.
Example 4.2.7. Let (D;); (D; ) be F -coalgebras such that  
G
 . From example 4.2.2
we see that, for d 2 D, we have j=
G
(; d)  ( ; d) . (End of example)
Let (; d); ( ; e) be schemes such that j=
F
(; d)  ( ; e) holds, and let A be a complete
F -model. From lemma 4.1.1.2 we know that A also is an F -model, and from calculus we
see that A is also complete. If we apply definition 4.2.8.2, together with the general fact
   then we get
:d   :e   :e  :d :
From the completeness theorem in chapter 6 below, an unexpected result follows. I was
unable to prove this without the completeness theorem, in spite of the fact that it is a strong
and compactly formulated result.
Theorem 4.2.3 Let (; d); ( ; e) be two F -schemes. Then
j=
G
(; d)  ( ; e) , j=
G

( ; e)  (; d) :
Proof. From corollary 6.3.1.2 below we get the following two equivalences.
 j=
G












Then use theorem 3.2.2.1 . 2
With definition 4.2.8 and definition 4.2.3 this result (one direction) reads as follows. Let (; d)
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4.2.4 Relating different models
Let two models and a coalgebra be given. The meaning of the coalgebra in each of these
models is the least pre-fixpoint of a function in which the arrow of the corresponding model
occurs. A semi-hom between the two given models expresses a connection between the
arrows of the models, and also induces a connection between the two functions of which the
meaning is the least pre-fixpoint. From this connection, which is stated in lemma 4.2.2 below,
we can deduce some simple connections between the meanings in the two given models. The
results of this section can be used for proving that two models are equivalent, in the sense that
the two corresponding sets of true formula are equal. For example, in chapter 9 we prove that
the relational model and the predicate-transformation model are equivalent.
Every result in this section has a transposed result, by substituting G for G and using
lemma 4.1.1.1 . We assume the reader to be able to get these transposed results.
In this section let (D;) be an F -coalgebra.
The basic lemma is as follows. It gives the above mentioned connection between functions
of which the meaning is defined to be the least pre-fixpoint.
Lemma 4.2.2 Let (A;) be an F -algebra, B be a preordered F -algebra, and r : A! B .
1. If r is an F -semi-hom from (A;) to B then, for f : D ! A, we have P 







2. If r is an F -hom from (A;) to (B; ) then, for f : D ! A, we have P 






Proof. Note that if r is an F -hom from (A;) to (B; ) then r is an F -semi-hom from (A;)
to (B; 1
B




. Part 1 remains. Let f : D ! A





 f definition 4.2.2.1 g
  (F:(r  f))  
 f calculus,   (F:r)  r   g
r    (F:f)  






The above lemma immediately implies the following result about meanings.
Theorem 4.2.4 Let A;B be G-models and r : A ! B . Assume that  has a meaning in A
and B . If r is an F -semi-hom from (A;) to B then ()
B
 r  ()
A
.
Proof. It suffices to prove that r  ()
A
is a pre-fixpoint of P 

. From lemma 4.2.2.1 we
see that, for f : D ! A, we have P 

:(r  f)  r  P







is a fixpoint of P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From the above result we see that the existence of two semi-homs between two models, each
in an opposite direction, induces two connections between the meanings. If we add an extra
condition on the semi-homs then we can combine these two connections to one.
Corollary 4.2.2 Let A;B be G-models and r; s two monotonic F -semi-homs from A to B
and B to A, respectively. If  has a meaning in A and r  s  id
B
then the meaning of  in
B exists, and equals r  ()
A
.
Proof. It suffices to prove that (1) r  ()
A
is a pre-fixpoint of P 

and (2) if f : D ! B
is a pre-fixpoint of P 

then r  ()
A
 f . For the proof of statement (1) see the proof of









:f)  s  f




:(s  f)  s  f
) f definition 4.2.2.2 g
()
A
 s  f
) f apply r to both sides, r is monotonic g
r  ()
A
 r  (s  f)





Note that in the above corollary we do not assume the existence of both meanings (as in
theorem 4.2.4), but only of one.
A hom between two models preserves the arrows of the models, and an isotonic function
preserves (in two directions) the orders of the models. It is easily proved that the existence
of an isotonic surjective hom between two models implies a one-one connection between the
two meanings. Under a slightly weaker condition than surjectivity, this result still holds. It
can also be applied to the meaning in a model induced by a premodel.
Theorem 4.2.5 Let A be a G-model, B a G-premodel, and r an isotonic F -hom from A to
B . Furthermore, let g0 : D ! B be a pre-fixpoint of P 






:g  g ) g0  g :
If f0 : D ! A is such that r  f0 = g0 then the meaning of  in A exists and equals f0 .
Proof. It suffices to prove (1) f0 is a pre-fixpoint of P

and (2) if f : D ! A is a pre-fixpoint
of P

then f0  f . Because g0 is a pre-fixpoint of P 

and r  f0 = g0, from lemma 4.2.3
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:(r  f)  r  f
) f assumption on g0 g
g0  r  f
) f r  f0 = g0, r is isotonic g
f0  f
2
Note that if r is a bijective F -hom then in the above theorem the premises for r hold.
We now apply the above theorem to get the mentioned results. Recall that the meaning of
a coalgebra in a premodel is not defined because it cannot be uniquely characterized.
Corollary 4.2.3
1. Let A;B be G-models and r an isotonic F -hom from A to B . Assume that  has a
meaning in B . If f0 : D ! A is such that r  f0 = ()B then the meaning of  in A
exists and equals f0 .
2. Let A be a premodel and f0 : D ! A . If f0 is a pre-fixpoint of P

and is such that,




:f  f ) f0  f :
Then f0 (considered as function fromD ! A==) equals the meaning of  in the model
induced by A .
Proof.
1. Follows immediately from definition 4.2.2 and theorem 4.2.5 with g0 := ()B .
2. Let r : A=
=
! A assign representants to equivalence classes, so r is obviously isotonic.
From definition 4.1.3 we see that the induced model has the algebra arrow ˆ, which is
defined by r  ˆ    (F:r) . This property is equivalent to: r is a hom from (A=
=
; ˆ)




; ˆ) and g0 := f0 .
2
The essential property of an isotonic hom is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2.3 Let A;B be G-premodels and r an isotonic F -hom from A to B . For




:f  f , P


:(r  f)  r  f :
Proof. Let f : D ! A . Because r is isotonic, we see that P





:f)  r  f . Then from lemma 4.2.2.2 we see that the latter statement is equivalent
to P 

:(r  f)  r  f . 2
We conclude this chapter by proving that, as is to be expected, the meaning of a coalgebra in
the Cartesian product of two models is the product of the two separate meanings.
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Theorem 4.2.6 Let A;B be G-models. The meaning of  in the model A B exists iff the








Proof. From definition 4.1.2 we see that 1 and 2 are F -homs fromAB to A andAB
to B, respectively. Let  be the algebra arrow of A  B and f : D ! A  B . With
lemma 4.2.2.2 get P

:(1  f) = 1  (P


:f) and P 

:(1  f) = 2  (P












:f)  1  f ^ 2  (P


:f)  2  f




:(1  f)  1  f ^ P


:(2  f)  1  f
From this and some calculus, the rest of the proof easily follows. 2
Chapter 5
Soundness
In section 4.2.3 we defined a class of models, and posed the question: can we describe the set
of formulae that are true in each model of this class? These formulae are called the universally
true formulae. Simulation is a relation on schemes, and so it determines a set of formulae. In
this chapter we prove (corollary 5.1.1) that the set of formulae determined by simulation is
contained in the set of universally true formulae. More precisely, we prove that if a scheme l0
simulates a scheme l1 then, for each acceptable (see definition 4.2.8) modelA, the meaning of
l0 inA is less than or equal to the meaning of l1 inA . If simulation is regarded as a deduction
system, this shows soundness of the deduction system. This result seems to be new.
In section 5.1 we prove soundness for acceptable models. From definition 4.2.8 we see
that the class of acceptable models is the union of two classes, and consequently the proof of
soundness is spread over two theorems. By giving some counterexamples, we prove that the
soundness result only holds because we have restricted the class of models.
In [Rij93], de Rijke gives a complete characterization ofQ-simulation in terms of modal
logic. In section 5.2 we prove this result, and it turns out that one half of this characterization
is an instance of the soundness result forQ-simulation.
5.1 Soundness for acceptable models
Let in this section (D;; d0) and (E; ; e0) be F -schemes.
We first treat the flat models. For proving the soundness theorem of flat models, we
need the following result about left- and right-cohoms. We prove that the existence of a left-
or right-cohom between two coalgebras implies a connection between the meanings of the
coalgebras. Recall that meaning is defined as the least pre-fixpoint of a certain function. The
result is formulated in terms of these functions.
Theorem 5.1.1 LetA be aG-premodel, (E;
E






1. If r is a G-left-cohom from (D;) to (E;
E
;  ) then P





:g)  r .
2. If r is a G-right-cohom from (D;) to (E;
E
;  ) then (P
 




:(g  r) .
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1. The monotonicity condition on r is equivalent to (g  g)[]   . With defini-













:(g  r)  (P
 
:g)  r
( f definition 4.2.2.1,  is monotonic from (F:A;G) to (A;) g
(F:(g  r))   
G
(F:g)    r
( f calculus, () g
(F:r)   
G
  r
, f definition 3.3.1.1 g
true
2. From lemma 3.3.1 we see that if r is a G-right-cohom from (D;) to (E;;  ) then r
is a G-left-cohom from (D;) to (E;;  ) . Furthermore, from lemma 4.1.1.1 we
see that A is a G-model. Then because r is a monotonic function from (E;) to
(A;), we can apply part 1.
2




) then the premise
“g is a monotonic function” is obviously always true.
We are now ready to prove the soundness theorem of flat models. Part 2 contains the
actual soundness result, and part 1 contains a slightly stronger result. Part 1 is needed in
chapter 6, where two U-flat models occur that are not flat.
Theorem 5.1.2 Assume (; d0) <

G
( ; e0) holds.
1. Let U be a set that is closed under binary Cartesian products and is such that A 2 U






2. If A is a flat G-model then ()
A
:d0  ( )A:e0
Proof. The proofs of part 1 and 2 are almost identical, except that in part 1 we have to be a
bit more careful, in the sense that we have to “stay in” the set U . We only give the proof of
part 1.
From definition 3.2.1.2 and the simulation assumption we get R  D  E such that
d0Re0 and R : 
G
!  . Note that from the assumptions on U it follows that R 2 U . From
definition 3.2.1.1 and theorem 2.1.4 we get the following.
8d; e (dRe) 9x 2 F:R (:d  F:1:x ^ F:2:x   :e)) :
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Therefore we can choose a function  : R ! F:R such that   1  (F:1)   and
(F:2)      2 . From definition 3.3.1 we see that this means that 1 is a right cohom
from (R;) to (D;), and 2 is a left cohom from (R;) to (E; ) . With theorem 5.1.1
we see that then, for f : D ! A and g : E ! A, we have (P

:f)  1  P:(f  1) and
P

:(g 2)  (P :g)2 . Substituting f :=  and g :=  , and using corollary 4.2.1, we
get 1  P:(1) and P:( 2)   2 . From definition 4.2.2.2 we see that
this implies   1   and     2 . BecauseA is a flat model, we have  = ,
so we get   1    2 . If we apply both sides of this inequation to (d0; e0) 2 R, then
we get :d0   :e0 . 2
We now prove soundness for #E-complete models. The condition “#E-completeness” is
generated by the soundness proof, and is exactly the amount of completeness that we need
for the proof.
Theorem 5.1.3 Assume (; d0) <

G
( ; e0) holds. Let A be a #E-complete G-model. If 
and  have a meaning in A then ()
A
:d0  ( )A:e0 .
Proof. Suppose that for all functions g : E ! A we have
P
 
:g  g ) 9f (f : D ! A ^ P

:f  f ^ (f:d0  g:e0)) () :
Then
:d0   :e0
, f definition 4.2.2.2 g
infff:d0 j P:f  fg   :e0
( f property infimum g
9f (P

:f  f ^ f:d0   :e0)
( f () with g :=  g
P
 
:( )   
, f corollary 4.2.1 g
true
So it suffices to prove statement () . From the simulation assumption and definition 3.2.1
we get R  D E such that R :  G!  and d0Re0 . Note that R : 
G
!  is equivalent to
(  )[R]  R
G
. Let g be such that P
 
:g  g . Define f : D ! A by
f:d  inffg:e j e 2 E ^ dReg :
The infimum here is well-defined since it is an infimum in (A;) over a set with cardinality
at most #E, and (A;) is #E-complete.
From the definition of f we easily see that, for d 2 D and e 2 E such that dRe, we have
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, f definition 4.2.2.1 g
8e (dRe) (  (F:f)  ):d  (  (F:g)   ):e)
( f  is monotonic from (F:A;G) to (A;) g
8e (dRe) F:f:(:d) 
G
F:g:( :e))
, f calculus g
((F:f) (F:g))[(   )[R]]  
G
( f (  )[R]  R





( f parts a and d of definition 2.1.1.2 g
(f  g)[R]  
, f see above g
true
2
If in this chapter we substitute G for G, also in the assumption (; d0) <

G
( ; e0), then
from the above theorem we get the following. LetA be a #E-complete G-model. If  and





( ; e0) ) ()A:d0  ( )A:e0 :
By interchanging the two schemes and using theorem 3.2.2.1, definition 4.2.8, and
lemma 4.1.1.1, we can rewrite the above as follows. LetA be a G-model such that, for every









( ; e0) ) ()A:d0 A ( )A:e0 :
We see that simulation implies a statement about the least as well as the greatest fixpoint.
Note that in the case of flat models this does not give us any information, because then the
least and greatest fixpoint are equal.
Theorem 5.1.2 and theorem 5.1.3 are used frequently, and we refer to either of them as
“soundness”. We now combine the two soundness results.
Corollary 5.1.1 If (; d0) <

G
( ; e0) then j=G (; d0)  ( ; e0) .
Proof. Follows directly from definition 4.2.8.2, theorem 5.1.2, and theorem 5.1.3 . 2
If we substitute G := F in the above result, also in the assumption (; d0) <

G
( ; e0), and
use that the relation'
F
is symmetric, then we get
(; d0) 'F ( ; e0) ) j=F (; d0) = ( ; e0) :
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In the definition of universal validity (definition 4.2.8) the class of accepted models does
not contain every model. We show that this restriction is necessary for the soundness result to
hold, by giving a model that is not acceptable and for which soundness does not hold. More
precisely, we give a G-modelA and two F -schemes l0 and l1 such that both schemes have a
meaning in A, and we have l0 <

G
l1 and A 6j= l0  l1 . This is done for G equal to Qc and
Q .
Example 5.1.1. Assume   !, Op  fS; pg, and   (S; p)>7!(1; 0) . Define the set
A  IR2 as A  f(x; 0) j 0  x < 1g [ f(1; 1); (1; 1); (2; 0)g, and define an order onA by




) , x < x
0
_ (x  x
0
^ y  y
0
) for (x; y); (x0; y0) 2 A :
It is easily checked that  is indeed an order. For a pictorial representation of the ordered set
(A;), see figure 5.1. Define the orderedO-algebra (A;; ) by
 :p  (1; 1)
 – :(S; (1; 1))  (1; 1)
– :(S; (1; 1))  (1; 1)
– :(S; (2; 0))  (2; 0)
– :(S; (x; 0))  (x+12 ; 0) for 0  x < 1 .
For (A;; ) to be an O-model, the function  has to be monotonic from (O:A;O) to
(A;) . So we have to prove that if a  a0 then :(S; a)  :(S; a0) for a; a0 2 A . This is
easily checked, and so (A;; ) is anO-model. The supremum onA is not defined for every
subset ofA, for example not for the set f(x; 0) j 0  x < 1g . However, the supremum of any
finite set exists, and because  !, the triple (A;; sup) is aPc-model (see example 4.1.2.1).
Define A  (A;; [; sup]) . From example 4.1.1.2 we see that A is a Qc-model.
Define theQ-scheme (f0g; ; 0) by
 0  ! S 0
Define theQ-scheme (f0; 1g;  ; 0) by
 0  ! S 1 j p
 1  ! S 0
With example 3.2.1.1 it is easily proved thatf(0; 0); (0; 1)g :  Qc!  , so from definition 4.2.2.2
we see that (; 0) <

Qc
( ; 0) holds.
Recall that [; sup]  sup (P :) (see definition 1.4.6). Let f : f0g ! A . The
interpretation f is a pre-fixpoint of P [;sup]

iff :(S; f:0)  f:0 (see definition 4.2.2.1). From
the definition ofAwe see that (0)>7!((2; 0)) is the only pre-fixpoint, so  (0)>7!((2; 0)) .
Let g : f0; 1g ! A . The interpretation g is a pre-fixpoint of P [;sup]
 
iff the following two
statements hold (see definition 4.2.2.1).
 sup :f:(S; g:1); (1; 1)g  g:0 .
 :(S; g:0)  g:1 .
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(2,0)
(x,0) with x in [0,1)
(1,-1)
(1,1)
Figure 5.1: the ordered set (A;)
From the first inequality we get (1; 1)  g:0 . So there are two possibilities for g:0, namely
(1; 1) and (2; 0) . Then from the second inequality we see that there are also two possibilities
for g:1, namely (1; 1) and (2; 0) . If we instantiate all the possibilities in the two inequations,
we see that the possibilities (0; 1)>7!((2; 0); (1; 1)) and (0; 1)>7!((1; 1); (2; 0)) are not pre-
fixpoints, and the other possibilities (0; 1)>7!((1; 1); (1; 1)) and (0; 1)>7!((2; 0); (2; 0)) are
pre-fixpoints. From the order on A, we then see that   (0; 1)>7!((1; 1); (1; 1)) . Then
A j= (; 0)  ( ; 0)
, f definition 4.2.3 g
:0   :0
, f see above, (2; 0) 6 (1; 1) in A g
false
So indeed the soundness result does not hold forA . Note that theorem 5.1.3 is not applicable
since the modelA is not 2-complete: the set f(1; 1); (1; 1)g has no infimum.
Also note that the model A has suprema of finite sets, and from the remark immediately
below theorem 5.1.3 we see that soundness holds for greatest fixpoints. (End of example)
Example 5.1.2. Assume   !, Op  fSg, and   (S)>7!(1) . Put A  f1; 2; 3g . Define
the orderedO-algebra (A; 1
A
; ) (discrete ordering) by
 :(S; 1)  2 , :(S; 2)  3, and :(S; 3)  2 .
For the orderedO-algebra (A; 1
A
; ) to be anO-model, we have to prove that  is monotonic
from (O:A; 1O
A
) to (A; 1
A








 :fag  a for a 2 A, and :u  1 for u 2 P :A with #u 6= 1 .
Again, the monotonicity condition on  is trivially true. Define A  (A; 1
A
; [; ]) . From
example 4.1.1.1 we see thatA is a Q-model.
Define theQ-scheme (f0; 1g; ; 0) by
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 0  ! S 0 j S 1
 1  ! S 0
Put R  f0; 1g2 . With example 3.2.1.3 it is easily proved that R :  Qc!  . Because
R

 R, we get from example 3.2.1.3 that R :  Q!  . So from definition 3.2.1.2 we see
that (; 0) '
Q
(; 1) holds.
Recall that [; ]    (P :) . Let f : f0; 1g ! f1; 2; 3g . The function f is a
pre-fixpoint of P [;]

iff the following two statements hold.
 :f:(S; f:0); :(S; f:1)g  f:0
 :(S; f:0)  f:1
Let u0  f:(S; f:0); :(S; f:1)g . We consider two cases:
#u0  1 : From the first equality we see that f:0  f:1 or ff:0; f:1g  f1; 3g . Together
with the second equality, both possibilities lead to a contradiction
#u0  2 : Because :u0  1, from the first equality it follows that f:0  1 . Then from the
second equality we get f:1  2 .
So the only possible pre-fixpoint is (0; 1)>7!(1; 2) . It is easily checked that this function is
indeed a pre-fixpoint, so from definition 4.2.2.2 we see that   (0; 1)>7!(1; 2) . Then
A j= (; 0)  (; 1)






, f see above, 1 6 2 g
false
This shows that the soundness result does not hold for A . Note that theorem 5.1.3 is not
applicable sinceA is not 2-complete (A has discrete ordering).
Because f2g1Qc
A
f1; 2g and :f2g 6 :f1; 2g, we see thatA is not aQc-model. Actually,
by ad hoc reasoning we can prove that in any Qc-modelA where  has a meaning, we have
A j= (; 0) = (; 1) . (End of example)
5.2 Q-simulation and n-ary modal logic
In general, for proving that a certain formula cannot be deduced in a sound deduction system,
it suffices to give a model in which this formula is not true. Because in our case deduction
corresponds to simulation, we see that for proving (; d0) 6<

G
( ; e0), it suffices to give an
acceptableG-modelA such that A 6j= (; d0)  ( ; e0) . We give some examples of models
that disprove a simulation between certain schemes.
Example 5.2.1. Let the Q-schemes (; 0) and ( ; 0) be defined as in example 3.2.5 . We
prove that ( ; 0) 6<

Qc
(; 0) by giving aQc-modelA such thatA 6j= ( ; 0)  (; 0) . Define
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A  (fx 2 IR j 0  xg [ f1g)2, and let the order on A be the component-wise ordering.
It easily follows that (A;) is a complete ordered set. Define the ordered O-algebra (A;)
by
 :(S; (x; y))  (x + y; 0) for (x; y) 2 A (where 1 +1  1), :p  (1; 0), and
:q  (0; 1) .
It is easily checked that  is monotonic from (O:A;O) to (A;), and so (A;; ) is
an O-model. From example 4.1.2.1 we see that (A;; sup) is a Pc-model. Define A 
(A;; [; sup]) . From example 4.1.1.2 it follows that A is a Qc-model. Obviously, in both
schemes only states of finite depth occur, and from theorem 4.2.2 and definition 1.4.6 we get
the following.
 :1  [; sup]:fpg  sup :f:pg  (1; 0) .
 :2  [; sup]:fqg  sup :f:qg  (0; 1) .
 :0  [; sup]:f(S; :1); (S; :2)g  supf:(S; (1; 0)); :(S; (0; 1))g 
supf(1; 0); (1; 0)g  (1; 0) .
  :1  [; sup]:fp; qg  supf:p; :qg  (1; 1) .
  :0  [: sup]:f(S;  :1)g  supf:(S;  :1)g  (2; 0) .
So from definition 4.2.3 we see that A j= ( ; 0)  (; 0) is equivalent to (2; 0)  (1; 0),
which is false. (End of example)
Example 5.2.2. We prove that the two schemes of example 3.2.2 are not Q-similar. Define
A  IN [ f1g and A  (A;; [; ]), where  : O:A ! A and  : P :A ! A are defined
by
 :p  0 , :q  1, and :(S; a)  a+ 1 for a 2 A .
 :u  supu+ inf u for u 2 P :A .
It is easily checked that  is monotonic from (O:A;O) to (A;), and so (A;; ) is an
O-model. From example 4.1.2.2 we see that (A;; ) is aP-model, and from example 4.1.1.1
it then follows that A is a Q-model. Obviously, in both schemes only states of finite depth
occur, and from theorem 4.2.2 and definition 1.4.6 we get the following.
 :1  [; ]:fp; qg  :f0; 1g  1 .
 :0  [; ]:f(S; :1)g  :f2g  4 .
  :1  [; ]:fpg  :f0g  0 .
  :2  1 (see :1).
  :0  [; ]:f(S;  :1); (S;  :2)g  :f1; 2g  3 .
From definition 4.2.3 we see that A j= (; 0)  ( ; 0) is equivalent to 4  3, which is
false. (End of example)













Figure 5.2: Two different presentations of one Kripke model
In [HM85], Hennessy and Milner give a complete characterization of Q-simulation
between machines (Q-schemes with Op only containing some unary and constant operat-
ors) in terms of modal logic. This is generalized by de Rijke [Rij93] to arbitraryQ-schemes.
In modal logic one defines a language of modal expressions, which represent statements
about the structure of a so-called Kripke model (different to our notion of model!). Kripke
models are introduced by Kripke [Kri63], and exactly correspond to machines. Note that we
regardQ-schemes as syntactical objects while in modal logic they are regarded as semantical
objects. For each state (usually called world) of a Kripke model one defines the set of valid
modal expressions. For those who are familiar with Kripke models we give an example in
which we see the correspondence between Kripke models and Q-schemes.
Example In figure 5.2 we see two presentations of a Kripke model: left the usual one, and
right the correspondingQ-scheme. The symbols p, q, and r represent propositional letters and
the symbols a, b, and c represent three different (unary) modalities. In terms of Q-schemes,
the propositional letters and modalities are constant and unary operators, respectively. Some
modal formulae that are valid in the top world (start state) are: hbip, hai(p^q), and hbi(hcir) .
(End of example)
The definition of the set of valid modal expressions in a state of a Kripke model easily
generalizes to arbitraryQ-schemes. Now the characterization ofQ-simulation is: two
Q-schemes are Q-similar iff they have equal sets of valid modal expressions. It follows that
for proving that two Q-schemes are not Q-similar it is sufficient and necessary that there
exists a modal expression that is valid in one scheme but not in the other.
The set of modal expressions Z contains negation, conjunction, and a modal operator hpi
of arity :p for each p 2 Op . For a coalgebra (D;) the function Va

assigns to each state
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ofD the set of valid modal expressions in that state. Negation and conjunction have the usual
interpretations and cannot introduce statements about other states, while the modal operator
introduces statements about other states.
Definition 5.2.1
1. Define the set Z of modal expressions as follows.
Z := :Z j
^
(P :Z) j hpi(Z:p) for p 2 Op :
2. Let (D;) be aQ-coalgebra. Define Va

: D ! Pow(Z) by the following. For d 2 D
we have
 :u 2 Va

:d , u =2 Va






:d , 8u 2 U (u 2 Va

:d) for U 2 P :Z .
 hpiH 2 Va

:d , 9(p; I) 2 :d (H 2 Va

 I) for p 2 Op and H :
:p! Z .
We denote the empty conjunct V ; by > (representing true), and Vfu; vg by u ^ v for
u; v 2 Z . Note that in the syntax of Z we have already included the semantical properties
idempotence and commutativity of
V
. Because > 2 Z, we see that Z is a non-empty set.
We also see that in every state the modal expression> is valid, and it follows that Va

:d is a
non-empty set for every scheme (; d) .
Example Assume   !, Op  fse; p; qg, and   (se; p; q)>7!(2; 0; 0) . Some modal
expressions are hpi , hsei(:hqi ^ hpi;>), and hpi ^ hsei(>;:hpi) . (End of example)
Let A;B;C be sets, R  B  C, f : A ! B, and g : A ! C . We introduced the
notation fRg for 8a 2 A ((f:a)R(g:a)), but we have to be careful with this notation in
case R is the “element of” relation “2” . For example, the negation :(f 2 g) seems to be
equivalent with f =2 g . But :(f 2 g), :(8a 2 A (f:a 2 g:a)), 9a 2 A (f:a =2 g:a),
and f =2 g , 8a 2 A (f:a =2 g:a) . For this reason we avoid using the lifted “=2” relation.
We prove the above announced result that two schemes are Q-similar iff they have
equal sets of valid modal expressions. For proving that Q-similarity implies equal modal
semantics, we use the soundness result in the following way. We show that the set of valid
modal expressions in the start state of a scheme is the meaning of that scheme in a certain
Q-model. We then can apply soundness. In this part of the proof, negation and conjunction
do not play an essential role, and the corresponding proof obligations are trivial. However,
for proving that equal modal semantics implies Q-similarity, negation and conjunction are
essential.
Note that from a logical point of view,modal expressions and Kripke models are syntactical
and semantical objects, respectively, while we view them as semantical (Q-models) and
syntactical (schemes) objects, respectively.
Theorem 5.2.1 Let (; d0); ( ; e0) be Q-schemes. Then
(; d0) 'Q ( ; e0) , Va:d0  Va :e0 :
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Proof.
) : From theorem 5.2.2 below and definition 4.2.2 we see that the meanings of  and  





theorem 5.2.2 below and definition 4.2.8.1 we see that the model Z is flat. Then use
soundness.





:e for d 2 D and e 2 E :
Let d 2 D and e 2 E . From definition 3.2.1.2 we see that it suffices to prove that dRe
implies (:d)RQ( :e) . From corollary 2.3.1 and symmetry we see that it suffices to
prove that dRe implies (:d)RQc( :e) . From corollary 2.3.1 we see that we have to
prove
dRe ^ (p; I) 2 :d ) 9(p; J) 2  :e (IRJ) :
Let (p; I) 2 :d, and assume dRe and :(9(p; J) 2  :e (IRJ)) . It suffices to
prove that this assumption leads to a contradiction. From the definition of R and
some calculus we see that the assumption :(9(p; J) 2  :e (IRJ)) is equivalent to
8(p; J) 2  :e (:(Va

 I  Va
 
 J)) . For (p; J) 2  :e, from lemma 5.2.1 we get
H
(p;J)














: j (p; J) 2  :eg for  2 :p :
Because #( :e) <  (see definition 1.4.4), we see that this conjunction is defined. From
the definition ofH and definition 5.2.1.2 we see that (1) impliesH 2 Va

I . Because
(p; I) 2 :d, again with definition 5.2.1.2 we get hpiH 2 Va






:e, and it follows that hpiH 2 Va
 
:e . Then definition 5.2.1.2 implies
that there exists (p; J0) 2  :e such that H 2 Va  J0 . Again with definition 5.2.1.2




 J0) . This
contradicts (2) .
2
Example Let the Q-schemes (; 0) and ( ; 0) be defined as in example 5.2.2. From the
above theorem we see that for proving (; 0) 6'
Q
( ; 0), it suffices to give a modal expression
u 2 Z such that u 2 Va
 
:0 and u =2 Va

:0 . With definition 5.2.1.2 it is easily verified that
u  hSi(:(hpi ^ hqi)) fulfills this condition. (End of example)
In the “(-part” of the proof of the above theorem, we did not explicitly use negation. In the
following lemma (which we use in this part of the proof), we see the essential use of negation.
Lemma 5.2.1 Let (D;; d); (E; ; e) be Q-schemes, (p; I) 2 :d, and (p; J) 2  :e . If
:(Va

 I  Va
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Proof. Assume :(Va

 I  Va
 
 J) . With some calculus we see that there exists
0 2 :p such that Va:(I:0) 6= Va :(J:0) . Because the images of the functions Va
and Va
 
only contain non-empty sets, we have the following two possibilities: (1) there
exists u 2 Va

:(I:0) with u =2 Va :(J:0) and (2) there exists u 2 Va :(J:0) with
u =2 Va

:(I:0) . From definition 5.2.1.2 it follows that by considering :u, case (2) reduces
to case (1) . We assume that case (1) holds, and defineH : :p! Z by the following.
H: 

u if   0




We present theQ-modelZ in which the meaning of a scheme is exactly the set of valid modal
expressions in the start state of this scheme. In the model Z one maybe expects the subset
ordering on sets of model expressions instead of set equality, but the presence of negation
makes the algebra arrow non-monotonic with respect to the subset relation.
Definition 5.2.2 Define the orderedQ-algebraZ  (Pow(Z);; ), with : Q:(Pow(Z))!
Pow(Z) defined by the following. For V 2 Q:(Pow(Z)) we have
 :u 2 :V , u =2 :V for u 2 Z .

V
U 2 :V , 8u 2 U (u 2 :V ) for U 2 P :(Z) .
 hpiH 2 :V , 9(p; I) 2 V (H 2 I) for p 2 Op and H : :p! Z .
We know that, for an F -algebra (A;), the triple (A; 1
A
; ) is always an F -model, and so Z
is a Q-model.
In the following theorem we prove that Z is a flat model. Recall that flat models (see
definition 4.2.8) are introduced in order to include syntactical models in the class of accepted
models, and the model Z is indeed a syntactical model.








) : Let f : D ! Pow(Z) be such that P

:f  f . With induction on u 2 Z we prove
u 2 f:d , u 2 Va

:d for d 2 D :
Because f  P

:f , from definition 4.2.2.1 we see that for d 2 D we have f:d  :U
for some U 2 Q:(Pow(Z)) . Then with definition 5.2.2 and definition 5.2.1.2 we see
that the first two cases of definition 5.2.1.1 are trivial. The third case remains. Let
d 2 D . Then
hpiH 2 f:d
, f f  P


:f , definition 4.2.2.1 g
hpiH 2 :f(q; f  I) j (q; I) 2 :dg
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, f definition 5.2.2 g
9(p; I) 2 :d (H 2 f  I)









:d , u 2 Va

:d for d 2 D :




:d  :U for some
U 2 Q:(Pow(Z)) . Then with definition 5.2.2 and definition 5.2.1.2 we see that the








, f definition 4.2.2.1 g
hpiH 2 :f(q;Va

 I) j (q; I) 2 :dg





In [HM85], Hennessy and Milner also give complete characterizations, in terms of modal
logic, ofQc-similarity (the equivalence induced by theQc-simulation preorder) and so-called
trace-equivalence between machines. A treatment of trace semantics forQ-schemes is given
in chapter 10 below. These characterizations are analogous to theorem 5.2.1,but use fragments
of the modal language Z . I expect that these results can be generalized to Q-schemes, and
we state them informally. For Q-schemes (; d); ( ; e0) the following holds.





(; e) , 8u 2 Z0 (u 2 Va:d) u 2 Va :e) :
 Let Z1 consist of those expressions of Z that, except for the empty conjunct>, do not
contain conjunctions. Then
H j= (; d)  ( ; e) , 8u 2 Z1 (u 2 Va:d) u 2 Va :e) :
(TheQ-modelH is introduced in chapter 10 below).
Unfortunately, I found the connection betweenQ-schemes and modal logic only recently, and




In this chapter we prove (corollary 6.3.1) the reverse of soundness, that is, we prove that
universal semantical validity of a formula implies that the first scheme of that formula simulates
the second scheme. If we regard simulation as a deduction system, this shows completeness
of the deduction system. We also use the word “completeness” for ordered sets, but from the
context it is always clear which one is meant. We prove completeness by giving a universal
model N (definition 6.3.2), where a universal model is a model in which a formula is valid
iff the first scheme of the formula simulates the second scheme. Because universal validity of
a formula implies validity of that formula in model N , we see that this suffices. The model
N has simulation-equivalence classes of schemes as elements, and simulation as order. We
show that the meaning of a scheme in model N is its equivalence class, which implies that
this is indeed a universal model.
In section 6.1 we define a set of schemes, and a coalgebra structure on this set of schemes.
We show that the coalgebra of schemes contains all the schemes, and also the analogous result
for meanings, that is, we show that the meaning of the coalgebra of schemes contains the
meaning of all the schemes.
In section 6.2 we introduce universes, which are sets of sets that are closed under all the
standard set-theory constructions. We formulate two extra closure conditions on sets of sets,
which depend on the functor F . These extra conditions ensure that we can define an algebra
structure on schemes that is an inverse of the coalgebra function on schemes. The main reason
for introducing universes is for proving the existence of sets of sets that fulfill the extra closure
properties. Also note that the elements of a model constitute a set, and because we want to
define a model that has schemes as elements, and the class of all schemes is obviously not a
proper set, we need universes to restrict the amount of schemes.
In section 6.3 we assume that a closed universe is given. In [AM89] the “'
F
-quotient
coalgebra of schemes” is proved to be the final F -coalgebra. It is well-known that the final
coalgebra is also an algebra (the coalgebra arrow has an inverse), and we actually need the
algebra. Because we need some specific results and want to keep this thesis self-contained,
we give an explicit construction of the algebra of schemes. We show that the algebra of
schemes together with the simulation order defines a model, which we callN , and prove that
this a universal model. The meaning of a scheme in the modelN is the final semantics.
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6.1 The coalgebra (L(U); )
We define the set of schemes that have their state set in a given set of sets. To such a set of
schemes we add a coalgebra structure.
Definition 6.1.1 Let U be a set.





(U)  f(D;; d) j D 2 U ^ (D;; d) an F -schemeg :






(U)) by the following.

F
:(; d)  F:(; id
D
):(:d) :














)) . The functor F is usually omitted in the notations, and we write
L(U) and  .
Part 2 of the above definition needs some explaining. Let (; d) be an arbitrary element of
L(U), that is, (D;) is an F -coalgebra with D 2 U and d 2 D . Then we have the function
(; id
D
) : D ! L(U), defined as d0 7! (D;; d0) . We therefore have F:(; id
D
) : F:D !
F:(L(U)), and because  : D ! F:D, we have (F:(; id
D
))   : D ! F:(L(U)) . Then
with the above definition we see that :(; d) 2 F:(L(U)) .
Let U be a set. From the above we see that (L(U); ) is a coalgebra, and so a scheme
l 2 L(U) determines a scheme (L(U); ; l) . We prove that this scheme is F -similar to the
scheme l . It follows that the coalgebra  describes all the coalgebras of L(U) . We also prove
a result that we need in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1.1 Let U be a set.










1. Let l  (; d) . From definition 6.1.1.2 we see that (; id
D
) is an F -cohom from
(D;) to (L(U); ), and from corollary 3.3.1 we get (; d) '
F
(; (; d)) .
2. Let l0; l1 2 L(U) be such that l0 <

G
l1 . According to definition 3.2.1.1, we have




:l1 . From part 1 we see that (; l0) <

G
(; l1) holds. By defini-
tion 3.2.1.2 we then get some relation R  (L(U))2 such that l0Rl1 and R : 
G
!  .























, definition 2.1.1.2.a g




( f R : 
G
! , definition 3.2.1.1 g
l0Rl1
, f assumption onR g
true
2
Note that we cannot have (L(U); ; l) 2 L(U) because this means L(U) 2 U , which violates
the regularity axiom of set-theory (see [TZ71]).
We want to define an algebra arrow on the set of schemes L(U) that is a certain kind of
inverse of the coalgebra function  . In general, for an inverse of a function to exist, it needs
to be injective. We prove an analogous result for  .













1. The “)-part” follows from theorem 6.1.1.2 and definition 3.2.1.1, so the “(-part”




:l1 . From theorem 6.1.1.1 we see that it suffices to
prove (; l0) <

G
















Because l0Rl1 holds, from definition 3.2.1.2 we see that it suffices to proveR : 
G
!  .





























In theorem 6.1.1.1 we see that each scheme (of a certain set of schemes) is “contained” in the
coalgebra  . Suppose we can apply soundness to this result, that is, the model in question
is an element of the class of accepted models and the two schemes have a meaning in the
model. Then we see that the meaning of each scheme is contained in the meaning of the
coalgebra  . We prove that this result also holds without these extra conditions (so we cannot
use soundness).
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Theorem 6.1.3 LetA be aG-model andU a set. The following two statements are equivalent.
1. For every l 2 L(U) the meaning of l in A exists.
2. The meaning of (L(U); ) in A exists.








Proof. For (; d) 2 L(U), from definition 6.1.1.2 we see that (; id
D
) is a Q-hom from
(D;) to (L(U); ), and with theorem 5.1.1 this implies that, for f : L(U)! A, we have
P

:f:(; d) = P

:(f  (; id
D
)):d () :
1 ) 2 : Define f0 : L(U) ! A by f0:(; d)  :d for (; d) 2 L(U) . It suffices to
prove (1) f0 is a pre-fixpoint of P and (2) if f : L(U) ! A is a pre-fixpoint of
P

then f0  f . From the definition of f0 and () it follows that P:f0:(; d) =
P

::d = :d = f0:(; d) for (; d) 2 L(U) . This proves statement (1) . Let
f : L(U)! A be such that P

:f  f , and let (; d) 2 L(U) . From () it follows that
P

:(f  (; id
D
)):d  f:(; d) . Because this holds for every d 2 D, it follows that
the function f  (; id
D
) is a pre-fixpoint of P

, and thus   f  (; id
D
) . This
implies f0:(; d)  :d  f:(; d) . This proves statement (2) .
2 ) 1: Let (D;) be an F -coalgebra with D 2 U , and let f : D ! A . Define
f





f:d if l  (D;; d) with d 2 D
:l otherwise
Because f 0  (; id
D




:(; d) = P

:f:d for
d 2 D . Let l  ( ; e) 2 L(U) be such that, for every d 2 D, we have l 6 (; d) .
Then f 0  ( ; id
E
)    ( ; id
E



































We want to define the inverse of the coalgebra function  on a set L(U) for a set U . For this
inverse to exist the set U has to fulfill a certain condition, and for proving the existence of a set
U that fulfills this condition we need universes. A universe is a set of sets that is closed under
five basic set-constructions. For a treatment of universes see [AGV72] (pages 185-217) .
Definition 6.2.1 A set U is called a universe if the following conditions hold.
 ; 2 U .
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 If A;B 2 U then fA;Bg 2 U .
 If A 2 U then A  U .
 If A 2 U then Pow(A) 2 U .
 If f : A! U and A 2 U then
S
(f [A]) 2 U .
These closure conditions ensure that any of the standard operations of set theory applied to
elements of a universe U will always produce elements of U . The above definition and
some immediate consequences are only used in this section. In the sequel we implicitly
assume that a universe is closed under the used set-constructions. For example, ifA 2 U then
id
A
: A! U , and it follows that
S
A 2 U .
We state three deducible closure properties of a universe.
Theorem 6.2.1 Let U be a universe. Then
1. If A 2 U and B  A then B 2 U .
2. If f : A! U and A 2 U then
P
a2A
(f:a) 2 U and
Q
a2A
(f:a) 2 U .
3. If A  U and there exists a cardinal number  2 U such that #A   then A 2 U .
Proof. Calculus. 2
The elements of ! are easily produced in a universe, and together with the above we see that
a universe is closed under finite sums and products.
We need the following two general assumptions on universes.
 For every set A there exists a universe U with A 2 U .
 There exists a universe U0 that only contains finite sets.
For the first assumption see [AGV72] . For the second assumption see [Kun80], where for
each ordinal (using transfinite recursion) a well-founded set is defined. The!-th well-founded
set is a universe that only contains finite sets.
We formulate two closure conditions for universes, called F -closed and totally F -closed.
As suggested by the names, if a universe is totally F -closed then it is also F -closed. In
theorem 6.1.2 we showed that the function  fulfills a kind of injectivity condition. Because
we want to define an inverse of , next to injectivity we also need surjectivity. This surjectivity
condition is expressed by the notion F -closed. In the definition of F -closed, we use the
following fact. For an F -coalgebra (D;), the pair (F:D; F:) is again an F -coalgebra. We
use this for (D;)  (L(U); ) with U a universe.
Definition 6.2.2 Let U be a universe.
1. U is F -closed iff for every u 2 F:(L(U)) there exists l 2 L(U) such that l '
F
(F:(L(U)); F:; u) .






Notice that indeed, totally F -closed implies F -closed.
In the following result we give sufficient conditions for a universe to be F -closed.
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Theorem 6.2.2 Let U be an universe such that
 For every A 2 U we have F:A 2 U .
 For every u 2 F:(L(U)) there exists A 2 U such that u 2 F:(L(A)) .
Then U is F -closed.
Proof. Assume that U is a universe such that the above two conditions hold. Let
u 2 F:(L(U)) . Then there exists A 2 U such that u 2 F:(L(A)) . Because A 2 U
implies A  U , we get L(A)  L(U), which implies F:(L(A))  F:(L(U)) . This implies
(F:(L(U)); F:; u) '
F
(F:(L(A)); F:; u), and from definition 6.2.2.1 we see that it suffices
to prove that the second scheme is an element of L(U) . Because A 2 U , from lemma 6.2.1
it follows that L(A) 2 U , which with the assumption on U implies F:(L(A)) 2 U . With
definition 6.1.1.1 we see (F:(L(A)); F:; u) 2 L(U) . 2
We prove that if a universe is closed under the functor F then the set of schemes that
corresponds to an element of the universe, is also an element of the universe.
Lemma 6.2.1 Let U be a universe such that, for every A 2 U , we have F:A 2 U . Then for
every A 2 U we have L(A) 2 U .
Proof. Note that a function  : D ! F:D is an element of Pow(D  F:D) . Let A 2 U .
From definition 6.1.1.1 we see that L(A) is a subset of
A (
[
fPow(D  F:D) j D 2 Ag) (
[
A) :
From theorem 6.2.1.1 and the fact that a universe is closed under finite products, it follows that
for proving L(A) 2 U , it suffices to prove that A 2 U ,
S
fPow(D  F:D) j D 2 Ag 2 U ,
and
S
A 2 U . The first and third conjunct are trivial, and the second remains. From the
assumption onU and theorem 6.2.1.2 it follows that, forD 2 A, we have Pow(DF:D) 2 U ,
and we define f : A! U as D 7! Pow(D  F:D) . This implies
S
(f [A]) 2 U . 2
Under some conditions on  and , we prove that the universe U0 is Q-closed.
Example 6.2.1. Assume   ! and 8p 2 Op (:p < !) . Then the universe U0 is Q-closed.
Proof. From theorem 6.2.2 it follows that it suffices to prove (1) for every A 2 U0 we have
Q:A 2 U0 and (2) for every u 2 Q:(L(U0)) there exists A 2 U0 such that u 2 F:(L(A)) .
1. The functorO is defined as a combination of some products and sums, which are finite
because of the assumption on  and Op . It follows that A 2 U0 implies O:A 2 U0 .
Because P :A  Pow(A) for a set A, it follows that A 2 U0 implies P :A 2 U0 . Then
use that Q  P  O .
2. Let u 2 Q:(L(U0)), say u  f(pi; Ii) j i 2 Wg, with Ii:  (Di; ; i; ; di; ) for
i 2 W and  2 :p
i
. Because   !, it follows that we can assume that W is a finite
set. Because u 2 Q:(L(U0)), we know that Di; 2 U0 for i 2 W and  2 :p, and
if we put A  fD
i;
j i 2 W ^  2 :p
i
g then we have u 2 Q:(L(A)) . It suffices
to prove A 2 U0 . Because 8p 2 Op (:p < !) and W is also finite, it follows that
A 2 U0 .
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(End of example)
We now give a sufficient condition for a universe to be totally F -closed. We first show that
from a scheme we can remove certain states without changing the meaning. We then show
that the cardinality of this smaller state set is bounded by a cardinal that depends on F (not
on the scheme). This gives us a way of representing an arbitrary scheme in a universe that
contains this cardinal.
In section 4.2.2 we have seen that a dependence function describes a one-step dependence
of states. The transitive closure of this relation describes the indirect dependence of states,
and we are especially interested in the states on which the start state depends. We define this
set as the minimal fixpoint of an extension of a dependence function.
Definition 6.2.3 Let D be a set, d0 2 D, and r : D ! Pow(D) .
1. Define the function r" : Pow(D)! Pow(D) as r":X  X [ (
S
(r[X ]) for X  D .
2. Define D"  D as the minimal (with respect to containment) fixpoint of r" on
f(X  D j d0 2 Xg .
The existence of the fixpoint D" in the above definition follows from the fact that r" is a
monotonic function on the complete ordered set (fX  D j d0 2 Xg;) . Moreover, if
we already use the definition of continuity (definition 7.3.1 below), we see that r" is even a
continuous function on this complete ordered set. Let (A;) be a complete ordered set and
s : A ! A a continuous function. In lemma 6.2.2.2 we use the following well-known fact.
The least fixpoint of s equals the supremum of the set fsn:? j n 2 INg . This is easily proved
with some calculus.
From the above definition and some calculus we see that D" alternatively can be defined
inductively as follows.
 d0 2 D
"
.
 If d 2 D" then r:d  D" .
Because the function r describes the one-step dependence, from this alternative definition we
see that the set D" indeed consist of the states on which the start state (indirectly) depends.
The set D" is dependent on the function r and the element d0 of D, but because we only use
D
" in this section, this dependence is not reflected in the notation.
We formulate the necessary condition for the existence of a totally F -closed universe.
Theorem 6.2.3 Let 0 be a cardinal. If for every F -coalgebra (D;) there exists a
-dependence function r such that supf#(r:d) j d 2 Dg < 0 then there exists a totally
F -closed universe.
Proof. Assume that the above premise holds. Put 1  (1 + 0)! . From one of the general
assumptions on universes, we know that there exists a universe U such that 1 2 U . If 
is a cardinal such that   1 then from cardinal calculus we get   1  U , and from
theorem 6.2.1.3 we then get  2 U .
Let (D;; d0) be an F -scheme. According to definition 6.2.2.2, we have to find an
F -scheme l 2 L(U) such that l '
F
(D;; d0) . Let r be a -dependence function. From
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lemma 6.2.2.2 below we see that (D"; ) is anF -coalgebra, and so (D"; ; d0) 'F (D;; d0) .
From lemma 6.2.2.3 below we see that #D"  1, which implies #D" 2 U . Finally, from
lemma 6.2.2.1 below we get the scheme l 2 L(U) that we are looking for. 2
For proving the above theorem, we need the following three results. First we prove that if
we have a bijection between a state set of a scheme and another set then we can define a
coalgebra structure on the other set, such that we get an F -similar scheme. We actually only
prove this for one set: the cardinal number of that state set. Second we prove that we can
restrict a given scheme to the set of states on which the start state depends. Third we prove
that the cardinality of this set of states on which the start state depends is bounded.
Lemma 6.2.2 Let (D;) be a coalgebra.
1. Let s : D ! #D be a bijection (which exists by definition). For d 2 D we have
(D;; d) '
F
(#D; (F:s)    s 1; s:d) .
2. If r : D ! Pow(D) is a -dependence function then  : D" ! F:(D") .
3. #D"  (1 + supf#(r:d) j d 2 Dg)! .
Proof.
1. Follows directly from corollary 3.3.1 and the fact that r is an F -cohom from (D;) to
(#D; (F:r)    r 1) .
2. Let d 2 D" . We have to prove :d 2 F:(D") . From definition 6.2.3 we see that
D
" is a fixpoint of r", and we get r:d  D" . Together with definition 4.2.4 we get
:d 2 F:(r:d)  F:(D
"
) .
3. Put   supf#(r:d) j d 2 Dg . From definition 6.2.3 and some calculus it follows that,
for X  D, we have #(r":X)  #X +
P
x2X
(#(r:x))  #X( + 1) . From this it is
easily proved, with induction on n 2 IN, that #((r")n:fd0g)  (1 + )n for n 2 IN .






:fd0g j n 2 INg (r" is a continuous
function), which implies #D" P
n2IN(1 + )n  (1 + )! .
2
Example There exist a totally O-closed, a P-closed, and a Q-closed universe.
Proof. Let (D;) be an F -coalgebra. From example 4.2.3 we get the following three
-dependence functions.
Case F  O d 7! fI: j (p; I)  :d ^  2 :pg .
Case F  P  .
Case F  Q d 7! fI: j (p; I) 2 :d ^  2 :pg .
With some calculus we see that the premises of theorem 6.2.3 are satisfied for 0 at least equal
to supf:p j p 2 Opg in case F  O,  in case F  P , and (supf:p j p 2 Opg) in case
F  Q . (End of example)
From this example we see one of the reasons for defining the functor P as a bounded (by )
powerset instead of just the powerset. For if P  Pow then P- and Q-coalgebras can have
arbitrary width (in a pictorial sense), and so there is no bound on the amount of states on
which a start state depends. It follows that the premise in theorem 6.2.3 is false.
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6.3 The algebra (L; )
In this section we fix a universe U , and usually omit the universe in the notation L(U), and
write L . In order to define the announced algebra structure on the set of schemes L(U), we
have to make the assumption that the fixed universe U is F -closed.
Assumption: the universe U is F -closed :
Using exactly the property that the universe U is F -closed, we define the algebra arrow  on
L . Actually, it is not a unique definition, but only up to '
F
-equivalence.
Definition 6.3.1 Define the F -algebra (L; ) by the following. From definition 6.2.2.1 it
follows that we can choose a function  : F:L! L such that :u '
F
(F:L; F:; u) for every
u 2 F:L .
We prove that the above defined algebra arrow  is a kind of right inverse of the coalgebra
arrow  . Recall that 'F
F
is an equivalence (see lemma 2.1.1.2), and if instead of the set F:L
we would consider'F
F
-equivalence classes of F:L then indeed  is the right inverse of  .





Proof. Note that the function  has domain L(U) . In the proof we also need the function 
with a bigger domain. From one of the general assumptions on universes, we know that there
exists a universe U 0 such that F:L 2 U 0 . So, for u 2 F:L, we have (F:L; F:; u) 2 L(U 0) .





, f :u '
F














, f calculus g
F:((F:; id
(F:L)
















, f lemma 6.3.1.1 below g
true
2
We need the following technical lemma.
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Note that in the above theorem we do not assume D 2 U .
We define the model that is induced by the premodel of schemes. This model has
equivalence classes of schemes as elements, where this equivalence depends on G . For this
reason we includeG in the notation. Note that this set of equivalence classes is also dependent
on the fixed universe U .
Definition 6.3.2











































The following result states that if a scheme has a representant inN
G
then the meaning of
that scheme is that representant. The result is stated in terms of a representants (instead of the
scheme itself) because now it also treats schemes that have a state set outside the universe.
Theorem 6.3.3 Let (D;) be an F -coalgebra and f0 : D ! L such that f0 'F (; idD) .





 exist, and are both equal to f0 .
Proof. It suffices to prove that the meaning of inN
G
equals f0, because with the substitution








) the other conjunct follows. From corollary 4.2.3.2
we see that it suffices to prove that (1) f0 is a pre-fixpoint of P 

and (2) for every f : D ! L










1. From definition 6.1.1.2 it follows that (; id
D
) is an F -cohom from (D;) to (L; ),
and thus a G-left-cohom from (D;) to (L; <

G






! , and because f0 'F (; idD), from lemma 3.3.2.1 we see that f0 is a
G-left-cohom from (D;) to (L; <

G












f . From theorem 6.3.2 we see that f
is a G-left-cohom from (D;) to (L; <

G







(; f) . Then together with theorem 6.1.1.1, which implies (; f) '
F
f ,





From definition 4.2.8.1 we see that U-flatness of a model A means that, for every scheme in
L ( L(U)), the meanings inA andA exist, and are equal. So U-flatness is approximately
stated in the above theorem, and in the following result we deduce it. For general flatness,
we have to prove that the meaning of every scheme exists, and for this, we need an extra
condition on the universe U . Remember that we made the assumption that U is F -closed,
and that this enabled us to define the algebra arrow  . If we make the stronger assumption
that U is totally F -closed then we can prove that the meaning of every scheme exists, and is
F -similar to itself. Under this extra assumption on U , completeness also follows easily.
Corollary 6.3.1
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1. TheG-modelN
G
is U-flat, and the meaning of a scheme inL in the modelN
G
is itself.
2. Assume that the fixed universe U is totally F -closed. Then
(a) The G-modelN
G
is flat, and the meaning of a scheme is F -similar to itself.













1. Let (D;) be an F -coalgebra with D 2 U . We first prove U-flatness. According to






 exist, and are equal. Because (; id
D
) : D ! L, this follows immediately
from theorem 6.3.3 . It follows that the meaning of a scheme is itself.
2. (a) Let (D;) be an F -coalgebra. We first prove flatness. According to defini-






 exist, and are equal. From definition 6.2.2.2 we see that, for every d 2 D,
there exists l
d




. Define f : D ! L by f:d  l
d
for




) . Together with theorem 6.3.3 we get flatness, and we
also see that, for d 2 D, the meaning of the scheme (; d) in N
G






(b) (i))(ii) : Follows immediately from part a and definition 4.2.8.2 .
(ii))(iii) : From part a we see that the meaning of (; d) and ( ; e) are both








j= (; d)  ( ; e) is equivalent to (; d) <

G
( ; e) .
(iii))(i) : This is exactly soundness: corollary 5.1.1 .
2
Let a model A be given. In theorem 6.1.3 we prove that, under the condition that the
meanings exist, the meaning of every scheme l 2 L in A is contained in the meaning of  in
A . Accepted models in which every scheme has a meaning have some nice properties, and
we call them total models. In the remaining chapters we mainly deal with total models.
Definition 6.3.3 A G-modelA is defined to be U-total iff the following two conditions both
hold.
 Every scheme in L( L(U)) has a meaning in A .
 A is U-flat, or #D-complete for everyD 2 U .
From definition 4.2.8.1 it follows that U-flatness of a model implies that, for every scheme in
L, the meaning in that model exists. We see thatU-flat impliesU-total. With corollary 6.3.1.1
we see that the modelN
G
is U-total.
From soundness and completeness we get the following results about the meaning of the
coalgebra  in total models.










2. LetA be a U-total G-model. For l; l0 2 L we have






















1. Let l  (; d) 2 L . BecauseN
G
is U-total, we can apply theorem 6.1.3 forA := N
G
.












):d  l .
2. From soundness and part a, we get part b, and it suffices to prove part a. This follows
immediately from theorem 6.1.3 and definition 4.2.3 .
2
The meaning of a coalgebra, also the coalgebra of schemes, is defined as the least pre-fixpoint
of a certain function. In case of the coalgebra of schemes, it turns out that a pre-fixpoint
interpretation is precisely a semi-hom. We only prove the result that we need later: the
meaning of the coalgebra of schemes is a hom.





   =   (F:)
, f P

: = , definition 4.2.2.1 g
  (F:)     =   (F:)
( f  is monotonic from (F:A;G) to (A;) g
(F:)     
G
F: ^ F: 
G
(F:)    





















We have seen that context-free grammars and finite state machines are examples ofQ-schemes,
and in chapter 10 we show that their semantics (of “generated strings” and “accepted strings”,
respectively) are meanings in Q-models. These Q-models satisfy certain conditions, and we
call such models regular (definition 7.2.1). The main result (theorem 7.2.2) of this chapter is
regularity of two universal models. This chapter is merely an introduction to the theory of the
next chapter. There we define substitution of schemes, and the results about the meaning of
substitution only hold for regular models.
In section 7.1 we simplify some previously introduced notations, and summarize those
results of the previous chapters that we use frequently. In section 7.2 we define regularity
of a Q-model. We know that from a P-model and O-model we can form a Q-model, and
if the P-model satisfies some extra conditions then such a Q-model is defined to be regular.
We prove some properties of regular models, and show that the universal models for the
extensionsQ andQc are regular. In the rest of this thesis we only encounter regular
Q-models. In section 7.3 we consider a special kind of regular models, and specialize a result
of section 4.2.4 for these models. In section 7.4 we define two specificQ-models, both having
as elements sets of operators, that is, subsets of Op . The meaning of a scheme in one of these
models is the set of operators that we “really need” in this scheme.
7.1 Assumed knowledge
We make the following adaptations in the notations that are introduced up to now. As in the
previous chapter, we have to make an assumption on the fixed universe:
Assumption: the universe U is Q-closed :
Let L denote L
Q
(U), N denote N
Q
(U), M denote N
Qc














In the rest of this section we summarize some facts and previous results, to which we will
not refer in the sequel. Let A;B be sets.
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Pc and RQ  (RO)P for a relation R (corollary 2.3.1).










) is a fixpoint of P 

for a Q-coalgebra (D;) with D 2 U (corollary 6.3.1.1
and corollary 4.2.1).
  is a monotonic function from (F:L;Q) to (L;), and from (F:L; <

Qc




  is a monotonic function from (L;) to (F:L;Q), and from (L; <






 (A;; sup) is a Pc-model for an ordered set (A;) in which every subset of A of
cardinality less than  has a supremum (example 4.1.2).
 ()
A
:(; d) = ()
A








 N and M are U-flat, and thus U-total (corollary 6.3.1.1).
 U 2 P :(P :A) )
S
U 2 P :A







fQ:f:u j u 2 Ug for U 2 P :(Q:A) and f : A! B .
Only the last three statements need some explaining. Let U 2 P :(P :A) . Then obviously
S
U 2 Pow(A), and for
S
U to be an element of P :A  fu  A j #u < g, we have to
check that #(
S





#u < 2   . From
this and the above expression for the relator R 7! RQ, the last but one statement follows.
The last statement follows from the explicit expression of the arrowQ:f and some calculus.
In the sequel, O-algebras and P-algebras occur frequently, and we use special symbols
for variables over their algebra arrows. For an O-algebra arrow we use the variable symbols
 and 
 . A P-algebra arrow is called a choice function. Because we rarely have to deal
with two different choice functions at the same time, and if, then from the context is always
clear which one is meant, we only use the one variable symbol [] for choice functions.
Let (A;; []) be a P-premodel, X a set, and f; g : X ! A . From lemma 2.1.4 we see
that if f  g holds then P :f P P :g, and so f [X ] P g[X ] . Because [] is a monotonic
function from (P :A;P) to (A;), we see that f  g implies [](f [X ])  [](g[X ]), and also
that f = g implies [](f [X ]) = [](g[X ]) . In the sequel, these two simple facts are often used,
and we assume them to be known. If for examplea; b; c 2 A and a  b then []fa; cg  []fb; cg,
and if a = b then []fa; cg = []fb; cg .
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7.2 RegularQ- and Qc-models
We have seen that from an O-model and a P-model (or Pc-model) we can form a Q-model
(or Qc-model). If the choice function in question is idempotent and associative, together
called adding, then the formedQ-model is called regular.
Definition 7.2.1
1. A preordered P-algebra (A;; []) is called adding iff
 [](
S
U) = []f[]u j u 2 Ug for U 2 P :(P :A) .
 []fag = a for a 2 A .
2. A Q-premodel A is regular iff there exist  : O:A ! A and [] : P :A ! A such that
(A;
A
;) is an O-premodel, (A;
A
; []) is an adding P-premodel, and  = [; []] .
It is easily proved that the supremum and infimum on an ordered set are both adding choice
functions.
In the following example we show that “meaning ofO-schemes inO-models” is included
in “meaning of Q-schemes in regular Q-models”. For each O-scheme we define a corres-
ponding Q-scheme, and prove that this correspondence is respected by the two simulation
relations. The Q-schemes that correspond to O-schemes do not use choice, and can be re-
garded as deterministicQ-schemes. In the above definition we see that from a givenO-model
we can make a regular Q-model by equipping it with an adding choice function. We prove
that the meaning of an O-scheme in an O-model equals the meaning of the corresponding
Q-scheme in any regularQ-model that is “made from” theO-model. Indeed, we do not expect
that the meaning of a deterministicQ-scheme is dependent on the chosen choice function.
Example 7.2.1. Let (Φ; d0) be an O-scheme. Define the Q-scheme (; d0) by
:d  fΦ:dg for d 2 D :
If (Ψ; e0) is another O-scheme and the Q-scheme ( ; e0) is defined similar to above, then
with example 3.2.1 it is easily proved that
(Φ; d0) 'O (Ψ; e0) , (; d0) 'Q ( ; e0) :
LetA be anO-model, and (A;
A
; []) an addingP-model. We know thatB  (A;
A
; [; []])




= f put (p0; I0)  Φ:d, definition 4.2.2.1 g
:(p0; f  I0)
= f [] is adding, definition of  g
[]f:(p; f  I) j (p; I) 2 :dg
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Φ , and with definition 4.2.2.2 it follows that (Φ)A = ()B .
(End of example)
If a regular model A is given then from the above definition we see that there exist an
O-algebra arrow  and a P-algebra arrow [] with certain properties. In such a case we write
“say  = [; []]”, where we assume that  and [] fulfill the above properties.
If A is regular in two ways, say  = [; []1], and  = [
; []2], then, for (p; I) 2 O:A, we
have :(p; I) = []1f:(p; I)g = :f(p; I)g = []2f
(p; I)g = 
:(p; I) . We conclude that,
for each regular model, the O-algebra arrow is uniquely determined. We cannot prove the
analogous result for choice functions, because regularity does not state anything about the
way a choice function acts on elements of A outside the image of .
Let A be a regular Q-premodel, say  = [; []] . It is not immediately clear that the
induced Q-model is again regular. From theorem 4.1.5 we know that this induced model
can be formed from the by O-premodel (A;;) inducedO-model and the by P-premodel
(which is adding) (A;; []) induced P-model. It is easily checked that the induced P-model
is again adding, and it follows that the inducedQ-model is indeed regular.
Let A;B be regular models, say  = [; []] and  = [
; []], and let f : A ! B . We
denote the property “f is an O-hom from (A;) to (B;
)” as “f is an O-hom from A to
B” . Analogous for P-homs,O-semi-homs, and P-semi-homs.
From the above definition and some calculus we see that for a regular model A, say
 = [; []], we have the following.
 :f(p; I)g = :(p; I) for (p; I) 2 O:A .
 :(
S
U) = []f:u j u 2 Ug for U 2 P :(Q:A) .
We use these two rules frequently.
In order to show that the Q-model N and the Qc-model M are regular models, from
definition 7.2.1 we see that first an O-algebra arrow and a P-algebra arrow on schemes have
to be defined.
Definition 7.2.2 Define the O-algebra (L;3) and the P-algebra (L; ) as follows.
1. 3:u  :fug for u 2 O:L .
2. u  :(
S
([u])) for u 2 P :L .
In terms of one of the notations that we introduced forQ-schemes, we give an example of how
3 and act on schemes. This example is only used to illustrate these two abstract functions,
and we do not prove the statements that we make.
Example Assume Op  fse; pg . Define theQ-scheme (f1g; ; 1) by
 1  ! se(1; 1) j p
Define theQ-scheme (f2; 3g;  ; 2) by
 2  ! se(2; 3)
 3  ! p
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The scheme 3:(se; ((; 1); ( ; 2)) corresponds to the scheme with some start state 0, and
coalgebra defined by
 0  ! se(1; 2)
 1  ! se(1; 1) j p
 2  ! se(2; 3)
 3  ! p
The scheme f(; 1); ( ; 2)g corresponds to the scheme with some start state 0, and coalgebra
defined by
 0  ! se(1; 1) j p j se(2; 3)
 1  ! se(1; 1) j p
 2  ! se(2; 3)
 3  ! p
(End of example)
If we add bisimulation to the O-algebra of schemes and the P-algebra of schemes, then we
get a preorderedO-algebra and P-algebra, respectively. The same holds for simulation. We





;3) and (L;;3) are O-premodels.
2. (L; <

; ) and (L;; ) are a Pc-premodel and a P-premodel, respectively.
Proof.
1. From theorem 2.3.2 we see that for a relation R and (a; b) 2 R we have fagRPcfbg




















g and u O u0 ) fug Q fu0g . Then use definition 7.2.2.1 and the
fact that  is a monotonic function from (Q:L; <

Qc
) to (L; <

) and from (Q:L;Q) to
(L;) .
2. The two statements are proved totally similar, and we only prove the second conjunct.
Let u; u0 2 P :L be such that u P u0 . We have to prove u  u0 . We know that
 is a monotonic function from (L;) to (Q:L;Q), and with theorem 2.2.4.2 we
get (P ::u)(Q)P(P ::u0), that is, ([u])(Q)P([u0]) . Because Q= (O)P , from








])) . Finally, apply 
to both sides of the equation, and use definition 7.2.2.2 .
2
We prove that the modelsN and M are regular.
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Theorem 7.2.2 TheQ-modelsN and M are regular.
Proof. From definition 7.2.1, theorem 7.2.1, and lemma 7.2.1 below we see that it suffices
to prove   [3; ] . Let U 2 Q:L . We have to prove :U  f3:u j u 2 Ug . We have
U 
S
ffug j u 2 Ug, and if we apply  to both sides and use lemma 7.2.1.2 then we get
:U  f:fug j u 2 Ug . Then use definition 7.2.2.1 . 2
Let A be a total Q-model. Theorem 6.3.4 states that the function  is a Q-hom. In case A
is regular, from this result it follows that  is both an O-hom and P-hom.
Theorem 7.2.3 LetA be a U-total regularQ-model, say  = [; []] . Then
1. :(3:(p; I)) = :(p;   I) for (p; I) 2 O:L .
2. :( u) = []([u]) for u 2 P :L .
Proof.
1. Let (p; I) 2 O:L . From theorem 6.3.4 with u := f(p; I)g and definition 7.2.2.1 we
get :(3:(p; I)) = :(Q::f(p; I)g) . With some calculus and the assumption that
A is regular, the right-hand-side of this equation becomes :f(p;   I)g = :(p; I) .
2. Let u 2 P :L . From theorem 6.3.4 with u :=
S
([u]) and definition 7.2.2.2 we get
:( u) = :(Q::(
S
([u]))) . Because Q: respects union the right-hand-side of
this equation becomes :(
S
fQ::(:l) j l 2 ug, which because of regularity of A
becomes []f:(Q::(:l)) j l 2 ug . Finally, note that   (Q:)    P

: = ,
and so []f:(Q::(:l)) j l 2 ug = []f:l j l 2 ug .
2
The idempotence and associativity of are proved.
Lemma 7.2.1
1. For l 2 L we have flg  l .
2. For U 2 P :(Q:L) we have :(
S
U)  ([U ]) .
3. For U 2 P :(P :L) we have (
S
U)  f u j u 2 Ug .
Proof.
1. Let l 2 L . From definition 7.2.2.2 we see that we have to prove :(:l)  l, which is
true.




  , from lemma 7.2.4 below with f := id
U





((  )[U ]) . Then apply  to both sides of this
equation and use definition 7.2.2.2 .



















([u]) j u 2 Ug) . With part 2 the right-hand-side becomes
f:(
S
([u])) j u 2 Ug . Finally, use definition 7.2.2.2 .
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2
We prove that the function assigns to a set of schemes, a scheme which has the supremum
property for that set (with respect to the preorder <

).

































, f theorem 6.1.2.1 g





The Q-scheme ; (or :;) is denoted by ?
L
, and corresponds to a start state with empty
coalgebra. Some facts about the scheme?
L
:






g  l .
 For a total regular modelA, say  = [ ; []], we have :?
L
= []; .
These properties are easily proved from the definition of ?
L
and the results in this section.
We only prove one. Let l be a scheme. From the fact that is adding we see fl;?
L
g 
f flg; ;g  (flg [ ;)  flg  l .
In theorem 7.2.4 we proved that, with respect to simulation, the choice function of
L assigns the supremum to a set. This property is deduced from the following analogous
property of the relator R 7! RPc .














, f theorem 2.3.2.2 g
8a 2 (
[
U) 9b 2 v (aRb)
, f calculus g
8u 2 U (8a 2 u 9b 2 v (aRb))
, f theorem 2.3.2.2 g
8u 2 U (uR
Pc
v)
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2
From the above lemma we see that, for R  AB and v 2 P :B, we have ;RPcv .
The main results for the choice function are all deduced from the following properties of
the relatorsR 7! RP and R 7! RPc .
Lemma 7.2.3 Let R  AB, U 2 P :(P :A), and V 2 P :(P :B) . Then





















, f two times theorem 2.3.2.2 g
8u 2 U 9v 2 V (8a 2 u 9b 2 v (aRb))














2. AssumeU(RP)PV . From theorem 2.3.1 we getU((RP )Pc\(RP)Pc)V . From this
theorem we also see thatRP is contained inRPc andRPc, and with definition 2.1.1.2.a
we getU(RPc)PcV andU(RPc)PcV . From corollary 2.2.1.1 we see that the second









U) . Then use theorem 2.2.3.1 and theorem 2.3.1 again.
2
A special case of the above lemma is stated in a separate lemma.













Proof. Put U  f [X ] and U 0  f 0[X ] (so U;U 0 2 P :(Q:A)). If fRQf 0 then from
lemma 2.1.4 we get (P :f:X)(RQ)P (P :f 0:X), orU(RQ)PU 0 (use definition 1.4.4.1). Finally,
use RQ  (RO)P and lemma 7.2.3.2 with R := RO . 2
In the above lemma we see that RQ is a relation overQ:A, and the premise
“f [X ]; f
0
[X ] 2 P :(Q:A)” is only needed to ensure that the two unions over the images of f
and f 0 are elements of Q:A . Note that if the cardinality bound  is large enough then this
premise becomes trivially true.
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7.3 Relating models with arrow [ ; sup]
If (A;) is a complete ordered set then from the previous we know that (A;; sup) is an
adding Pc-premodel. The regular Q-models that are formed from such a Pc-premodel and
an arbitraryO-model, are said to have the supremum choice. In section 4.2.4 we proved some
theorems that relate the semantics in two different models. From one of these theorems we
deduce a result that relates the semantics in two models with the supremum choice.
We need the following definition of continuity of a function.
Definition 7.3.1 Let (A;); (B;) be complete ordered sets and f : A! B . The function
f is defined to be continuous iff, for every U  A, we have
f:(supU) = sup(f [U ]) :
It is easily proved that a continuous function is also monotonic.
We now prove the announced result that relates the meanings in two models with the
supremum choice.
Theorem 7.3.1 Let (D;) be a Q-coalgebra and (A;;); (B;;
) complete O-models.
Furthermore, let f : A ! B be a continuous O-hom. Put A  (A;; [; sup]) and
B  (B; [





Proof. Define g : B ! A by g:b = supfa j f:a  bg for b 2 B . From corollary 4.2.2 we
see that it suffices to prove that (1) f  g  id
B
and (2) f and g are monotonicQ-semi-homs.
1. Let b 2 B . From the definition of g and the continuity of f we get (f  g):b =
f:(supfa j f:a  bg) = supff:a j f:a  bg . From this it follows that (f  g):b  b .
2. From theorem 4.1.2 and lemma 7.3.1 below we see that it suffices to prove that f and
g are monotonic O-semi-homs. The function f is by assumption a continuous (so
monotonic) O-hom (so an O-semi-hom). From the definition of g it follows that g is
monotonic, and it suffices to prove that g is an O-semi-hom. From the definition of g
we see that, for a 2 A and b 2 B, we have
f:a  b ) a  g:b () :
Let (p; I) 2 O:B . We have to prove the following.
:(p; g  I)  g:(
:(p; I))
( f () g
f:(:(p; g  I))  
:(p; I)
, f f is an O-hom g

:(p; f  g  I)  
:(p; I)
( f 
 is monotonic, calculus g
f  g  id
B
, f part 1 g
true
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2
We prove that monotonicity of a function exactly corresponds to being a P-semi-hom.
Lemma 7.3.1 Let (A;); (B;) be two complete ordered sets and f : A ! B . Then f is
a monotonic function iff f is a P-semi-hom from (A; sup) to (B;; sup) .
Proof. From definition 1.4.8 we see that f is a P-semi-hom iff for every u 2 P :A we have
sup(f [u])  f:(supu) . It is easily proved that this property holds if f is monotonic, and
we only prove the reverse implication. Assume that f is a P-semi-hom and let a; a0 2 A be
such that a  a0 . Then supfa; a0g = a0, and from the assumption we get supff:a; f:a0g 
f:(supfa; a0g) = f:a0 . This implies f:a  f:a0 . 2
7.4 TheQc-models V and V0
We define the two regular Qc-models V and V0, which both have the supremum choice.
The elements of the two models are sets of operator names, that is, subsets of Op . The
meaning of a scheme in the model V consists of those operator names that are needed in a
minimal representation of the scheme. The meaning of a scheme in the model V0 consists of
those operator names that are at “level zero” in a pictorial representation of the scheme. To
formalize what we mean with “the operator names that are needed”, we also have to define
the restriction of the endofunctorQ to a subset of Op .
Definition 7.4.1
1. Define the completeQc-model V  (Pow(Op);; [;[]), where
 : O:(Pow(Op))! Pow(Op) is defined by
:(p; I)  fpg [
[
fI: j  2 :pg for (p; I) 2 O:(Pow(Op)) :
2. Define the completeQc-model V0  (Pow(Op);; [;[]), where
 : O:(Pow(Op))! Pow(Op) is defined by
:(p; I)  fpg for (p; I) 2 O:(Pow(Op)) :




on Set as the functors Q and O
with Op := U , respectively.
4. Let U  Op and A;B be two Q-models. We say that A and B are equal on U iff




, and, for every u 2 Qj
U
:A, we have :u =
A
:u .
For V and V0 to be indeed Qc-models, we have to check that the two involved ordered
O-algebras are O-models, that is, we have to check the monotonicity of the two O-algebra
arrows. This is easily proved. Let U  Op . From part 3 of the above definition we see
that a Qj
U





. In part 4 we define two models to be equal on a set of operators iff the two
models, considered as Q
U
-models, are totally equal.
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Let (D;) be a Q-coalgebra and f : D ! Pow(Op) . Furthermore, let  be defined as
in definition 7.4.1.2 . With some calculus, for d 2 D, we get P [;[]

:f:d 
[;[]:f(p; f  I) j (p; I) 2 :dg 
S
f:(p; f  I) j (p; I) 2 :dg  fp j (p; ) 2 :dg .
We conclude ()
V0 :d  fp 2 Op j (p; ) 2 :dg for d 2 D . We define this relatively
simple function as a meaning, because for proving properties of this function we use results
about meanings.
Example Assume Op  fS; p; qg and   (S; p; q)>7!(1; 0; 0) . Define the Q-coalgebra
(f0; 1; 2g; ) by.
 0  ! S 0 j S 1
 1  ! S 0 j p
 2  ! S 0 j q
Then ()
V
 (0; 1; 2)>7!(fS; pg; fS; pg; fS; p; qg) and ()
V0 
(0; 1; 2)>7!(fSg; fS; pg; fS; qg) . (End of example)
Let a scheme be given, and let U  Op be the meaning of that scheme in the model V .
We prove that the elements of U are the operators that we really need for a definition of this
scheme, by leaving out the states that use operators which are not elements of U .
Theorem 7.4.1 Let l 2 L, and put U  ()
V
:l . There exists a Qj
U
-scheme l0 2 L such
that l0  l .
Proof. Let l  (D;; d0),  be defined as in definition 7.4.1.1, and f : D ! Pow(Op) .









:f  f holds iff for every d 2 D we have
(p; I) 2 :d ) p 2 f:d ^ 8 2 :p (f:(I:)  f:d) () :
Assume that f is a pre-fixpoint of P [;[]

, and define V  Op and D0  D as V  f:d0 and
D
0
 fd 2 D j f:d  V g . From () we see that, for d 2 D0 and (p; I) 2 :d we have (1)





. Because d0 2 D0, we conclude that (D0; ; d0) is a QjV -scheme, and so we
have (D0; ; d0)  (D;; d0) . If we now substitute f := ()V then l0  (D0; ; d0) is a
Qj
V
-scheme with l  l0, and so V  ()
V
:d0  ()V :l  U . 2
Let U  Op be a set of operator names. In part 1 of the following result we prove that two
models, which have same choice function and the same interpretation of all the elements of
U , are indeed equal on U . In part 2 we prove that the meaning of a scheme l in a modelA is
only dependent on the (interpretation of) operator names that occur in the set ()
V
:l .
Corollary 7.4.1 LetA;B be U-totalQ-models.
1. LetA;B be regular, say  = [; []1] and  = [
; []2], such that A  B, A  B, and
[]1 = []2 . Furthermore, let U  Op be such that :u = 
:u for u 2 OjU :A . Then A
and B are equal on U .
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1. Let u 2 Qj
U
:A . According to definition 7.4.1.4, we have to prove that :u = :u .
From definition 7.4.1.3 we see that (p; I) 2 u implies p 2 U , and thus :(p; I) =

:(p; I) . Then :u = [; []1]:u = []1f:(p; I) j (p; I) 2 ug =
[]2f
:(p; I) j (p; I) 2 ug = [
; []2]:u = :u .
2. Put U  ()
V
:l . With theorem 7.4.1 we know that there exists a scheme
(D;; d0) 2 L with l  (; d0) and such that, for d 2 D, we have :d 2 QjU :D .
Let f : D ! A, so (Q:f)   : D ! Qj
U
:A . Because A and B are equal on U ,
from definition 7.4.1.4 we get P







:d0 = ()B:d0 . Because l  (; d0), from soundness we get ()A:l =
()
A
:(; d0) = ()A:d0, and similarly ()B:l = ()B:d0 .
2
In the next chapter we need the following result, which with the informal description of
meaning in V and V0, is trivial. If a scheme has a finite state set and a “finite width” (  !)
then the meaning of the scheme in the models V and V0 is a finite set.
Lemma 7.4.1
1. We have ()
V0  ()V .
2. Assume   ! . Let l  (D;; d0) 2 L be such that #D < ! . Then the sets ()V :l
and ()
V0 :l are finite.
Proof.
1. It is easily proved that the identity on Pow(Op) is an O-semi-hom and a P-semi-hom
from V0 to V . Then with theorem 4.1.2 we see that the identity is aQ-semi-hom from
V0 to V . Then use theorem 4.2.4 .





Define U  Op as fp 2 Op j 9d 2 D ((p; ) 2 :d)g, and define f : D ! Pow(Op)
as d 7! U . From () in the proof of theorem 7.4.1 is it easily proved that f is a
pre-fixpoint of the function P

corresponding to the model V , and so ()
V
 f .
From the definition of f we see that it suffices to prove #U < ! . Because D is finite
and   ! implies that the set :d is finite for d 2 D, we see that #U < ! .
2
Chapter 8
Two deduction systems for
Q-schemes
Up to now, for defining an arbitrary Q-scheme we have to give an explicit definition of its
coalgebra. In this chapter we give a simpler method for definingQ-schemes: with the use of
the BNF-formalism we define a set of expressions Ex (definition 8.2.1.1) that represent all
Q-schemes.
In general, a definition of a set of expressions with the BNF-formalism consists of some
rules for generating expressions from expressions. In our case the expressions represent
schemes, and so we need ways of generating schemes from schemes. We already have two
ways: (1) 3 assigns to an operator name and a tuple of schemes, a scheme and (2) assigns
to a set of schemes, a scheme. Obviously, with these two we cannot introduce recursion
into a scheme, and we define a third way of generating schemes: the fixpoint function x .
The essential properties of the fixpoint function (theorem 8.1.4) are formulated in terms of
“substitution of schemes for variables in schemes”, and so we have to introduce variables
and define substitution. For a scheme l0, the scheme x:l0 is then the unique scheme l
such that “the scheme that we get by substituting l for variable x in l0 is (bi)similar to l” (a
fixpoint equation). Based on these three ways of generating schemes, we then define the set
of expressionsEx, and prove that its elements represent all schemes.
For the expressions of Ex we give deduction rules (definition 8.2.3 and definition 8.2.5)
that determine which pairs of expressions represent (bi)similar schemes. We show that with a
scheme (expression) we can associate a function over the interpretations of its variables, and
then a formula is interpreted as a statement about functions. We prove that the deduction rules
can also be used to deduce, from a given set of true formula in a model (with the function
interpretation), other true formulae in that model (theorem 8.2.10).
In [Mil84], Milner gave a complete deduction system for bisimulation between schemes
that only contain some unary and constant operators (machines). Many of the results in
this chapter are generalizations of this work of Milner, except for the results that deal with
“meaning in models” (Milner does not treat least-fixpoint semantics). In the latter results
we see that schemes with variables can be interpreted as functions (instead of values) in a
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regular model. Furthermore, we see that the function that corresponds to scheme x:l0 is the
least-fixpoint of the function that corresponds to l (in the context of a regular model).
In section 8.1 we define the “change of interpretation of variables in a regular model”,
which is used for the definition of simultaneous substitution of schemes for variables in a
scheme. With substitution we can formulate equations in schemes, that is, equations that have
schemes as solutions. We define the fixpoint function on schemes, and use the substitution
equations to formulate the essential properties of this function. Using the above three ways
of generating schemes, in section 8.2 we introduce expressions for schemes. We define





for bisimulation and simulation, respectively. Finally, we show that some of the
deduction rules are sound in the context of one model.
The fixed universe U of the previous chapters, is in this chapter the universe U0, which
consists of finite sets (see section 6.2). Recall that the universe has to be Q-closed. From
example 6.2.1 we see that the following assumption ensures that U0 is Q-closed.
Assumption:   ! and 8p 2 Op (:p < !) :
Let X be a fixed infinite set, whose elements are called variables. We make the following
assumption on X (which does not violate the first assumption).
Assumption: X  Op and :x  0 for x 2 X :
This assumption introduces variables into models and schemes, as constant operators. A
Q-scheme can now contain references to variables. A regularQ-model now interprets every
variable as an element of the model, that is, a regularQ-model consists of aQj
(Op X)
-model
(see definition 7.4.1) together with a function from the set of variablesX to the model.
To shorten the proofs in this chapter, we have the following conventions. For a set U we
use the notation u¯  U to denote a finite sequence of elements of U . Sequences often occur
pairwise, and then necessarily they have to be of equal length. This will not be explicitly
stated in each case, but assumed to be clear from the context. If a sequence of variables
x¯  X occurs then we assume that no variable occurs twice in x¯ . So x¯  X and u¯  U
together define a partial function fromX to U .
We have to calculate a lot with variables, and to shorten and simplify the calculations, we
are a bit sloppy with the notation in the following way. We identify a variable x 2 X with
(x; ()) 2 O:( ), and depending on the context, we sometimes interpret x¯ as the sequence
(x1;    ; xn), and sometimes as the set fx1;    ; xng . So with the previous, we see that x¯
also can be interpreted as the set f(x1; ());    ; (xn; ())g, which is an element of Q:( ) . For
example, for a set A and u 2 Q:A, we have u   x¯ is an element of Q:A and u \ x¯ is an
element of Q:A, a sequence over X , or a subset of X . We use the abbreviation a¯  ¯b to





8.1 Fixed points of substitution on schemes
The proofs of the characteristic properties of substitution and fixed points of substitution, are
both quite tedious. Substitution is defined as the meaning in a certain model, which is an
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adaption of the modelN . This adaption is made by changing the interpretation of variables
in a model. Given a variable x and a scheme l, we show that there exists a scheme l0 such
that the substitution of l0 for x in l, is bisimilar to l0 . The assignment l>7!l0 is the fixpoint
function. Unfortunately, this scheme l0 is only unique if the variable x is so-called guarded in
scheme l, and from this we get case distinctions in our proofs.
In section 8.1.1 we define the functionsva and va0 on schemes, which assign to a scheme
the set of variables and the set of variables at level zero, respectively. The function va0 is
used for defining guarded variables. We define the changing of interpretation of variables in
a model. In section 8.1.2 we define substitution and the fixpoint function.
8.1.1 Preparations
A regularQ-model is formed from anO-model and an adding P-model, where theO-model
interprets the operator names. Recall that the variables are operator names of arity zero. We
now define a way of changing the interpretation of some variables. Note that the monotonicity
condition of O-models is not affected by the change of interpretation of constants. So we
again get a regular model.
Definition 8.1.1 Let A be a regular Q-model, say  = [; []], let x¯  X , and a¯  A .
Define the regular Q-model A[x¯ := a¯]  (A;; [x¯ := a¯]), where [x¯ := a¯]  [
; []] with







if p  x
i
2 x¯
:(p; I) if p =2 x¯
Let x 2 X and let A be a regular model, say  = [; []] . From the above definition we see
that [x := :x] =  . In particular [x := 3:x]   . We also see that, for u 2 Q:A, we
have x¯ \ u  ; implies [x¯ := a¯]:u = :u .
The following lemma states some simple results about the changing of variables in a
model.
Lemma 8.1.1 Let A be a regular Q-model, x¯  X , and a¯; ¯b  A such that a¯  ¯b . Then






two meanings exist then ()
A[x¯:=a¯]  ()
A[x¯:=¯b] .
Proof. Say  = [; []], and let 
;
0 be defined as in definition 8.1.1, with 
 and 
0
corresponding to a¯and ¯b, respectively. So we have[x¯ := a¯] = [
; []] and[x¯ := ¯b] = [
0; []] .
It is easily proved that the identity onA is an O-semi-hom from (A;
) to (A;
0) . Because
the identity is obviously a P-semi-hom from (A; []) to (A; []), with theorem 4.1.2 we see that
the identity is a Q-semi-hom fromA[x¯ := a¯] toA[x¯ := ¯b] . This is exactly the first conjunct,
and for the second conjunct use lemma 4.2.2 . The third conjunct follows immediately from
the second. 2
In definition 7.4.1 we defined the models V and V0 . The meaning of a scheme in the model
V is the set of of operators that are really needed for the scheme. The meaning of a scheme
in V0 is the set of operators at level zero. By only considering the variables, which are also
operators, of these sets, we get the following definition.
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Definition 8.1.2 Define the functions va; va0 : L! Pow(X) as follows. For l 2 L we have
 va:l  X \ (()
V
:l) .
 va0:l  X \ (()
V0 :l) .
For a scheme l, we call the set va:l the set of (semantical) variables of the scheme l . We
make the following convention. If the function va is applied to a sequence then we mean the









lg . The same holds for va0 .
Let x be a variable and l a scheme. If a x is not an element of the set va0:l then we say
that x is guarded in l . Because va0:l is the set of variables at level zero, we see that a variable
x is guarded in l iff x is not at level zero. From the remark below definition 7.4.1 we see that,
for a scheme l, we have va0:l  (:l) \ X . From lemma 7.4.1 we see that va0:l  va:l,
and that the sets va0:l and va:l are finite.
Almost every property of the functions va and va0 is proved by first proving a corres-
ponding result for the functions ()
V
and ()
V0 , and then using definition 8.1.2 and some
simple calculus. We restrict those proofs by proving this corresponding property, and only
refer to definition 8.1.2 .
We know that meanings are homs, and because va and va0 are both almost meanings,
they have a similar property. We need this result in the next section for defining the syntactical
versions of these two functions.
Theorem 8.1.1
1. For (p; I) 2 O:L we have
 If p  x 2 X then va:(3:x)  va0:(3:x)  fxg .
 If p =2 X then va:(3:(p; I)) 
S
fva:(I:) j  2 :pg and va0:(3:(p; I))  ; .
2. For u 2 P :L we have va:( u) 
S
fva:l j l 2 ug and va0:( u) 
S
fva0:l j l 2 ug .
Proof. From theorem 7.2.3 and definition 7.4.1 we get the following.
 For (p; I) 2 O:L we have ()
V




:(I:) j  2 :pg and
()
V0 :(3:(p; I))  fpg .






:l j l 2 ug and ()
V0 :( u) 
S
f()
V0 :l j l 2 ug .
Then use definition 8.1.2 . 2
For the rest of this section we fix a variable x 2 X . We define a function gua
x
on schemes,
that assigns to a scheme, a scheme in which x is guarded.
Definition 8.1.3 Define gua
x
: L! L as gua
x
 [x := ?]   .
We know that , and so also [x := ?
L
], and  are monotonic functions between (L;)
and (Q:L;Q), and also between (L; <

) and (Q:L; <

Qc
) . Recall that N and M consist
of simulation- and bisimulation-equivalence classes, respectively. We conclude that gua
x
is
defined on N and M , and moreover, monotonic on (L; <

) .










One might expect that applying gua
x
to a scheme results in “taking away” the operator
x in the start state, but this is only the case if there occur no references to the start state. In
example 8.1.1 we see a case where such a reference occurs.
Example 8.1.1. Assume Op  fSg and   (S)>7!(1) . Define theQ-scheme (f0g; ; 0) by
 0  ! x j S 0
Then gua
x
:(; 1)  (f0; 1g;  ; 0), where  is defined by
 0  ! S 1
 1  ! x j S 1
A pictorial representation of the two is given in figure 8.1 ((; 0) on top and gua
x
:(; 0) at
the bottom). (End of example)
We mentioned that if a variable is not guarded in a scheme then this leads to problems, and
the purpose of the function gua
x
is to make the variable x guarded in a scheme. We state all
the results that we need about gua
x
.
Lemma 8.1.2 Let l 2 L .
1. gua
x
:l  :((:l)  fxg) .
2. gua
x
: f3:x; lg  gua
x
:l .










1. Let u 2 Q:L . From definition 8.1.3 we see that it suffices to prove that [x := ?]:u 
:(u fxg) . The casex =2 u is trivial, and we assumex 2 u . Thenu  (u fxg)[fxg,
and from calculus we get [x := ?]:u  [x := ?]:((u  fxg) [ fxg) 
f[x := ?]:(u  fxg); [x := ?]:fxgg  f:(u  fxg);?g  :(u  fxg) .
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2. Definition 7.2.2 states that, for l; l0 2 L, we have fl; l0g  :((:l) [ (:l0)), which
implies :( fl; l0g) Q (:l)[(:l0) . From this definition we also get :(3:x) Q fxg .
Together with definition 8.1.3 and some calculus we get gua
x
: f3:x; lg 
[x := ?]:(: f3:x; lg)  [x := ?]:(fxg [ (:l)) 





3. Because va0:l  (:l) \X , if x 2 va0:l then :l  ((:l)  fxg) [ fxg . If we apply
 to both sides and use some calculus then we get l  f:((:l)  fxg); :fxgg . With
part 1 we see that the right-hand-side is bisimilar to fgua
x
:l;3:xg .
4. We have ? <

3:x, and with lemma 8.1.1.1 we get [x := ?] <

[x := 3:x]   .
Then gua
x
:l  [x := ?]:(:l) <

:(:l)  l .
2
Let l 2 L . Recall that va0:l  (:l) \ X . From part 1 of the above lemma we see that if
x =2 va0:l then l  gua
x
:l, that is, if x is guarded in a scheme then applying the function
gua
x
to that scheme has no effect. Part 1 also implies x =2 va0:(gua
x
:l), that is, applying
the function gua
x
to a scheme indeed results in a scheme in which the variable x is guarded.
From part 2 it follows that if x is not guarded in l then there exists a scheme l0 with x guarded
in l0 and l  f3:x; l0g . In some of the following proofs we have to make a case distinction
between the guarded and non-guarded case. From the above we see that for treating the
non-guarded case, it suffices to treat schemes of the form f3:x; lg, where x is guarded in l .
We then can reduce the non-guarded case to the guarded case. In these proofs we present the
case distinction on l by assuming that l is guarded, and then the proof for l is the guarded case
and the proof for f3:x; lg the non-guarded.
8.1.2 Semantics of substitution and fixpoint
Substitution of a sequence of schemes ¯l for a sequence of variables x¯ in a scheme, is defined
as the meaning of that scheme in an adaption of the model N . The model N is adapted
by changing the interpretation of the variables x¯ (from 3:x¯) to ¯l . Instead of only proving
the existence of meaning in this adaption of the model N , we prove a generalization for
adapting arbitrary regular models. From this result we deduce all the properties that we need
of substitution. For the proof we need the following lemma, which states that a finite set of
schemes of L can be incorporated into one scheme of L .
Lemma 8.1.3 Let ¯l  L . There exists U 2 U0 such that ¯l  L(U) and L(U) 2 U0 .
Proof. Let ¯l  (l1;    ; ln) and li  (Di; i; di) for i  n . So Di 2 U0 for i  n, and
with section 6.2 we get fD
i
j i  ng 2 U0 . With definition 6.1.1.1 this implies ¯l  L(U) .
In example 6.2.1 we proved that U 2 U0 implies Q:U 2 U0, and with lemma 6.2.1 we get
L(U) 2 U0 . 2
With theorem 6.1.1.1, we see that in the above lemma we have l
i
 ((L(U); ; l
i
) 2 L for
i  n .
We prove that if we adapt a total model by changing the interpretation of the variables, we
again get a total model. The essential proof obligation (see definition 6.3.3) is the existence
of meaning in the adapted model. The existence of the meaning of a scheme l in an adapted
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model, is proved by adapting the scheme l in such a way that the meaning of this adapted
scheme in the original model, is the meaning of l in the adapted model. In the proof it turns
out that adapting schemes can be expressed in terms of adapting the modelN . This leads to
an important equality.
Theorem 8.1.2 Let A be a regular total Q-model, x¯  X , and n¯  L . Put a¯  ()
A
:n¯ .
ThenA[x¯ := a¯] is U0-total, and we have
()
A[x¯:=a¯] = ()A  ()N [x¯:=n¯] :
Proof. Let (D;; d0) 2 L . For totality of A[x¯ := a¯] we have to prove that (; d0) has a
meaning inA[x¯ := a¯] . We do this by defining a scheme ( ; d0), and proving that the meaning
of ( ; d0) in A is also the meaning of (; d0) in A[x¯ := a¯] .
With lemma 8.1.3 we can assume n¯  L(U) and L(U) 2 L . We want to consider a
scheme with state setD+L(U), but in order to omit the injections 1 and 2 from the proofs,
we assume D \ L(U)  ; and consider the state set D [ L(U) . Because D 2 U0, we have
D [ L(U) 2 U0 . Define the scheme (D [ L(U);  ; d0) 2 L by the following.






2 :dg for d 2 D .
  :l  :l for l 2 L(U) .
In the rest of the proof the only elements ofL that occur are elements of L(U), and we denote
L(U) by L (the only reason for getting L(U) into the proof is to ensure that ( ; d0) 2 L).
Let f : D [ L ! A . From lemma 8.1.4 below with E := D [ L and u¯ := :n¯ we see that,





:f:d, where ¯b  (  (Q:f)  ):n¯  P

:f:n¯ . For





:f:l . From (1), (2), and
















)  f j
L





Put f0  (( )A)jD and f1  (( )A)jL . Because  jL  , we see that the identity is
a Q-cohom from (L; ) to (D [ L; ), and from corollary 3.3.1 we get ( ; l)  (; l) for












:n¯  a¯ . From “)” with f := ( )
A
we get (1) f0
is a pre-fixpoint of P[x¯:=a¯]

. From “(” with f such that f j
L
 f1, we get (2) if f jD is
a pre-fixpoint of P[x¯:=a¯]

then f0  f jD . The statements (1) and (2) together imply that
()
A[x¯:=a¯] exists, and equals f0, that is, (( )A)jD . From definition 6.3.3 we see that for
proving totality it remains to prove that flatness of A implies flatness of A[x¯ := a¯] . From
the above we see that ()
A[x¯:=a¯] equals (( )A)jD, and so totality is proved. The proof of
the equality remains. Because N is U0-total, we can substitute A := N in the just proved






l, and we get ()
N [x¯:= ¯l] = (( )N )jD  ( ; idD) . With
theorem 6.1.3 and some calculus we get ()




N [x¯:= ¯l] . 2
We state the basic result about the connection between adapting models and adapting schemes.
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Lemma 8.1.4 Let (D;) be a Q-coalgebra, D  E, x¯  X , and u¯  Q:E . Furthermore,
let  : D ! Q:E be defined as














:g:d where a¯  (  (Q:g)):u¯ :











:g:d  :(Q:g:( :d)), and because  :d  ((:d)   x¯) [ u
d
, the function Q:g




:g:d = []f:(Q:g:((:d)   x¯)); :(Q:g:u
d
)g () :
Because x¯ does not occur in (:d)  x¯ (and so not inQ:g:((:d)  x¯)), we see that, for every
a¯  A, we have
:(Q:g:((:d)   x¯)) = [x¯ := a¯]:(Q:g:((:d)   x¯)) () :
Because A is regular, for every a¯  A and u  x¯, we have [x¯ := a¯]:(Q:g:u) =















) = [x¯ := a¯]:(Q:g:((:d) \ x¯)) (  ) :
Then (), (), (  ), and the fact thatA is regular imply P
 
:g:d = [x¯ := a¯]:(Q:g:(:d)),
and the right-hand-side of this equation is by definition equal to P[x¯:=a¯]

:g:d . 2
With theorem 8.1.2 and the fact thatN is U0-total, we now define substitution.
Definition 8.1.4 Let x¯  X and ¯l  L . Define the function [[¯l=x¯]] : L! L as ()
N [x¯:= ¯l] .











, and so the above with A :=M implies [[¯l=x¯]]  ()
M[x¯:= ¯l] . We
refer to this fact as definition 8.1.4, because of its similarity with it.
Example 8.1.2. Let A be a regular complete Q-model (so A[x := a] is a U0-total model
for a 2 A) and l0 a scheme with variable x 2 X . Suppose we associate with a scheme its
meaning in model A . Then the operators and 3 on schemes can be expressed in terms of
the associated values (theorem 7.2.3). However, in general there is no connection between
the values that we associate with l0 and [[l=x]]:l0 for l 2 L (take for example l0  3:x and
l  3:y).
Theorem 8.1.2 states that the meaning of [[l=x]]:l0 in modelA equals the meaning of l0 in
model A[x := ()
A
:l], that is, the modelA with x interpreted as :l . We see that instead
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of associating with l0 the meaning of l0 in A (with interpretation:x of x), we can associate
with l0 the meaning that l0 has inA with arbitrary interpretation of variable x . Formally: we
associate with l0 the function r : A! A defined as a 7! ()
A[x:=a]:l0 . Suppose l 2 L also
has variable x, so with l we associate s : A! A defined as a 7! ()
A[x:=a]:l . Then scheme
[[l=x]]:l0 also has variable x, and the associated function is a 7! ()
A[x:=a]:([[l=x]]:l0) . Let
a 2 A . Then
()
A[x:=a]:([[l=x]]:l0)
= f theorem 8.1.2 with A := A[x := a], definition of s g
()
(A[x:=a][x:=s:a]):l0
= f calculus, definition of r g
(r  s):a
We see that substitution of schemes corresponds to composition of the associated functions.
We only considered the one variablex, but in general we consider all the variables, that is, with
a scheme we associate a function over the interpretations of the variables in the model. Note
that with a scheme that has no variables we associate one value (actually a constant function),
and substitution of this scheme corresponds to application. In example 8.1.3 below we show
how these associated functions are used for interpreting some results. (End of example)
In part 1 of the following result, the expected properties of substitution are listed: it respects
the algebra arrows3 and and replaces the variables by the corresponding schemes. In part
2 we see that substitution respects simulation and bisimulation, also in the schemes to be
substituted. Part 3 states the immediate consequence of theorem 8.1.2 in terms of formulae.
Corollary 8.1.1 Let ¯l  L and x¯  X . Then
1.  For x
i





 For (p; I) 2 O:L with p =2 x¯ we have [[¯l=x¯]]:(3:(p; I))  3:(p; [[¯l=x¯]]  I) .
 For u 2 P :L we have [[¯l=x¯]]:( u)  f[[¯l=x¯]]:n j n 2 ug .
2. [[¯l=x¯]] is a function on N and M , and is monotonic on (L; <

) . Moreover, if n¯  L is
such that ¯l <

n¯ then [[¯l=x¯]] <

[[n¯=x¯]] .











, A[x¯ := a¯] j= n  n0 :
Proof.
1. Follows from definition 8.1.4, theorem 7.2.3, and definition 8.1.1 .
2. The first part follows from definition 8.1.4 and soundness, and the second from defini-
tion 8.1.4 and lemma 8.1.1 .




, which is equivalent to
A[x¯ := a¯] j= n  n0 .
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2
The following theorem gives some intuitively clear facts of substitution. Part 1 deals with
the variables of a scheme after a substitution has been applied, and part 2 states the same
property for variables at level zero. Part 3 rewrites the composition of two substitutions to
one substitution. Part 4 states that we can leave out those variables in a substitution sequence
that are not variables of the scheme on which the substitution is applied.
Theorem 8.1.3 Let x¯  X , ¯l  L, and l0 2 L .














3. Let y¯  X be such that x¯ \ y¯  ;, and let n¯  L . Then [[n¯=y¯]]  [[¯l=x¯]] 
[[([[n¯=y¯]]:
¯
l)=x¯ ; n¯=y¯]] .
4. Let y¯  x¯ \ (va:l0) and n¯  (li j xi 2 y¯) . Then [[¯l=x¯]]:l0  [[n¯=y¯]]:l0 .
Proof.







for U  Op . In definition 7.4.1.1 we see that the set of elements of the model V
is the set Pow(Op), and it is easily proved that g respects the union, that is, g is a
monotonic function. From this definition it is also easily proved that g is an O-hom









l=x¯]]  g  ()
V
. Finally, use definition 8.1.2 .
2. Totally similar to part 1 .
3. From definition 8.1.4 and theorem 8.1.2 withA := N [y¯ := n¯] we get [[n¯=y¯]]  [[¯l=x¯]] 
()
(N [y¯:=n¯][x¯:=a¯]), where a¯  [[n¯=y¯]]:¯l . From definition 8.1.1 it is easily checked
that (N [y¯ := n¯])[x¯ := a¯]  N [x¯ := a¯; y¯ := n¯] (remember x¯ \ y¯  ;), and then use
definition 8.1.4 again.
4. In definition 8.1.4 we define the substitutions [[¯l=x¯]] and [[n¯=y¯]] as the meanings of
 in the models N [x¯ := ¯l] and N [y¯ := n¯], respectively. With corollary 7.4.1 we
see that it suffices to prove that these two models have the same interpretation of the
operator names in ()
V
:l0 . From definition 8.1.1 it follows that the models only
have a different interpretation of the variables x¯ [ y¯ . Because y¯  x¯, it suffices to
prove that this holds for the variables in x¯ \ ()
V
:l0 . With definition 8.1.2 we see
that x¯ \ ()
V
:l0  x¯ \ va:l0  y¯, and the variables of y¯ obviously have the same
interpretation in both models.
2
With substitution defined, we are now able to formulate equations in N and M . Let x 2 X
and l0 2 L . The corresponding equation in N with unknown l 2 L is [[l=x]]:l0  l . By
exchanging the symbol “” with the symbol “'”, we get an equation in M . We can also
consider equations with more unknowns (using simultaneous substitution), but in the next
section we will see that they can be reduced to equations with one unknown. It turns out
that if x is guarded in l0 then the equations [[l=x]]:l0  l and [[l=x]]:l0 ' l both have unique











Figure 8.2: the schemes l1 (top) and y:l1 (bottom)
solutions in l 2 N and l 2 M , respectively. We want to define a function on L that assigns
this unique solution to l0, but what happens if x is not guarded in l0? For example consider
l0 = f3x;3pg . Then l := 3p and l := f3p;3qg are two different solutions. For equations
in M we can consider least solutions, but this is obviously not possible forN . For a uniform
treatment, we handle the non guarded case by using the function gua
x
, which assigns to each
scheme a scheme in which x is guarded. Now we define the function that assigns to a scheme
l0 the unique solution of the equation that corresponds to gua
x
:l0 . We use lemma 8.1.3 in
this definition.
Definition 8.1.5 Let x 2 X . Define x : L ! L by the following. Let l0 2 L, say
l0 2 L(U) with L(U) 2 U0 . Define the Q-scheme x:l0  (L(U); ; l0) 2 L by
:l  ((:l)  fxg) [
[
f(:l0)  fxg j x 2 :lg :
In the above definition, the set to which the
S
is applied, is empty or a singleton. We could
formulate this definition in a different way, but we want to apply lemma 8.1.4, which is
formulated in the above way.
Instead of defining the fixpoint function for each single variable as a function over schemes,
we could have defined it for each sequence of variables as a function over sequences of
schemes. The latter function deals with sets of (mutually recursive) equations. Later on we
see that with the fixpoint function for single variables we can also solve sets of equations.
Example 8.1.3. AssumeOp  fse; Sg and   (se; S)>7!(2; 1) . Let l0  3:(se; (3:x;3:y))
and l1  3:(S; fx:l0;3:yg) . In figure 8.2 we see the Q-schemes l1 and y:l1 . Note that
the variables x and y are guarded in the schemes l0 and l1, respectively. (End of example)
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We prove the characteristic properties of the fixpoint function. As in the case of substitution,
this property is a generalization of the defining property of the fixpoint function, from which
we can deduce all other properties of this function. The generalization deals about solutions
of equations in an arbitrary model.
Theorem 8.1.4 Let l0 2 L . Then
1. [[(x:l0)=x]]:l0  x:l0 .
2. LetA be a U0-total regularQ-model. For l 2 L we have
A j= [[l=x]]:(gua
x
:l0)  l ) A j= x:l0  l :
Proof. Let  be defined as in definition 8.1.5, and letA be a U0-total regularQ-model. From
lemma 8.1.4 with (D;) := (L; ), x¯ := x, and u¯ := (:l0)  fxg we get the following. For







:f , where a  :(Q:f:((:l0)  fxg)) () :
1. Substitute A := N and f := (; id
L
) in () . From the definition of  we see








):l0  (; l0) . Because (; idL) is a fixpoint
of P 

, from () we see that (; id
L
) is a fixpoint of P [x:=(;l0)]

. With definition 8.1.4
this implies (; id
L
)  [[(; l0)=x]] . Finally, instantiate this equation in l0, and use that
(; l0)  x:l0 .
2. Let l 2 L . Substitute f :=   [[l=x]] in () . Then a  :(Q:f:((:l0)   fxg))
becomes
(  (Q:(  [[l=x]]))):((:l0)  fxg)
= f calculus, theorem 6.3.4 g
(    (Q:[[l=x]])):((:l0)  fxg)




Assume A j= [[l=x]]:(gua
x
:l0)  l . From the above we see that a  :l . From
theorem 8.1.2 we know that  [[l=x]] is a fixpoint ofP[x:=:l]

, and because a  :l,
with lemma 8.1.1 this implies that   [[l=x]] is a pre-fixpoint of P[x:=a]

. From () it
then follows that   [[l=x]] is a pre-fixpoint of P

. This implies     [[l=x]], and
if we instantiate in l0 then we getA j= x:l0  [[l=x]]:l0 (note that :l0 = :(; l0) 
:(x:l0)). Finally, from the assumption and lemma 8.1.5.2 we getA j= x:l0  l .
2
Let l0 2 L and x 2 X be such that x =2 va:l0 . From theorem 8.1.3.4 we see that [[l=x]]:l0  l0
holds for every l 2 L . From part 1 of the above theorem we conclude x:l0  l0 . So if x is
not a variable of l0 then applying the fixpoint function to l0 has no effect.
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Let x be a guarded variable in a scheme l0, and let A be a U0-total regular model. Part
1 of the above theorem states that the equation in N that is induced by l0, has the scheme
x:l0 as solution. In part 2 we see that l0 also induces an equation in the modelA, which has
much more solutions than the one inN . This part states that the meaning of x:l0 is the least
solution of the induced equation in A . In the following example we see the interpretation of
these equations in a model. As in example 8.1.2, we interpret a scheme with (free) variables
as a function over the interpretations of the variables. A formal treatment of equations in
models is given in subsection 8.2.4 .
Example 8.1.4. Let A be a regular complete Q-model. We omit the sub-index “A” in the
notation “()
A
” (only for the modelA). We want the function  : L! A to be surjective,
and for the fixed modelA this can be achieved in the following way. First extend the signature
Q to Q0 by adding operator names “a” of arity zero for every a 2 A . Then extend the
Q-modelA to theQ0-modelA0 by interpreting name “a” as itself, that is,:a  a for a 2 A .
Because :(3:a) = :a = a, we see that  is surjective. It follows that we can assume
that  is surjective.
We use corollary 8.1.1.1 and theorem 7.2.3 . The least fixpoint of a monotonic function
r : A! A is denoted by x r . We only apply part 2 of the above theorem to cases in which
the variable x is guarded (so gua
x
:l0  l0). We omit checking the guardedness condition.
1. Let l0 be a scheme with one variable x 2 X . With l0 we associate the function
r : A! A defined as a 7! ()
A[x:=a]:l0 . With x:l0 we associate the value (x:l0 has
no variables) a0  :(x:l0) . From theorem 8.1.2 we get :([[l=x]]:l0) = r:(:l) .
Theorem 8.1.4 states that a0 is the least :l such that :([[l=x]]:l0)  :l, that is,
r:(:l)  :l . Because  is surjective, we see that a0 = x r . So with x:l0 we
associate the least fixpoint of the function that we associate with l0 . If l0 contains n
more variables (next to x) then one expects that r and a0 simply become functions over
A
n+1 and An, respectively. This is indeed true, but the proof is not trivial: we need
theorem 8.1.6 below.
2. Let l0  3:(se; (3:x; (S;3:p))) . With l0 we associate r : A ! A defined as
a 7! ()
A[x:=a]:l0, which equals a 7! :(se; (a;:(S;:p))) . With x:l0 we
associate the value a0  :(x:l0), which according to part 1 equals x r . The value
a0 is defined as the meaning of a scheme, and meaning is defined as the least solution
of a coalgebra equation. It is easily deduced that in this case a0 is the least solution in
x0 of the following coalgebra equation in the variables x0, x1, and x2 .
 :(se; (x0; x1)) = x0
 :(S; x2) = x1
 :p = x2
In example 4.2.1 we see that coalgebra equations are of a restricted form. The above
shows that more general equations in one variable can also be solved by means of
schemes. In subsection 8.2.4 we prove the general result for mutually recursive equa-
tions.
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3. Let l0  3:(se; (3:x;3:y)) . With l0 we associate (a; b) 7! :(se; (a; b)) . From part
1 we see that the function r : A! A that we associate with x:l0, satisfies
r:b = x (a 7! :(se; (a; b)) for b 2 A :
Let l1  3:(S; fx:l0;3:yg) . With l1 we associate b 7! ()
A[y:=b]:l1 . Here we omit
the proof that this function is equal to b 7! :(S; []fr:b; bg) . We associate a0 2 A with
y:l1, and from part 1 we see that a0 satisfies
a0 = x (b 7! :(S; []fr:b; bg)) :
Together with the equation for r:b, we see that (r:a0; a0) satisfies the following mutually
recursive equations in (x; y) 2 A2 .
 :(se; (x; y)) = x
 :(S; []fx; yg) = y
In subsection 8.2.4 we prove that (r:a0; a0) is the smallest solution of this equation.
As in part 2, a0 and r:a0 are defined as the meanings of two schemes. The coalgebra
equations are easily deduced from figure 8.2 .
(End of example)
In the above result, we need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 8.1.5 Let x 2 X and l 2 L .
1. Let u 2 Q:L . If x =2 u then (  (Q:[[l=x]])):u  ([[l=x]]  ):u .
2. LetA be a U0-total regularQ-model and l0 2 L . Then
A j= [[l=x]]:(gua
x
:l0)  l ) A j= [[l=x]]:l0  l :
Proof.
1. From definition 8.1.4 we know that [[l=x]] is a fixpoint of P [x:=l]

, that is,
[x := l]  (Q:[[l=x]])    [[l=x]] . If we apply both sides of this equation to  then we
get [x := l]  (Q:[[l=x]])  [[l=x]]  , and we see that it suffices to prove that if x =2 u
then ([x := l](Q:[[l=x]])):u  ((Q:[[l=x]]):u . From definition 8.1.1 it follows that
if x =2 u then [x := l]:u  :u, and from the definition of Q it immediately follows
that x 2 Q:( ):u iff x 2 u .
2. Assume A j= [[l=x]]:(gua
x
:l0)  l . In case x =2 va0:l0 then the proof is trivial
(then l0  gua
x
:l0), and we assume x 2 va0:l0 (so l0  f3:x; gua
x
:l0g). With
some calculus we get [[l=x]]:l0  [[l=x]] f3:x; gua
x
:l0g  fl; [[l=x]]:(gua
x
:l0)g . So
:([[l=x]]:l0) = : fl; [[l=x]]:(gua
x
:l0)g = []f:l; :([[l=x]]:(gua
x
:l0))g . Together
with the assumption we get :([[l=x]]:l0)  []f:l; :lg = :l .
2
Theorem 8.1.4 states the characteristic properties of the fixpoint function in an arbitrary model
A . For A := N and A := M, this property becomes a defining property of the fixpoint
function, in the sense that it uniquely describes this function.
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Corollary 8.1.2 Let x 2 X and l0 2 L . Then
1. x:(gua
x
:l0)  x:l0 and x: f3:x; l0g  x:l0 .
2. If x =2 va0:l0 then, for l 2 L, we have
 [[l=x]]:l0  l ) x:l0  l .
 [[l=x]]:l0 <







[[l=x]]:l0 ) l <

x:l0 .




1. The second statement follows from the first statement, lemma 8.1.2.2, and part 3.
Note that in the proof of part 3 we use the first statement of part 1, so no circular
reasoning occurs. The proof of the first statement remains. Let l1  gua
x
:l0 . From
theorem 8.1.4.1 with l0 := l1, we get [[(x:l1)=x]]:(gua
x
:l0)  x:l1 . From part 2 of
this theorem withA := N and l := x:l1 we get x:l0  x:l1 .
2. Follows from theorem 8.1.4.2 with the three substitutions A := N , A := M, and
A :=M (use that x =2 va0:l0 implies gua
x
:l0  l0).
3. We have to prove that x respects and <






and , and with part 1 and the fact that x =2 va0:(gua
x
:( )), we see that the we can





, and if l <

l




. Then use part 2 with
l0 := l and l := x:l0 .
2
We prove that the symbol “x” in the expression “x:l” is a dummy in the following sense.
Let l0 be the scheme that we get from substituting the variable y for the variable x in a scheme
l . Then the schemes x:l and y:l0 are equal.
Lemma 8.1.6 Let x; y 2 X and l0 2 L such that y =2 va:l0 . Then
x:l0  y:([[(3:y)=x]]:l0) :
Proof. We separate the guarded and non-guarded case. Assume x =2 va0:l0 . Note that
the assumption y =2 va:l0, in the non-guarded case becomes y =2 va: f3:x; l0g, which with
theorem 8.1.2.1 implies y =2 va:l0 . So we can use the guarded case in the non guarded case.
Case l0: Define l1  [[(3:y)=x]]:l0 . Because y =2 va:l0, with theorem 8.1.3 and the-
orem 8.1.4.1 we get [[(x:l0)=y]]:l1  [[(x:l0)=y]]:([[(3:y)=x]]:l0)  [[(x:l0)=x]]:l0 
x:l0 . Because x =2 va0:l0, from theorem 8.1.3.2 we get y =2 va0:l1, so we can apply
corollary 8.1.2.2 with x := y, l0 := l1, and l := x:l0 to get x:l1  x:l0 .
Case f3:x; l0g: From corollary 8.1.2.1 and the guarded case we get x: f3:x; l0g 
y:([[(3:y)=x]]:l0) . Again from corollary 8.1.2.1 we see that the right-hand-side is
bisimilar to y: f3:y; [[(3:y)=x]]:l0g, and with theorem 8.1.3 we see that this is bisim-
ilar to y:([[(3:y)=x]]: f3:x; l0g) .
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2
We prove how va and va0 behave with respect to the fixpoint function. Application of the
fixpoint function x, binds (in a syntactical sense) the variable x, and one expects that x is
not a real variable anymore. This is indeed the case for both va and va0 .
Theorem 8.1.5 Let x 2 X and l 2 L . Then
1. va:(x:l) = (va:l)  fxg .
2. va0:(x:l) = (va0:l)  fxg .
Proof. Both cases are proved totally similar, and we only prove part 1 .
: Let g : Pow(Op)! Pow(Op) be as in the proof of theorem 8.1.3.1, and there we proved
that ()
V
 [[l=x]]  g  ()
V







:l)  fxg (for example l0  f3:y j y 2 (()
V
:l)  fxgg). It suffices to prove




, because then from theorem 8.1.4.2 with A := V we get
V j= x:l  l
0
, which with definition 8.1.2 implies va:(x:l)  va:l0  (va:l)  fxg .


























. This is precisely what we have to
prove.
: From theorem 8.1.4.1 and soundness we get V j= [[(x:l)=x]]:l = x:l, which with
definition 8.1.2 implies va:([[(x:l)=x]]:l) = va:(x:l) . Then use theorem 8.1.3.2 to
get (va:l)  fxg  va:([[(x:l)=x]]:l) .
2
We prove that, under mild conditions, the fixpoint operator and substitution commute.





l=x¯]]  y :
Proof. Let l0 2 L . We prove the above statement instantiated in l0, and we separate the
guarded and non-guarded case. Assume y =2 va0:l0 .
Case l0: Put l1  [[¯l=x¯]]:(y:l0) . From theorem 8.1.3.2 we see that y =2 va0:([[¯l=x¯]]:l0),
and we can apply corollary 8.1.2.2 with l0 := [[¯l=x¯]]:l0 . So it suffices to prove that
[[l1=y]]:([[¯l=x¯]]:l0)  l1 . Because y =2 va:¯l, from theorem 8.1.2 and the definition
of l1 we get [[l1=y]]:([[¯l=x¯]]:l0)  [[¯l=x¯; l1=y]]:l0  [[¯l=x¯]]:([[(y:l0)=y]]:l0), and from
theorem 8.1.4.1 and the definition of l1 we see that the right-hand-side of this equation
is bisimilar to l1 .
Case f3:y; l0g: From theorem 8.1.3 and corollary 8.1.2.1 we get y:([[¯l=x¯]]: f3:y; l0g 
y:([[
¯
l=x¯]]:l0) . With the guarded case and corollary 8.1.2.1 we see that the right-hand-
side of this equation is bisimilar to [[¯l=x¯]]:(y: f3:y; l0g) .
2
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8.2 Syntax and deduction
We already had the two arrows3 and for generating schemes, and with the previous section
we also have the fixpoint functions x for each variable x . Based on these three ways of
generating schemes, with the BNF-formalism we define a set of expressions for schemes, and
give rules for reasoning about these expressions.
In section 8.2.1 we introduce the set Ex of expressions, and a semantic function sem,
which assigns a scheme to each expression. We define the syntactical versions of the variable
assignmentsva and va0, and of substitution, and give the correspondence with the semantical
versions of these three.
A pair of expressions now represents a formula, and in section 8.2.2 we give two deduction
systems for these pairs, one for bisimulation and one for simulation. We prove soundness of
the two deduction systems.
In the previous section we have seen that a guarded semantical substitution equation in
one unknown, has a unique solution. This fact is reflected in the two deduction systems for
expressions, and in section 8.2.3 we deduce (in the deduction systems) that certain equations
in more unknowns, also have unique solutions. We then make two models of expressions
(one for bisimulation and one for simulation), and show that meaning in these models is the
solution of an equation. Because an equation has a unique solution, flatness and completeness
follow.
In section 8.2.4 we show that if we apply the deduction rules to a set of true formulae
(represented by pairs of expressions) then this results in more true formulae. Each set of
formulae determines the class of models in which the formulae are true, and we see that the
deduction system deduces more true formulae that hold in every model of this class.
8.2.1 Expressions and syntactical substitution
We define a set of expressions for representing schemes, a semantic function sem to interpret
expressions as schemes, and the syntactical versions ofva andva0 . Note that in the following
definition the symbol “” is not a binary operator on expressions, that is, expressions of the
form uu0 are in general not expressions (only for u 2 X).
Definition 8.2.1
1. Inductively define the set Ex of expressions as follows.
Ex := O:(Ex) j P :(Ex) j xEx for x 2 X :
2. Define the function sem : Ex ! L by induction on the argument.
 sem:(p; I)  3:(p; sem  I) for (p; I) 2 O:(Ex) .
 sem:U  fsem:u j u 2 Ug for U 2 P :(Ex) .
 sem:(xu)  x:(sem:u) for u 2 Ex .
3. Define var; var0 : Ex ! Pow(X) as var  va  sem and var0  va0  sem .
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Usually, the definitions ofvar andvar0 are given by induction on the argument (in a syntactic
way). However, from theorem 8.1.1 and theorem 8.1.5 these definitions are easily deduced.
We give some examples of the above definition.
Example Assume Op  fse; S; pg and   (se; S; p)>7!(2; 1; 0) . Some elements ofEx are:
y(S; xfx; yg), (se; (fp; yg; p)), and fx(S; y); yfx; ygg . By applying the function semto
these three, we get the schemes y:(3:(S; x: f3:x;3:yg)),3:(se; ( f3:p;3:yg;3:p)), and
fx:(3:(S;3:y)); y: f3:x;3:ygg . By applying the function var to the three expressions,
we get ;, fyg, and fx; yg . By applying the function var0 to the three expressions, we get ;,
;, and fxg . (End of example)
As for va and va0, if we apply the functions var or var0 to a sequence, then we mean the
union of the sets that we get by applying that function to each element of the sequence.
In the third case of definition 8.2.1.1, the variable x becomes bounded, and we can define
the so-called bounded variables in an expression. Related to this notion is the alphabetical
variant of an expression. The way these two notions are treated, is totally similar to the case
of predicate calculus, and we assume the reader to be familiar with this, as well as with the
proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 8.2.1 Let x¯  X and u 2 Ex . There exists an alphabetical variant of u such that
the bounded variables of this alphabetical variant do not occur in x¯ .
Proof. Note that here we need that the set X is infinite. 2
We now define the simultaneous substitution of expressions for variables in an expression.
Actually, we do not define substitution on every expression, but we make the assumption that
the bounded variables of that expression do not occur in the substitution. More precisely: if
we substitute expressions u¯ for variables x¯ in an expression u0, then the bounded variables
of u0 do not occur in x¯ or in the free variables of u¯ . This can always be accomplished with
lemma 8.2.1 . Because alphabetical variants are equivalent in our deduction system, and one
can prove that the property of being alphabetical variants is preserved by substitution, this is
not a restriction. So every time that a substitution is applied to an expression, we implicitly
assume that the above assumption on bounded variables holds.
Definition 8.2.2 Let x¯  X and u¯  Ex . Define the function [u¯=x¯] : Ex ! Ex as follows








 [u¯=x¯]:(p; I)  (p; [u¯=x¯]  I) for (p; I) 2 O:L such that p =2 x¯ .
 [u¯=x¯]:V  f[u¯=x¯]:v j v 2 V g for V 2 P :(Ex) .
 [u¯=x¯]:(yv)  y([u¯=x¯]:v) for y 2 X and v 2 Ex .
We give the syntactical versions of parts 3 and 4 of theorem 8.1.3 .
Theorem 8.2.1 Let x¯  X , u¯  Ex, and u0 2 Ex .
1. If y¯  X is such that (var:u0) \ x¯  y¯  x¯ then
[u¯=x¯]:u0  [v¯=y¯]:u0 with v¯  (ui j xi 2 y¯) :
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2. Let y¯  X and v¯  Ex, with x¯ \ y¯  ; . Then
[v¯=y¯]  [u¯=x¯]  [([v¯=y¯]:u¯)=x¯ ; v¯=y¯] :
Proof. A lot of bookkeeping and no difficulties, and left to the reader. Note that part 1 is used
in the proof of part 2. 2
The following theorem states that the interpretation (with sem) of a syntactic substitution can
be expressed as a semantic substitution.
Theorem 8.2.2 Let x¯  X and u¯  Ex . Then
sem  [u¯=x¯]  [[(sem:u¯)=x¯]]  sem :
Proof. We prove this with induction on the argument of the functions. From corollary 8.1.1.1,
definition 8.2.1.2, and definition 8.2.2, the first two cases of definition 8.2.1.1 are easily proved.
We only prove the third case. Let y 2 X and v 2 Ex . We prove the theorem instantiated
in yv . First note that, because y is a bounded variable, we assume that y does not occur
in the substitution, that is, y =2 (var:u¯) [ x¯ . With definition 8.2.1.3 this premise becomes
y =2 (va:(sem:u¯)) [ x¯ . Then
sem:([u¯=x¯]:(yv))
 f definition 8.2.2, definition 8.2.1.2 g
y:(sem:([u¯=x¯]:v))
 f induction hypothesis g
y:([[(sem:u¯)=x¯]]:(sem:v))
 f theorem 8.1.6, definition 8.2.1.2 g
[[(sem:u¯)=x¯]]:(sem:(yv))
2
This theorem has as a consequence that parts 1 and 2 of theorem 8.1.3 also hold with the
semantical functions replaced by the corresponding syntactical functions, and if we use these
results for var and var0 then we refer to this theorem.
8.2.2 Axioms for bisimulation and simulation
An expression represents a scheme, and because formulae are pairs of schemes, we see
that a pair of expressions represents a formula. We define a relation on expressions by a
deduction system, that is, we give a number of rules, and the relation to be defined equals the
smallest relation that is closed under these rules. This relation on expressions corresponds to
bisimulation.
Definition 8.2.3 The relation =
b
on Ex is the smallest relation that satisfies the following
conditions. For any y 2 X , x¯  X , u; u0 2 Ex, and v¯; w¯  Ex, we have
Bi-eq : The relation =
b
is reflexive, transitive, and symmetric.
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Bi-ch1 : fug =
b
u .




g for U;U 0 2 P :(Ex) .
Bi-su1 : If u =
b
u
0 and v¯ =
b





Bi-su2 : u =
b
u





Bi-re1 : [(yu)=y]:u =
b
yu .
Bi-re2 : If y =2 var0:u then [u0=y]:u =
b
u





Bi-re3 : yfy; ug =
b
yu .
The above rules are exactly the same as in [Mil84], except that Milner uses a commutative,
associative, and idempotent binary operator “+” to represent choice. Note that Bi-su1 contains
rules for operators.
If operators of arity 2 (or higher) occur, then the expressions can become quite complex,
and so deductions in the above system as well. In section 8.2.4 below, we introduce some
notational conventions, which make the deductions far clearer. For this reason we postpone
specific examples to that section, and only give two general deducible formulae. The first
on states that two succeeding applications of the fixpoint function can be reduced to one
application, and the second states that the fixpoint function assigns equal expressions to a
given expression and the so-called unfolded expression.
Example 8.2.2.
1. Let x; y 2 X and u 2 Ex be such that x 6 y and x; y =2 var0:u . Then x(yu) =
b
x([x=y]:u) .




1. Put v  x(yu), so x; y =2 var:v . It is easily checked that x =2 var0:([x=y]:u), and
from Bi-re2 we see that it suffices to prove [v=x]:([x=y]:u) =
b
v . From Bi-re1 we
get [v=x]:(yu) =
b
v, which with definition 8.2.2 becomes y([v=x]:u) =
b
v . Again
with Bi-re1 we see that this implies [v=y]:([v=x]:u) =
b
v . With theorem 8.2.1.2 we
see that this is equivalent to [v=x]:([x=y]:u) =
b
v .
2. It is easily checked that x =2 var0:([u=x]:u), and from Bi-re2 we see that it suffices to
prove [(xu)=x]:([u=x]:u) =
b
xu . With theorem 8.2.1 we get [(xu)=x]:([u=x]:u) 
[([(xu)=x]:u)=x]:u, which with two applications of Bi-re1 becomes xu .
(End of example)
We want to make a Q-model of expressions, and so we have to define a Q-algebra arrow
on expressions. We know that this arrow can be formed from an O-algebra arrow and a
choice function (P-algebra arrow) on expressions, and from definition 8.2.1.1 we see that
the sets O:(Ex) and P :(Ex) are both contained in Ex . It follows that the two inclusions
are candidates, and we denote them both by “id” . We prove that they indeed respect the
equivalence =
b
, that is, we get a Q-premodel.
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Theorem 8.2.3 The triple (Ex;=
b
; id) is a regularQ-premodel.
Proof. Because [id; id]  id  (P :id)  id, from definition 7.2.1 we see that it suffices
to prove that the triple (Ex;=
b
; id) is an O-premodel and an adding P-premodel. From
the axioms Bi-ch1 and Bi-ch2 (with induction) we see that (Ex;=
b
; id) is adding. From





v and (2) for U; V 2 P :(Ex) such that U =P
b
V we have U =
b
V .
1. Let (p; I); (q; J) 2 O:(Ex) be such that (p; I) =O
b
(q; J) . We denote the sequences
corresponding to I and J by ¯I and ¯J , respectively. From theorem 2.3.2.1 we get p  q
and I =
b




x¯  X be of length :p and such that p =2 x¯, and define the expressionu (p;  7! x

) .
Then from ¯I =
b
¯




J=x¯]:u  (q; J) .
2. Let U; V 2 P :(Ex) be such that U =P
b
V . With theorem 2.3.2.3 we see that there









Assume U  fu1;    ; ung and V  fv1;    ; vmg, and let U 0  fx1;    ; xng and
V
0




, f calculus g
(U [ g[V ]) =
b
(f [U ] [ V )























The above premodel of expressions induces the announced model of (equivalence classes of)
expressions.






We prove that the interpretation function sem, from expressions to schemes, assigns to two
deducible equal (with respect to =
b
) expressions, two bisimilar schemes. In other words, we
prove soundness of the deduction system =
b
.
Theorem 8.2.4 For u; v 2 Ex, we have
u =
b
v ) sem:u  sem:v :
Proof. With induction on the axioms. We need definition 8.2.1.2 a few times in the following
proof, and we use it implicitly.
Bi-eq : Follows from the fact that  is a symmetry.
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Bi-alf : For this we need a formal definition of alphabetical variants, which we skipped.
However, intuitively it is clear that any alphabetical variant can be constructed by
repeatedly changing one bounded variable a time. From this we see that it suffices
to prove the following. For x; y 2 X and u 2 Ex such that y =2 var:u (y is a new
variable) we have sem:(xu)  sem:(y([y=x]:u)) . This follows from theorem 8.2.2
and lemma 8.1.6 .
Bi-ch1 : We have to prove that for u 2 Ex, we have fsem:ug  sem:u . This follows from
flg  l for l 2 L .
Bi-ch2 : We have to prove that, for U;U 0 2 P :(Ex) we have fsem:u j u 2 U [ U 0g 
f fsem:u j u 2 Ug; fsem:u j u 2 U 0gg . This follows from (
S
V )  f v j v 2 V g
for V 2 P :(P :L) .
Bi-su1 : Let ¯x  X , u; u0 2 Ex and v¯; w¯  Ex be such that sem:u  sem:u0 and
sem:v¯  sem:w¯ . We have to prove that sem:([v¯=x¯]:u)  sem:([w¯=x¯]:u0) . This
follows from theorem 8.2.2 and the properties of semantical substitution.
Bi-su2 : Follows from the properties of x .
Bi-re1 : Follows from theorem 8.2.2 and corollary 8.1.2.2 .
Bi-re2 : Follows from theorem 8.2.2 and theorem 8.1.4.1 .
Bi-re3 : Follows from corollary 8.1.2.1 .
2
Now that we have treated the case of bisimulation, we treat the case of simulation by proving
the analogous results. For the corresponding comments on these results, see the analogous
results.
Analogous to definition 8.2.3, we define a deduction system for simulation (not treated
in [Mil84]).
Definition 8.2.5 The relation
s







. For any y 2 X , x¯  X , u; u0 2 Ex, and v¯; w¯  Ex,
we have
Si-pre : The relation 
s
is reflexive and transitive.





Si-ch1 : fug =
s
u .




g for U;U 0 2 P :(Ex) .
Si-ch3 : If U  U 0 then U 
s
U
0 for U;U 0 2 P :(Ex) .
Si-su1 : If u 
s
u
0 and v¯ 
s





Si-su2 : u 
s
u





Si-re1 : [(yu)=y]:u =
s
yu .
Si-re2 : If y =2 var0:u then [u0=y]:u 
s
u









=y]:u implies u0 
s
yu .
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Si-re4 : yfy; ug =
s
yu .
Analogous to theorem 8.2.5, we have a Qc-premodel of expressions.
Theorem 8.2.5 The triple (Ex;
s
; id) is a regularQc-premodel.
Proof. Because [id; id]  id  (P :id)  id, from definition 7.2.1 we see that it suffices
to prove that the triple (Ex;
s
; id) is an O-premodel and an adding Pc-premodel. From
the axioms Si-ch1 and Si-ch2 (with induction) we see that (Ex;
s
; id) is adding. From





v and (2) for U; V 2 P :(Ex) such that U Pc
s
V we have U 
s
V .
1. Let (p; I); (q; J) 2 O:(Ex) be such that (p; I) O
s
(q; J) . We denote the sequences
corresponding to I and J by ¯I and ¯J , respectively. From theorem 2.3.2.1 we get p  q
and I 
s




x¯  X be of length :p and such that p =2 x¯, and define the expressionu (p;  7! x

) .
Then from ¯I 
s
¯




J=x¯]:u  (q; J) .
2. Let U; V 2 P :(Ex) be such that U Pc
s
V . With theorem 2.3.2.2 we see that there




f . Assume U  fu1;    ; ung, and let
U
0



















f , Si-su1 g
true
2
In the above theorem we proved that (Ex;
s
; id) is a Pc-premodel, and so for
U;U
0
2 P :(Ex) we have













The Qc-premodel of expressions induces, analogous to definition 8.2.4, a Qc-model of
(equivalence classes of) expressions.






We know that bisimilarity implies similarity, and the analogous result holds for the two
corresponding deduction systems.
Theorem 8.2.6 The relation =
b
is contained in =
s
.
Proof. This is proved by showing that each rule of definition 8.2.3 holds for the relation =
s
.
This is a simple exercise. 2
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From this theorem we get that every equality that we have proved in the deduction system
=
b
, also holds in terms of =
s
.
Analogous to theorem 8.2.4, we prove soundness of the deduction system 
s
.
Theorem 8.2.7 For u; v 2 Ex, we have
u 
s
v ) sem:u <

sem:v :
Proof. With induction on the axioms. We need definition 8.2.1.2 a few times in the following
proof, and we use it implicitly.
Si-pre : Follows from the fact that <

is a preorder.
Si-alf : From the axioms for bisimulation we know that two alphabetical variants are equal
with respect to =
b
, and then from theorem 8.2.4 that they are bisimilar. Then use that
bisimilarity implies similarity.
Si-ch1, Si-ch2 : Both follow from theorem 8.2.4 and the fact that bisimilarity implies simil-
arity.
Si-ch3 : Let U;U 0 be such that U  U 0 . We have to prove that fsem:u j u 2 Ug <









for V; V 0 2 P :(P :L) .
Si-su1 : Follows from theorem 8.2.2, corollary 8.1.1.2, and the properties of semantical
substitution.
Si-su2 : Follows from the properties of x .
Si-re1 : Follows from theorem 8.2.4 and the fact that bisimilarity implies similarity.
Si-re2, Si-re3 : Both follow theorem 8.2.2 and corollary 8.1.2.2






From Bi-re1 and Bi-re2 we see that a guarded substitution equation has a unique solution with
respect to =
b
. The analogous result for 
s
follows from Si-re1, Si-re2, and Si-re3. These
substitution equations only have one unknown, and we can easily formulate equations with
more unknowns. In both deduction systems we show that, under a generalized guardedness
condition, these more general equations also have unique solutions. For the proof of this result
only a few rules of the deduction systems are needed, and we generalize the result to any
deduction system that contains these rules. A deduction system corresponds to a relation on
expressions, and if the system contains the required rules then we call it a deduction relation.
Definition 8.2.7 We call a preorder  on Ex a deduction relation iff the following three
conditions hold. For x¯  X , u; u0 2 Ex, and v¯; w¯  Ex, we have
Alf : If u is an alphabetical variant of u0 then u  u0 and u0  u .
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Su : If u  u0 and v¯  w¯ then [v¯=x¯]:u  [w¯=x¯]:u0 .
Re : If y =2 var0:u then [u0=y]:u  u0 implies yu  u0 .
Because substitution is only defined on equivalence classes of alphabetical variants, in the
above definition we need condition Alf to ensure that the other two conditions (which contain








We now prove the above announced result. For technical reasons, we first formulate and
prove a slightly different result, which implies the result that we want.
Theorem 8.2.8 Let x¯; y¯  X be such that x¯\y¯  ; and let u¯  Ex be such that var:u¯  x¯[y¯
and (var0:u¯)\x¯  ; . There exists w¯  Ex with var:w¯  y¯ and [w¯=x¯]:u¯ =
b
w¯ . Furthermore,
let  be a deduction relation. Then for every v¯  Ex with var:v¯  y¯ we have
[v¯=x¯]:u¯  v¯ ) w¯  v¯ :
Proof. With induction on the length of sequence x¯, we construct a sequence w¯ that satisfies
the two above statements.
#x¯  0 : w¯ equals the empty sequence.













g . Let the super-index “ ˆ ” of a sequence symbol denote
the sequence without the last (n-th) element. Assume that, for v¯  Ex with var:v¯  y¯,












2. [v¯=x¯]:u¯  v¯ ) [vˆ=xˆ]:([z=x
n
]:uˆ)  vˆ ^ [vˆ=xˆ]:z  v
n
.





g) [ (var:z)  xˆ [ y¯ and (var0:([z=x
n
]:uˆ)) \ xˆ 
(((var0:uˆ) fx
n
g)[ (var0:z))\ xˆ  ; . Then because #xˆ  n  1, we can apply the
induction hypothesis with x¯ := xˆ and u¯ := [z=x
n
]:uˆ . So the existence of wˆ is implied






, and for vˆ  Ex with var:vˆ  y¯ we have
[vˆ=xˆ]:([z=x
n
]:uˆ)  vˆ ) wˆ  vˆ (Ind-2) :
It suffices to find w
n
such that var:w¯  y¯, (a) [w¯=x¯]:u¯ =
b
w¯, and (b) for v¯  Ex
with var:v¯  y¯ we have [v¯=x¯]:u¯  v¯ ) w¯  v¯ . Put w
n
 [wˆ=xˆ]:z, and note that
var:w
n
 ((var:z)  xˆ) [ (var:wˆ)  y¯ . So we have w¯ with var:w¯  y¯ . Then









. The first conjunct is equivalent to Ind-1, and the second follows
from the definition of w
n
.
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b Let v¯  Ex be such that var:v¯  y¯ and [v¯=x¯]:u¯  v¯ . From (2) we get
[vˆ=xˆ]:([z=x
n
]:uˆ)  vˆ and [vˆ=xˆ]:z  v
n
. With Ind-2 and Su this implies
wˆ  vˆ and [wˆ=xˆ]:z  v
n
. Together with the definition of w
n





, that is, w¯  v¯ .
So it suffices to prove statements (1) and (2) . Let v¯ be such that var:v¯  y¯ . Then
[v¯=x¯]:u¯  v¯






















]:uˆ  vˆ ^ [vˆ=xˆ]:z  v
n
) f Su g
[vˆ=xˆ; ([vˆ=xˆ]:z)=x
n
]:uˆ  vˆ ^ [vˆ=xˆ]:z  v
n
, f theorem 8.2.1.2 g
[vˆ=xˆ]:([z=x
n
]:uˆ)  vˆ ^ [vˆ=xˆ]:z  v
n
This proves (2) . If in the above proof we replace the deduction relation by =
b
, then
from lemma 8.2.2 below we see that the first implication in the proof can be replaced
by an equivalence. From the fact that =
b
is an equivalence relation, with Su we see
that the second implication also can be replaced by an equivalence. This proves (1) .
2
Note that in the above theorem, without changing the other premises, we can choose y¯ as
large as we want as long as x¯\ y¯  ; . It follows that a set of guarded equations has a unique
solution, under the condition that the variables of the solution do not occur in the equations.
Corollary 8.2.1 Let x¯  X and u¯  Ex be such that (var0:u¯)\ x¯  ; . There exists w¯  Ex
with var:w¯  (var:u¯)   x¯ and [w¯=x¯]:u¯ =
b
w . Furthermore, let  be a deduction relation.
Then for every v¯  Ex with (var:v¯) \ x¯  ; we have
[v¯=x¯]:u¯  v ) w¯  v¯ :
Proof. From theorem 8.2.8 with y¯ := (var:u¯)  x¯ we get w¯  Ex with var:w¯  (var:u¯)  x¯
and such that [w¯=x¯]:u¯ =
b
w¯ . Note that in the construction of sequence w¯ in theorem 8.2.8,
the sequence ¯y is not used. We conclude that y¯ can be extended without changing w¯ . Let
v¯  Ex be such that (var:v¯) \ x¯  ; and put y¯  ((var:u¯) [ (var:v¯))   x¯ . So we have
var:u¯  x¯ [ y¯, var:v¯  y¯, and x¯ \ y¯  ; . It follows that theorem 8.2.8 can be applied. 2
We proved theorem 8.2.8 by induction on the amount of variables x¯ . The actual reduction,
that is, how to get rid of one unknown, is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 8.2.2 Let  be a deduction relation over Ex . Let x¯  X , y 2 X , v¯  Ex, and
u;w 2 Ex be such that y =2 x¯ [ (var0:u) [ (var:v¯) . Then
[v¯=x¯; w=y]:u  w ) [v¯=x¯]:(yu)  w :
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Furthermore, in case  equals the deduction relation =
b
, equivalence holds in the above
statement.
Proof. From theorem 8.1.3.2 we see that var0:([v¯=x¯]:u) 






2 var0:ug . So from the assumptions it follows that
y =2 var0:([v¯=x¯]:u) (recall that var0  var). Then
[v¯=x¯; w=y]:u  w
, f y =2 var:v¯, theorem 8.2.1 g
[w=y]:([v¯=x¯]:u)  w
) f y =2 var0:([v¯=x¯]:u), Re g
y([v¯=x¯]:u)  w
, f y =2 var:v¯, definition of substitution g
[v¯=x¯]:(yu)  w
This proves the implication for the deduction relation . If in the above proof we replace the
deduction relation by =
b
, then from the fact that =
b
is an equivalence relation, with Bi-re1
we see that the implication in the proof can be replaced by an equivalence. This proves the
second statement. 2
Only in theorem 8.2.9 below and lemma 8.2.3 below we need the following notational
convention. We know that meaning is defined as the least fixpoint of a certain equation. We
show that this equation in the models E and D, corresponds to a substitution equation that
is guarded. For proving this, we have to regard an interpretation of a (finite) set D in Ex
as a (finite) sequence, and so the set D must be enumerated. This is done by assuming that
we have a sequence ¯x  (x
d
j d 2 D), and then ¯f  (f:d j d 2 D) is the corresponding
enumeration of the interpretation f : D ! Ex . Remember that D 2 U0 implies D is finite
(section 6.2).





g and, for every f : D ! Ex, we have




f then g =
b
f .




f then g 
s
f .





:f then f 
s
g .
Proof. Let x¯ consist of variables that do not occur in (D;) . Let u¯be defined as in lemma 8.2.3
below, so from the assumption on x¯ we get (var0:u¯) \ x¯  ; . From corollary 8.2.1 we get
g¯ with (var:g¯) \ x¯  ; and [g¯=x¯]:u¯ =
b
g¯ . From lemma 8.2.3 we see that the last conjunct




g, and it remains to prove the statements (1), (2), and (3) . Let
f : D ! Ex, and let y¯  Ex consist of variables that do not occur in u¯, ¯f , or g¯ . Define
v¯  [y¯=x¯]:u¯ . From theorem 8.1.3.2 we get var0:v¯  var0:u¯, and so (var0:v¯)\ y¯  ; . From
theorem 8.2.1 we get [g¯=y¯]:v¯  [g¯=y¯]:([y¯=x¯]:u¯)  [g¯=x¯]:u¯ =
b
g¯ . Because (var:g¯) \ y¯  ;,
we see that g¯ is also the unique sequence from corollary 8.2.1 for x¯ := y¯ and u¯ := v¯ . Now from














Because (var: ¯f) \ y¯  ;, we can apply corollary 8.2.1 . 2
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In the following lemma we rewrite the functionP id

to a substitution, where id is theQ-algebra
arrow on expressions.
Lemma 8.2.3 Let (D;) be a Q-coalgebra with D 2 U0 and let x¯  (xd j d 2 D)  X .










 f(p;  7! x
(I:)
) j (p; I) 2 :dg :
Furthermore, for d 2 D we have var0:u
d
 va0:(; d) .




 f:d, from definition 8.2.2




f=x¯]  ( 7! x
(I:)
)) j (p; I) 2 :dg 
f(p; f  I) j (p; I) 2 :dg  P
id

:f:d . The second conjunct remains. From the properties of
var0 we get var0:u
d
 fp j (p; I) 2 :dg  (:d) \X  va0:(; d) . 2
From theorem 8.2.9 it follows that the models E and D of expressions are both flat, and from





. Part 1 states that the meaning of , which assigns an expression to each scheme,
exists in the two models of expressions. We already have a way of assigning a scheme to an
expression, and part 2 and 3 state that these two are each others inverse. It follows that every
scheme is represented by an expression.
Corollary 8.2.2
1. The regularQ-models E and D are U0-flat, and we can take the same representants for







 sem  ()
E
.













4. idEx =b ()E  sem .
Proof.
1. Follows from theorem 8.2.9 and corollary 4.2.3.2 .
2. From definition 8.2.1.2 we see that, for u 2 Q:(Ex) we have sem:u 
f3:(p; sem  I) j (p; I) 2 ug . So we have sem  id    (Q:sem), that is, sem is a
Q-hom from E to N . From theorem 4.2.4 we then get ()
N








3. From definition 8.2.2 it is easily proved that, for u¯  Ex, the function [u¯=x¯] is an
O-hom and a P-hom, and thus aQ-hom, from E to E [x¯ := u¯] . From theorem 4.2.4 we
then get ()
E[x¯:=u¯] =b [u¯=x¯]  ()E . If we put u¯  ()E :¯l then from theorem 8.1.2
we get ()
E[x¯:=u¯] =b ()E  [[
¯
l=x¯]] .
4. We prove this with induction on the argument. From theorem 7.2.3 we see that,













:l j l 2 ug . With this and Bi-su1, the first two cases of
definition 8.2.1.1 are trivial. The third case follows from lemma 8.2.4 below.
2
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Let A be a regular model. With each pair of expressions (u; u0) 2 Ex2 we can identify
the formula sem:u  sem:u0, which has a truth value in the modelA . For example, the pair
(x; y) 2 X
2 is identified with the formula 3:x  3:y, which is true in A iff :x  :y .
This notion of validity is obviously not preserved under substitution: if x0; y0 2 X are such





), which is false inA . This flaw can be mended by adding a universal quantification over
the interpretation of the variables, to the definition of validity. In this way, with an expression
u we identify the function from AX to A that assigns to an interpretation f : X ! A (of
the variables) the meaning of sem:u in the model A[x¯ := f:x¯] . We do not want an explicit
quantification over interpretations, and use so-called variants of the model A . A variant of
the model A is a model B that only differs with A on the interpretation of the variables. We
see that the relation “being a variant” (on models) is an equivalence. Now a pair (u; u0) of




, iff the formula sem:u  sem:u0 is valid in
every variant ofA .
We need that meaning exists in all the variants of a fixed model. Because a variant of a total
model is not necessarily total, we ensure totality of every variant by assuming completeness
of the fixed model.
Definition 8.2.8 Let A be a regular completeQ-model.
1. A regularQ-model B is called a variant of A iff the two models are equal on Op X
(see definition 7.4.1.4).
2. Define the relation 
A





, for every variant B of A we have B j= sem:u  sem:u0 :
From the above definition it follows that if a model B is a variant of a modelA then, for any
x¯  X and a¯  A, the model B[x¯ := a¯] is again a variant of A .
Let A be a regular complete model. From the above definition it immediately follows
(as suggested by the notation) that 
A
is a preorder. We say that A respects a relation R
over expressions iff R  
A
. From theorem 8.2.4 and soundness we see that every model
respects =
b
. We show that a relation R over expressions can be regarded as a set of laws,
and that “A respects R” then means “the laws of R hold in modelA” .
Example 8.2.3. Let A be a regular complete Q-model. Assume Op  fse; S; pg,  
(se; S; p)>7!(2; 1; 0), and x; y 2 X . For the sake of simplicity we omitted the set X of
variables in the set Op (recall that we made the assumption X  Op).
1. Define R by: (se; (x; y)) is related to (se; (y; x)) . Then A respects R iff for every
variant B ofA we have B j= 3:(se; (3:x;3:y))  3:(se; (3:y;3:x)) . We see thatA
respects R iff the binary operator:(se; ( ; )) is commutative.
2. Define R by: (S; fx; yg) is related to f(S; x); (S; y)g and f(S; x); (S; y)g is re-
lated to (S; fx; yg) . Then A respects R iff for every variant B of A we have
B j= 3:(S; f3:x;3:yg) = f3:(S;3:x);3:(S;3:y)g . With associativity of [] and
some calculus we see that A respects R iff the function a 7! :(S; a) commutes with
the function [] .
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3. Define R by: x(se; (x; y)) is related to y . Then A respects R iff for every variant B
of A we have B j= x:(3:(se; (3:x;3:y)))  3:y . We see that A respects R iff for
every b 2 A, the least fixpoint of the function a 7! :(se; (a; b)) is less than or equal
to b .
(End of example)
In chapter 10 we will consider laws that only contain operators (like in part 1 of the above
example). Because this simplifies matters considerably, the definitions of laws and respect
are a bit different there (but equivalent).
Let A be a regular complete model. Because 
A
defines validity in A, we can regard
a relation R that is respected by A as a set of true statements in A . A deduction rule is a
way to construct new statements from some given ones. In the following theorem we give
some deduction rules, and prove that the statements that can be deduced from a set of true
statements R, are again true (soundness).
Theorem 8.2.10 Let R  Ex2 and A a regular complete Q-model that respects R . Let the
relation 
R
on Ex be the smallest relation that contains R and is closed under the following
rules. For any y 2 X , x¯  X , u; u0 2 Ex, and v¯; w¯  Ex, we postulate
Pre : The relation 
R
is a preorder.





Su1 : u 
R
u
0 and v¯ 
R





Su2 : If y =2 var0:u then u 
R
u





Re : If y =2 var0:u then [u0=y]:u 
R
u








Proof. We prove this with induction on 
R
, and because A by assumption respects R, it
suffices to prove that this property is preserved by the above rules. Let B be a variant of A,
y 2 X , x¯  X , u; u
0
2 Ex, and v¯; w¯  Ex . Under the assumption that the premises of a
rule hold, we prove that the conclusion of that rule holds in the arbitrary variantB .
Pre : Follows from definition 8.2.8.2 .
Alf : Note that alphabetical variants are related by =
b




Su1 : Assume u 
R
u
0 and v¯ 
R






w¯, and with definition 8.2.8.2 we see that, for every variant C of A, we have
C j= sem:u  sem:u0 and C j= sem:v¯  sem:w¯ . Then
B j= sem:([v¯=x¯]:u)  sem:([w¯=x¯]:u0)




( f calculus g
B j= [[
¯
l=x¯]]:(sem:u)  [[¯l=x¯]]:(sem:u0) ^








l and ¯b  ()
B
:n¯ g














, f a¯ 
¯
b is equivalent to B j= sem:v¯  sem:w¯ g
true




. From the first conjunct we see thaty =2 va0:(sem:u),
and so gua
y
:(sem:u)  sem:u . From the second conjunct together with the induction




, and with definition 8.2.8.2 we see that, for every variant C
of A, we have C j= sem:u  sem:u0 . Then
B j= sem:(yu)  sem:(yu0)
, f definition 8.2.1.2 g
B j= y:(sem:u)  y:(sem:u0)
( f theorem 8.1.4.2 g
B j= [[(y:(sem:u0))=y]]:(sem:u)  y:(sem:u0)
, f theorem 8.1.4.1, corollary 8.1.1.3 g
B[y := y:(sem:u0)] j= sem:u  sem:u0
, f B[y := y:(sem:u0)] is a variant ofA g
true




. Together with the induction hypothesis




. Because B is a variant of A, with
definition 8.2.8.2 we get B j= sem:([u0=y]:u)  sem:u0 . With theorem 8.2.2 this
implies B j= [[(sem:u0)=y]]:(sem:u)  sem:u0 . From y =2 var0:u we get
y =2 va0:(sem:u), and also gua
y
:(sem:u)  sem:u . So we can apply theorem 8.1.4.2,
and we get B j= y:(sem:u)  sem:u0, and from definition 8.2.1.2 we see that this is
equivalent to B j= sem:(yu)  sem:u0 .
2
The premise “y =2 var0:u” in rule 1 of the above theorem, is probably necessary, but I could




From corollary 8.2.1 we know that (under a guardedness condition) mutually recursive
equations have (up to =
b
) unique solutions in Ex . Let A be a regular model. By replacing




in such an equation, we get an equation in A, which has
much more solutions. In the following result we prove that the meaning of the unique solution
in Ex of an equation, is the least solution in A of that equation.
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Corollary 8.2.4 Let x¯  X and u¯  Ex be such that (var0:u¯) \ x¯  ; . There exists
w¯  Ex with var:w¯  (var:u¯)  x¯ such that [w¯=x¯]:u¯ =
b
w . Furthermore, letA be a regular
completeQ-model. Then for every v¯  Ex with (var:v¯) \ x¯  ; we have
[v¯=x¯]:u¯ 
A
v ) w¯ 
A
v¯ :
Proof. From theorem 8.2.10 with R := 
A
we see that 
A
is closed under the rules of this
theorem (recall that A respects R iff R  
A
). With definition 8.2.7 it follows that 
A
is a
deduction relation, and we can apply corollary 8.2.1 . 2
The above result only makes a statement about solutions in a model that are elements of the
image of meaning. As in example 8.1.4, by extending the signature with a constant for every
element of a given model, this result also applies to arbitrary solutions in this model. We
demonstrate this for a simple equation in two variables.
Example Assume Op  ff; gg and   (f; g)>7!(2; 2) . Let A be a regular complete
Q-model. Assume that for every a 2 A we have a constant :a = a (see example 8.1.4).
Consider the following mutually recursive equations in u; v 2 Ex (see example 1.1.1).
 (f; (u; v)) =
b
u
 (g; (u; v)) =
b
v
Let u0; v0 2 Ex be the unique solutions of this pair of equations. From corollary 8.2.1 we get
var:u0  var:v0  ; . Let a; b 2 A (so also a; b 2 Ex). From corollary 8.2.4 it follows that
(f; (a; b)) 
A
a ^ (g; (a; b)) 
A
b ) u0 A a ^ v0 A b () :
Because there occur no variables in any of the expressions, with definition 8.2.8 we see that
() can be rewritten to (recall that :(sem:a)  :(3:a) = :a = a)
:(f; (a; b)) 
A
a ^ :(g; (a; b)) 
A
b ) :(sem:u0) A a ^ :(sem:v0) A b :
Because =
b
is contained in 
A
, we know that :(sem:u0) and :(sem:v0) are solutions
of the equations in A, and the above states that they are the least solutions.
Consider the following pair of mutually recursive equation in a; b 2 A .
 :(f; (a;:(g; (a; b)))) 
A
a
 :(g; (:(f; (a; b)); b)) 
A
b
From corollary 8.2.4 it follows that for proving that the least solution for a of this pair of
equations equals :(sem:u0), it suffices to show that the expressions u0 and v0 satisfy
 (f; (u0; (g; (u0; v0)))) =b u0
 (g; ((f; (u0; v0)); v0)) =b v0
This is easily verified. (End of example)
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From the above example we see that we can prove that different sets of equations have
equal least solutions. For equations that do not contain choice (as in the above example),
in [Wei94a, Wei94b] Wei gives a set of “transformations of equations” that preserve the least
solution. All these rules are included in =
b









Example 8.2.5. Assume Op  fse; p; q; rg,   (se; p; q; r)>7!(2; 0; 0; 0), and X 
fx; y; zg . To shorten the notations and make the proofs more transparent we denote the
binary operator by sequencing (and brackets). For example, the expression
(se; ((se; (x; y)); f(se; (p; x)); qg)) is denoted by (xy)fpx; qg .
1. xfxx; pg =
b
x(yfxy; pg) .










1. Follows immediately from example 8.2.2 .
2. Put u  xfxx; pg . Because x is guarded in fpx; xp; pg, from Si-re2 we see that it
suffices to prove fpu; up; pg 
s
u . From theorem 8.2.5 we see that this is implied




u, and p 
s
u . With Si-su1 we see that this
is implied by the conjunction of uu 
s
u and p 
s
u . From the definition of u and
Si-re1 we get fuu; pg 
s
u, which with Si-ch3 implies uu 
s
u and p 
s
u .
3. Put u  x(q(px)) . Because x =2 var0:(p(qx)), from Si-re2 we see that it suffices to
prove p(q(pu)) =
b
pu . From the definition of u and Si-re1 we get q(pu) =
b
u, which
with Si-su1 implies p(q(pu)) =
b
pu .
4. Put u  xfpx; qxg . From Bi-re1 we get fpu; qug =
b
u, which is equivalent to
[u=y]:fpu; qyg =
b
u . Because y =2 var0:fpu; qyg, with Bi-re2 we get yfpu; qyg =
b
u . With Bi-su1 this implies p(yfpu; qyg) =
b
pu, that is, [(pu)=x]:(p(yfx; qyg)) =
b




We know that every regular model respects the relation =
b
. It follows that if we add the
axioms of =
b
to a relation R that is respected by a model A, then we get a relation that is
again respected byA .
Example Assume that Op and  are defined as in the previous example. Define the relationR
over expressions as the union of f(xy)z; (x(yz)); (x(yz); (xy)z)g (expressing associativity
of sequencing) and =
b
. Then
1. xfpx; xqg 
R
(x(px))(x(xq)) .
2. Put S  R [ f(fxr; yrg; fx; ygr)g . Then xfpx; qrg 
S
(xfpx; qg)r .
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Proof.
1. Put u1  x(px) and u2  x(xq) . From Bi-re1 we get pu1 =R u1 and u2q =R
u2 . With associativity we then get p(u1u2) =R (pu1)u2 =R u1u2 and (u1u2)q =R
u1(u2q) =R u1u2 . These two together imply fp(u1u2); (u1u2)qg =R u1u2 . Because
x =2 var0:fpx; xqg, with Re we get xfpx; xqg 
R
u1u2 .
2. Put u  xfpx; qg . From Bi-re1 we get fpu; qg =
S
u, and with Su1 we get
fpu; qgr =
S
ur . With the axioms of S this implies fp(ur); qrg 
S
ur . Because




Let A be a regular model, say  = [; []], and let the relations R and S over expressions be
defined as in the above example. From definition 8.2.8 we see thatA respectsR iff the binary
operator:(se; ) is associative. We also see thatA respects S iffA respectsR and, for every
a; b; c 2 A, we have
[]f:(se; (a; c));:(se; (b; c))g 
A
:(se; ([]fa; bg; c)) :
Let R be a relation over expressions. In example 8.2.3 we have seen that the property
“respect for R” of models, can express laws like associativity and idempotence of operators
(part 1), and also certain “fixpoint laws” of operators (part 3). With a relation R we associate
the following ordering problem. Which (u; u0) 2 Ex2 are such that u 
A
u
0 holds for every
regular model A that respects R? From theorem 8.2.10 we see that the expressions that are
related by 
R
are such expressions, but the following argument indicates that the opposite
does not hold.
Assume Op  fr; seg and   (r; se)>7!(0; 2) . Let A be a regular complete model such
that the function a 7! :(se; (a;:r)) is continuous. Note that, for any ordered set (B;
B
),
a regular complete model withB ! B as element set, the by
B
induced order, and function
composition as interpretation of se, satisfies this condition. In the present framework we
cannot express the continuity condition onA as a relation over expressions, but by extending
the framework to arbitrary cardinality bounds (recall that   !), this is possible. We now
formulate a sound deduction rule for A that seems not to be deducible (in the extended
framework) from the rules in theorem 8.2.10. This indicates that these rules do not solve the
above ordering problem. We assume that the set of operator names also contains a constant,
that is,  2 Op and :  0 . The deduction rule uses  for a kind of induction hypothesis,
and for this reason we change the notation “u 
R
v” to “R ` u  v” . Furthermore, we
denote the rule by putting the conclusion underneath the premise. Let  not occur in R, u0,
or u1, and furthermore, let x be the only variable of u0, and let u1 have no variables.
R ; r  u1 ` [=x]:(u0r)  u1
———————————————————————— Rc
R ` (xu0)r  u1
Note that “R ; r  u1” stands for the union of R and singleton f(r; u1)g . We can prove
that if we add Rc to the rules of theorem 8.2.10, we get a sound deduction system forA . Note
that adding Rc makes the definition of the relations
R
forR  Ex2 mutually inductive. The
soundness proof uses the Knaster-Tarski theorem (see [Tar55]), and two conditions have to be
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satisfied for applying the theorem. The premise of Rc implies one of the conditions, and the
other is exactly the continuity condition onA . Now letR contain the axioms (xy)z =
R
x(yz)
and fx; ygr =
R
fxr; yrg . If we put u0  fpx; qg and u1  xfpx; qrg then with Rc (and the
other rules), we easily deduce R ` (xfpx; qg)r  xfpx; qrg . So with part 2 of the above
example we see that (xfpx; qg)r and xfpx; qrg have equal meanings in any modelA that
respectsR and is such that a 7! :(se; (a;:r)) is continuous. The rules Rc and Re are both
instances of a more general rule (corresponding to a more general continuity condition onA),




In this chapter we consider the functor Q with (in the set Op) only a binary operator,
corresponding to sequential composition, and a set of constants. We give two specific
Q-models, called the transformer model and the relational model. In the definition of both
models a fixed set, which represents the “internal states” of a computer, is used. The elements
of this set are simply called states, and in this chapter the word “state” is reserved for this
use (instead of an element of a coalgebra). The elements of the two models describe ways of
“changing” states. The Q-schemes can be regarded as programs, and meaning assigns (for
both models) to each program an actual way of changing states. We prove that the two models
have equal sets of true formulae, by giving two suitable functions between the two models.
The set of true formulae in a model defines a relation on programs, and for the transformer
model this relation is called approximation (see [Nel89]), and for the relational model it is
called the Egli-Milner relation (see [Hes88]).
The elements of the transformer model are pairs of so-called monotonic predicate trans-
formers. A monotonic predicate transformer is a function that assigns a set of states to a
set of states (a predicate corresponds to a set of states) and respects containment. The first
component of an element of the transformer model describes the possible results of a program,
and the second one does the same under the condition of termination of the program. The
transformer model is, except for the interpretation of the constants, the Cartesian product of
a model and its transposed. So the semantics of a scheme in the transformer model is a pair,
consisting of a least and greatest fixpoint. They are called the weakest liberal precondition
and weakest precondition, respectively.
The elements of the relational model are pairs, with as first component a relation on states,
and as second component a set of states. The first component describes the possible results
of a program, and the second describes the states for which the program terminates. Our
presentation of the relational model is slightly different from the usual one, where a special
state is added for representing non-termination.
In section 9.1 we define two functions that give a correspondence between predicate
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transformers and relations on states, and we prove the necessary properties of these functions.
In section 9.2 we define the two models, and with the use of the functions of section 9.1 we
define two functions between the two models, which are used to prove the equivalence of the
models.
In this chapter we fix a set St, whose elements are called states. We assume that
(#St)2 <  . This implies that P :(St2)  Pow(St2), that is, R 2 P :(St2), R  St2
(see definition 1.4.4).
9.1 Preparations
Let IB  ftrue; falseg denote the booleans. The logical operators on IB are lifted to the
sets IBSt and IBSt ! IBSt . The elements of IBSt are called predicates and the elements
of IBSt ! IBSt predicate transformers. We define the set MT of monotonic predicate
transformers, and for each state a predicate transformer that can identify this state.
Definition 9.1.1
1. Define MT  fa : IBSt ! IBSt j 8p; p0 ((p) p0)) (a:p) a:p0))g .
2. For s 2 St define s¯ 2 IBSt by s¯:t, (s  t) for t 2 St .
It is easily proved that the set MT is closed under (function) composition and universal
quantification.
Predicate transformers that respect universal quantification turn out to be of importance,
and we call them universally conjunctive. Formally:
Definition 9.1.2 An element a 2 MT is defined to be universally conjunctive (abbreviated
to “uni-con”) iff, for every set U  IBSt, we have a:(8U), 8(a[U ]) .
Note that if a 2MT is uni-con then a:true, true (instantiate ; for U in definition 9.1.2).
The following two functions give a correspondence between relations over states and
predicate transformers.
Definition 9.1.3 Define the functions g : Pow(St2) ! MT and f : MT ! Pow(St2) by
the following.
 s(f:a)t , :a::
¯
t:s for s; t 2 St and a 2MT .
 g:R:p:s , 8t (sRt) p:t) for R  St2, p 2 IBSt, and s 2 St .
Note that in the above definition, we have to check that, forR  St2, the predicate transformer
g:R is monotonic (an element of MT ). This is easily proved with some calculus.
We prove that the functions f and g are monotonic (with respect to the obvious orders),
and are almost each others inverse.
Theorem 9.1.1
1. For a; a0 2MT we have (a) a0) ) (f:a0  f:a) .
2. f  g  id
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3. For R;R0  St2 we have (R  R0), (g:R0 ) g:R) .
4. id) g  f .
Proof.
1. Calculus.
2. Let R  St2 and s; t 2 St . By using definition 9.1.3, definition 9.1.1.2, and some
calculus, we get following. s(f:(g:R))t , :g:R::¯t:s , :8u (sRu) :¯t:u) ,
9u (sRu ^
¯
t:u) , sRt .
3. The “)-part” is simple. As for the “(-part”, assume that R;R0  St2 are such that
g:R
0
) g:R . Then apply the function f to both sides of the inequation, and use part 1
and part 2 to get R  R0 .
4. Let a 2MT , p 2 IBSt and s 2 St . Then
(g  f):a:p:s
, f calculus, definition 9.1.3.2 g
8t (s(f:a)t) p:t)




( f calculus, lemma 9.1.1.1 belowg
a:p:s
2
We state an implication that holds for any monotonic transformer, and which becomes an
equivalence if the transformer is uni-con.
Lemma 9.1.1 Let a 2MT , p 2 IBSt and s 2 St . Then
1. a:p:s ) 8t (p:t _ a::¯t:s) .
2. If a is uni-con then equivalence holds in part 1.
Proof. Let U  IBSt . For p 2 U we have (8U) ) p, and because a is a monotonic
transformer, we get
a:(8U) ) 8p 2 U (a:p) :
Furthermore, if a is uni-con then equivalence holds in the above statement. We first prove part
1, where in the proof the above implication is used. Under the extra condition “a is uni-con”,
we can replace this implication by an equivalence, resulting in a proof for part 2.
a:p:s
, f p, 8f:
¯
t j t 2 St ^ :p:tg g
a:(8f:
¯
t j t 2 St ^ :p:tg):s




, f calculus g
8t (p:t _ a::
¯
t:s)
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2
We give two more characterizations (next to definition 9.1.2) of a uni-con transformer.
Theorem 9.1.2 Let a 2MT . The following three statements are equivalent.
1. a is uni-con.
2. (g  f):a, a .
3. a 2 Im g .
Proof.
1 ) 2 : In the proof of theorem 9.1.1.4, replace the comment “lemma 9.1.1.1” with
“lemma 9.1.1.2”, and replace the corresponding implication symbol with an equi-
valence symbol.
2 ) 3 : Trivial.
3 ) 1 : Let R  St2 be such that g:R, a . With definition 9.1.3.2 and some calculus, for
U  St2 and s 2 St, we get a:(8U):s , g:R:(8U):s , 8t (sRt) (8U):t) ,
8p 2 U (sRt) p:t) , 8p 2 U (g:R:p:s) , 8(a[U ]) .
2
The above theorem implies that, forR  St2, we have g:R:true, true .
For the function g we prove that it respects composition of relations, and a property that
is related to respecting choice (not defined yet).
Theorem 9.1.3
1. For R;R0  St2, we have g:(R R0) , (g:R)  (g:R0) .
2. For U  Pow(St2), we have g:(SU) , 8R 2 U (g:R) .
Proof.
1. Let p 2 IBSt and s 2 St . Then, by using definition 9.1.3 and some calculus, we get the
following. g:(R R0):p:s , 8t (s(R R0)t) p:t) ,
8t (9u (sRu^uR
0
t) ) p:t) , 8u (sRu) 8t (uR
0






2. Let p 2 IBSt and s 2 St . Then, by using definition 9.1.3 and some calculus, we get the
following. g:(
S
U):p:s , 8t (s(
S
U)t) p:t) , 8R 2 U; t (sRt) p:t) ,
8R 2 U (g:R:p:s) .
2
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9.2 The modelsMT andRE
In this section we use the following notation. For a relation R  A  B and a 2 A, the set
fb 2 B j aRbg is denoted by aR .
We define the set of elements of the relational model. Our presentation is a bit different
from usual, but totally equivalent.
Definition 9.2.1 Define RE  P :(St2) IBSt .
Each element (R; q) 2 RE describes an execution of a program, in the following way.
 For s; t 2 St we have sRt iff the program, executed in state s, possibly terminates in
state t .
 For s 2 St we have q:s iff the program, executed in state s, necessarily terminates.
The following two functions give a correspondence between the relational model and the
transformer model.
Definition 9.2.2 Define functions h : RE !MT 2 and j : MT 2 ! RE by
 h:(R; q)  (g:R; p 7! (g:R:p ^ q)) for (R; q) 2 RE .
 j:(a; a
0
)  (f:a; a
0
:true) for a; a0 2MT .
We denote the function 2  h  (R; q) 7! g:R:p ^ q by h2, so h2 : RE ! MT . In the
above definition we have to check that, for (R; q) 2 RE, the predicate transformer h2:(R; q)
is monotonic. This is easily proved with some calculus.
We assume that the set of operator names consists of a name for sequential composition
and a set of names for constants. Formally: Op  fseg [ Co with se =2 Co, and :se  2 and
:p  0 for p 2 Co . We also assume that the set of constants in RE is given. Formally: for
every p 2 Co we are given :p 2 RE . The reason for not assuming that the constants are
given in the transformer model, is that not every constant in this model is allowed (in order to
get equivalence of the two models).
The relational model is defined as follows.
Definition 9.2.3 Define the ordered Q-algebra RE  (RE;; [; []]), where   RE2,
 : O:(RE) ! RE, and [] : P :(RE)! RE are defined by the following.
 For (R; q); (R0; q0) 2 RE we have




) , R  R
0
^ (q ) q
0
) ^ 8s (q:s) (sR
0
 sR)) :
 :(se; ((R; q); (R0; q0)))  (R R0; g:R:q0 ^ q) for (R; q); (R0; q0) 2 RE .
 []U  (
S
(1[U ]);8(2[U ])) for U  RE .
In the above definition we assumed that the relation  on RE is an order, which needs a
proof. Reflexivity and anti-symmetry follow immediately from the definition, and transitivity
follows from the next lemma. This lemma gives a more symmetric characterization of the
order on the modelRE .
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Lemma 9.2.1 Let (R; q); (R0; q0) 2 RE . Then




) , R  R
0









) ^ 8s (q:s) (sR
0





) : Assume that (q ) q0) and 8s (q:s ) (sR0  sR)) hold. For p 2 IBSt and s 2 St we
have
(g:R:p ^ q):s
, f definition 9.1.3 g
8t (sRt) p:t) ^ q:s
) f q:s) (sR
0





t) p:t) ^ q
0
:s






( : Assume 8p ((g:R:p^q)) (g:R0:p^q0)) . From theorem 9.1.2 we see that g:R:true,
g:R
0
:true, true . So if we instantiate true for the predicate p in the assumption then
we get q ) q0 . It remains to prove the second conjunct. Let s 2 St be such that q:s .
We have to prove sR0  sR . We already proved q ) q0, so q0:s holds. With this, the
assumption implies 8p (g:R:p:s) g:R0:p:s) . Now instantiate p0 for p in this, where
p0 is defined by p0:t, sRt for t 2 St . From the definition of p0 and definition 9.1.3
we see that g:R:p0:s is equivalent to 8t (sRt ) sRt), and g:R0:p0:s is equivalent to
8t (sR
0
t) sRt), that is, sR0  sR . Because obviously g:R:p0:s is true and we have
g:R:p0:s) g:R
0
:p0:s, we get sR0  sR .
2
We could now prove that the Q-algebra RE is a Q-model, but this is postponed because it
follows from theorem 9.2.1, which we need anyway.
We have seen that the elements of RE describe execution of programs, and we can
interpret choice and composition in RE with this. The case of the first component of the
elements of RE is simple, and we only treat the second component, that is, the termination
predicate. The choice of a set of programs, executed in an arbitrary state, terminates iff every
program of the set, executed in that state, terminates.
In order to interpret the termination predicate of a sequential composition, we first have
to interpret the function g . For (R; q) 2 RE, p 2 IBSt and s 2 St we have g:R:p:s iff
predicate p holds in any state for which the program, executed in state s, possibly terminates.
Let b; b0 2 RE be two programs. The program:(se; (b; b0)), executed in state s, terminates
iff (1) program b, executed in state s, necessarily terminates and (2) for every state t in which
program b, executed in state s, possibly terminates, program b0, executed in state t, necessarily
terminates.
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The more usual presentation of the model RE is totally equivalent to ours, but instead
of having a separate component for handling termination, it uses an extra state called 1 .
The reason for using a different presentation is purely calculational. We only give the
correspondence between the two presentations for readers who are familiar with it: for every
state s we have sR1, :q:s .
The transformer model is a Cartesian product of two models. These two models are
identical, except that their orders are reversed, and they have different interpretations of the
constants.
Definition 9.2.4 Define the ordered Q-algebras MT 1  (MT;(; [
1; []]) and MT 2 
(MT;); [
2; []]), where 
1;




2:p)  h:(:p) for p 2 Co .
– 
1:(se; (a; a0))  
2:(se; (a; a0))  a  a0 for a; a0 2MT .
 []U  8U for U MT .
For the order, operator family, and choice function of the model MT 1 MT 2 (see defini-
tion 4.1.2) we use the symbols “”, “
”, and “[]”, respectively. From typing it is always clear
which ones we mean.
An element (a; a0) 2MT 2 describes the execution of a program in the following way.




:p:s holds iff the program, when executed in state s, necessarily terminates in a state
where p holds.
We give some examples of constants. Recall that we assume the constants to be given in
the model RE , and then definition 9.2.4 defines the constants in the modelMT 1 MT 2 .
From the definition of function h we see that a constant inMT 1 MT 2 can only consist of
two different predicate transformers iff there exists a state s 2 St such that the termination
predicate is false in s, that is, the execution of the constant in s does not terminate.
Example Assume ab; sk 2 Co and ?p 2 Co for p 2 IBSt . The operator names ab and sk are
usually called abort and skip, respectively. For p 2 IBSt the name ?p is called a guard.
 Define:ab  (;; false) . Then for p 2 IBSt we have
1:ab:p  true and
2:ab:p 
false .
 Define :sk  (1
St
; true) . Then for p 2 IBSt we have 
1:sk:p  
2:sk:p  p .
 Let q 2 IBSt . Define :(?q)  (f(s; s) 2 St2 j q:sg; true) . Then for p 2 IBSt we
have
1:(?q):p  
2:(?q):p  q ) p .
(End of example)
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Let s 2 St be an arbitrary state. The program ab cannot be executed in state s, and never
terminates. The program sk, executed in s, terminates in state s . For p 2 IBSt the program
?p can only be executed in state s iff p:s holds, and then terminates in state s .
It is known (see for example [Hes92]) that with sequential composition, a set of constants
(the guards among others), finite choice, and procedure declarations, one can construct a
large class of programs. The semantics of procedure declarations can be defined as the least
solution of a set of equations. In chapter 8 we defined the set Ex, and we showed that this
set represents those elements of a regular model that can be defined using: finite choice,
the operators, and least solutions of equations. Below we will show that the two models in
this chapter are both regular, and we conclude that the expressions of Ex can be used for
representing programs.
Example Let p 2 IBSt and u; v 2 Ex (representing programs). As in example 8.2.5, we
denote the operator (se; ) by sequencing. In the notation, we use that the operator :(se; )
is associative.
 The program “if p then u else v” corresponds to the expression f(?p)u; (?:p)vg .
 The program “while p do u” corresponds to the expression xf?:p; (?p)uxg .
(End of example)
We prove that the function h respects the sequential operator, the constant operators, and
the choice function of the two models. We also prove that h is an isotonic function.
Theorem 9.2.1
1. h is an O-hom fromRE to MT 1 MT 2 .
2. h is a P-hom fromRE to MT 1 MT 2 .
3. For b; b0 2 RE, we have the following equivalence.
b  b
0 holds in RE , h:b  h:b0 holds in MT 1 MT 2 :
Proof.
1. We have to prove the following.
 h:(:p) = 
:p for p 2 Co .
 h:(:(se; (b; b0))) = 
:(se; (h:b; h:b0)) for b; b0 2 RE .
The first statement follows from definition 9.2.4 . Let b  (R; q) and b0  (R0; q0) be
elements of RE . From definition 9.2.3, definition 9.2.2, and definition 9.2.4 we see
that for proving the second statement, it suffices to prove the following.
 g:(R R
0
), (g:R)  (g:R
0
) .
 h2:(:(se; (b; b0)) , (h2:b)  (h2:b0) .
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We already proved the first statement in theorem 9.1.3.1, and so the proof of the second
statement remains.
h2:(:(se; (b; b0)))






, f definition 9.2.2 g











, f calculus g









2. Let U  RE . Then
h:([]U)




, f definition 9.2.2 g
(g:(
[
(1[U ])); p 7! (g:(
[
(1[U ])):p ^ 8(2[U ])))
, f theorem 9.1.3.2, calculus g
(8(R; q) 2 U (g:R) ; p 7! (8(R; q) 2 U (g:R:p ^ q)))
, f definition 9.2.2 g
[](h[U ])
3. Let (R; q); (R0; q0) 2 RE . Then





, f definition 9.2.2, order in MT 1 MT 2 g
(g:R
0





, f theorem 9.1.1.3, lemma 9.2.1 g






From the above result we prove that indeed the two defined ordered algebras are models, that
is, monotonicity of the Q-algebra arrow.
Corollary 9.2.1
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1. h is aQ-hom fromRE to MT 1 MT 2 .
2. The orderedQ-algebrasRE and MT 1 MT 2 areQ-models.
Proof.
1. Follows from parts 1 and 2 of theorem 9.2.1 and example 1.4.5 .
2. From part 1 and theorem 4.1.6 we see that it suffices to prove that MT 1 MT 2
is a Q-model. From definition 9.2.4 we see that (MT;(;1) and (MT;);2)
are O-models (the only non-trivial condition is monotonicity of 
:(se; ), which is
easily proved). From theorem 2.3.2.2 we see that (MT;(; []) is a Pc-model iff, for
U;U
0
 St2, we have






) a) ) (8U
0
)) (8U) :
Because this is obviously true, (MT;(; []) is a Pc-model, and thus also a P-model.
From lemma 4.1.1 we then see that (MT;); []) ( (MT;); [])) is a P-model. With
example 4.1.1 we see thatMT 1 andMT 2 are bothQ-models, and then theorem 4.1.3
implies that MT 1 MT 2 is a Q-model.
2
Let a Q-coalgebra (D;) be given. It is easily checked that the Q-model MT 1 MT 2 is
complete, so the meaning of  inMT 1MT 2 exists. This meaning is a function fromD to
MT
2














are the meanings of  in MT 1 and MT 2,
respectively.
In section 4.2.4 we proved some results that relate the semantics in two different models.
From one of these results we now get the following connection between the meaning in the
relational and transformer model.
Corollary 9.2.2 Let (D;) be a Q-coalgebra. Then ()
RE













) = h  ()
RE
.
Proof. From corollary 4.2.3.1 with r := h and f0 := j  (wlp; wp), and theorem 9.2.1 we










This follows from theorem 9.2.2 below and theorem 9.2.3 below. 2
For the above connection to hold, we have to check that a certain property holds for the
meaning in the transformer model.
Theorem 9.2.2 Let (D;) be a Q-coalgebra. For d 2 D the (equivalent) statements of
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Proof. We do not give the proof of this result, but refer to [Hes92]. However, for the theorem
to be true, we have to check that the property holds for the constants. Let p 2 Co . We
have to prove that the statements of theorem 9.2.3 below, hold for (a; a0)  
:p . From
definition 9.2.4 we see that
:p  h:(:p), so the statement in part 3 holds. 2
The following result gives three equivalent properties of pairs of predicate transformers, the
so-called healthiness laws (see [Dij76]). In order to have the above connection between the
relational and transformer model, these properties have to hold for the constants of the model
MT 1 MT 2 . In part 1 of this result we see the usual form of this property.
Theorem 9.2.3 Let (a; a0) 2MT 2 . The following three statements are equivalent.
1. a is uni-con ^ 8p (a0:p, a:p ^ a0:true) .
2. (a; a0) = (h  j):(a; a0) .
3. (a; a0) 2 Imh .
Proof.
1 , 2 :
(a; a
0
) = (h  j):(a; a
0
)
, f definition 9.2.2 g
a, (g  f):a ^ 8p (a
0
:p, (g  f):a:p ^ a
0
:true)
, f theorem 9.1.2, calculus g
a is uni-con ^ 8p (a0:p, a:p ^ a0:true)
2 , 3 : The implication 2 ) 3 is trivial. For the implication 3 ) 2, it suffices to prove that
j  h  id . Let (R; q) 2 RE . Then
(j  h):(R; q)
= f definition 9.2.2 g
((f  g):R; g:R:true ^ q)
= f theorem 9.1.1.2, theorem 9.1.2 g
(R; q)
2
We prove that the two models have equals sets of true formulae.
Corollary 9.2.3 Let F be a Q-formula. Then
RE j= F , MT 1 MT 2 j= F :
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Proof. Let F  (; d)  ( ; e) . Then
MT 1 MT 2 j= F










, f corollary 9.2.2, theorem 9.2.1.3 g
()
RE
:d  ( )
RE
:e




The universal model for continuity
and laws
We have proved (corollary 6.3.1) that G-simulation solves the ordering problem for the class
of G-models, that is, G-simulation determines the formulae that are true in every G-model.
For practical use it is more interesting to restrict the class of models. For example, assume that
a binary operator occurs in the set of operator names, then one would like to solve the ordering
problem for the class of Q-models in which we have associativity and commutativity of the
binary operator. Such properties of operators are called laws, and a Q-model that satisfies
a law is said to respect that law. Unfortunately, we could only solve the ordering problem
for laws by adding the condition of continuity of the models. Continuous Q-models are
complete, have the supremum choice, and most importantly, the choice function commutes
with the operators. Because these models have the supremum choice, this last property is
called continuity.
Informally, we use the continuity property as follows. By repeatedly applying the con-
tinuity property to a scheme, we move all the choices to the start state, and the meaning of
a scheme can be expressed as the supremum (choice) of the meanings of a set of schemes
that do not use choice or recursion. Schemes without choice and recursion are called trees,
and are generated by the bottom scheme (?
L
) and the operators (3). So the meaning of a
scheme l in a continuous model can be expressed in terms of the meanings of some trees
(theorem 10.2.2). This set of trees is generated by l, similar to the way a grammar generates
strings. A set of laws is represented by a relation R over a so-called free O-algebra. The
universal model H(
R
) (theorem 10.4.1) for the class of continuous models that respect R,
has equivalence classes of sets of trees as elements. The meaning of a scheme in the model
H(
R
) is then the equivalence class that is represented by the set of trees that are generated
by the scheme.
In example 8.2.3 we showed that a relation over the set of expressionsEx can be regarded
as a set of laws. Next to expressing the operator laws that we consider in this chapter, such a
relation can also express laws that contain choice (and the fixpoint function). For example, the
property of continuity can easily be expressed by such a relation. Then from theorem 8.2.10
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we get a sound deduction system for continuous models that respect certain operator laws.
Because the universal modelH(
R
) gives a complete description of the true formulae in this
class of models, it can help in proving completeness of the deduction system. In [Rab94] a
complete deduction system is given for the case where Op only contains unary and constant
operators.
The laws that we consider do not have to be symmetric, that is, a law is an ordered
pair of expressions, which is to be interpreted as an inequality. This enables us to define a
set of laws expressing that a specified constant equals bottom. Furthermore, by using this
bottom-constant in other laws, we can discard certain trees from the semantics. This is used
in example 10.4.3 . Unfortunately, laws where one variable occurs twice or more on the left
hand side are not allowed (for example idempotence).
The readers who are familiar with program schemes [ANN85, Gue85, Cou90, Gal81,
WBT85] see that deterministic Q-schemes (example 7.2.1) are a simple kind of program
schemes. In program scheme semantics a universal model is constructed (often denoted by
M
1
Ω ) that has, possibly infinite, trees as elements. The universal model that we construct
has sets of trees as elements, where infinite trees are represented by the set of all (finite)
sub-trees. We can prove that the meaning of a deterministic Q-scheme in our universal
model is the same as the semantics of such a (program) scheme in the modelM1Ω . In most
treatments of the semantics of program schemes, the property of continuity is weakened to
“the operators commute with the suprema of chains”. In our case this is not sufficient because
then theorem 10.2.2 does not hold anymore. However, this is not the case if we would only
consider deterministic schemes.
In section 10.1 we introduce free O-algebras, which are used for representing trees, and
we define the closure of a relation in an O-algebra. In section 10.2 we define continuity of
models and respect of a model for a set of laws. We prove that the meaning of a scheme in a
continuous model can be expressed in terms of the meanings of some trees. In section 10.3,
for a given preorder on trees, we define the modelH(), which is induced by a premodel
that has sets of trees as elements. A set of laws R induces a preorder 
R
on trees, and in
section 10.4 we prove that the model H(
R
) is universal for the class of continuous models
that respect R .
10.1 FreeO-algebras and closures
The set of O-expressions over a given set consists of the expressions that are generated by
the operators of Op from the given set. Because this set is closed under the functor O, this
defines an O-algebra: the freeO-algebra over the given set.
Definition 10.1.1 Let A be a set. Define the O-algebra (A;), where the set A is induct-
ively defined by A := A j O:(A), and is the inclusion of O:(A) in A .
Let A be a set. We call (A;) the freeO-algebra overA, and the elements ofA are called
O-expressions. For (A; id) to be an O-algebra, it is necessary for A to be a set. Because
the arities of the elements of Op are possibly infinite, this is not clear from the inductive
definition. For a proof that A is indeed a set, see theorem 8.1 of [Bru95], where a condition
for inductively defined sets is given.
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We prove that a function from a given set to anO-algebra can be uniquely extended to an
O-hom from the free algebra over the given set to the algebra.
Lemma 10.1.1 Let A be a set, (B;) anO-algebra, and f : A! B . There exists a unique





 f and g is an O-hom, from definition 1.4.7 we see that g satisfies:
 g:a  f:a for a 2 A .
 g:(:(p; I))  :(p; g  I) for (p; I) 2 O:A .
So g is uniquely determined. The existence follows by induction over the structure of A . 2
Under the premises of lemma 10.1.1, we define f to be that unique g. For example, if
f : X ! Y  then f : X ! Y  . This function substitutes the expression f:x for every x,
when applied to an O-expression over X .
The following theorem states all the results that we need about free algebras.
Theorem 10.1.1 Let X;Y be sets, and let (A;), (B;
) be O-algebras. Furthermore, let
f : X ! Y , g; h : Y ! A, and let r : A! B be an O-hom.
1. (g  f)  g  f .








4. (r  g)
  r  g .
5. Let   A2 be such that (A;;) is an O-premodel. If g  h then g  h .
Proof. In the proof we use lemma 10.1.1 without referring to it.
1. We know that g and f are O-homs, and because the composition of two O-homs




 to X is the function g  f , and we see that (g  f)  g  f .
2. Because Im f  Y implies g  f  g  f , from part 1 we get (g  f)  g  f .
3. The function id
X
 is obviously anO-hom, and because the restriction of id
X
 to X is
id
X







4. We know that g is an O-hom, and because the composition of two O-homs is again
anO-hom, we see that r  g is anO-hom. The restriction of the function r  g to Y
is the function r  g, and we see that (r  g)
  r  g .
5. Assume g  h . We have to prove that, for u 2 Y , we have g:u  h:u . This
is proved with induction on u 2 Y  . The case u 2 Y holds by assumption, and the
case u  :(p; I) remains. We have to prove g:(:(p; I))  h:(:(p; I)), that is,
:(p; g

 I)  :(p; h

 I) . Because is monotonic from (O:A;O) to A;), it
suffices to prove that g  I  h  I . This follows from the induction hypothesis.
2
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For the rest of this section we fix anO-algebra (A;) and a relation R  A2 .
The closure of the relation R with respect to the algebra (A;) is defined as the smallest
relation that contains R and forms an O-premodel together with (A;) .





j R   ^ (A;;) is an O-premodelg :
Formally, the algebra “(A;)” should occur as an index of [[ ]], but we omit it because from
the context it is always clear which algebra is meant.
We can also give an alternative definition (without proving equivalence) of the closed
relation: the relation [[R]] contains all the pairs that can be generated by the following.
 If uRu0 then u[[R]]u0 .
 For every u we have u[[R]]u .
 If u[[R]]u0 and u0[[R]]u00 then u[[R]]u00 .
 If I [[R]]I 0 then (:(p; I))[[R]](:(p; I 0)) .
Assume Op and  are as in example 1.4.2.1, so we have a binary operator name se, and
the constants T . In this example we have seen that a Q-scheme (D;; d) corresponds
to a grammar. Let the set A consist of strings over the alphabet D [ T (non-terminals
and terminals), let the constant :t be the string t, and the binary operator :(se; ) be the
concatenation of two strings. The productions of the grammar (; d) determines a “one step
rewrite” relation R over strings, and from the above we see that [[R]] then defines the set of
generated strings. The grammar-language semantics is formally treated in example 10.4.3
below.
The relation [[R]] is defined as the intersection of sets that satisfy a certain property, and for
[[R]] to satisfy this property, we have to prove that the property is preserved under intersection.
Theorem 10.1.2 [[R]] is the smallest relation  on A such that R   and (A;;) is an
O-premodel.
Proof. Trivial, except that (A; [[R]];) is an O-premodel. Let U 
fj R   ^ (A;;) is an O-premodelg . We have to prove that (A;
T
U;) is an
O-premodel. It is easily proved that
T
U is a preorder, and it remains to prove that 






U) . Let (p; I); (q; J) 2 O:A be such that
(p; I)(\U)
O
(q; J), that is, p  q and I(
T
U)J . We see that  2 U implies I  J ,




Suppose that we have to prove that, for a relation  A2, the relation [[R]] is contained in
 . From the above theorem we see that it suffices to prove that R  and (A;;) is an
O-model. We give an example of the use of this theorem.
Example 10.1.1. [[R]]  [[R]] .
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Proof. Put  [[R]] . It is easily checked that containsR and (A;;) is anO-model.
So [[R]]    [[R]] . To get the remaining containment, substituteR := R in the proved
containment, and transpose both sides. (End of example)
As a consequence of this example we see that the closure of a symmetric relation (R  R)
is again symmetric.
10.2 Continuity and laws
In the rest of this chapter we use the symbol b, and we introduce two specific notations for it.
For the symbol b we denote
 the set fbg by b .





For variables over b we use the symbols w and w0 .
We define a model to be continuous iff the model is complete, has supremum choice, and
its operators respect the supremum of non-empty sets. If in the last condition also empty sets
were included then the result of applying an operator (of arity at least 1) to a family with
bottom as a member, would equal bottom. Fortunately, we do not need this extra condition.
Definition 10.2.1 A Q-model A is defined to be continuous iff A is complete, regular, and
has the supremum choice, say  = [; sup] . Furthermore, for every p 2 Op and every family





:(p;  7! supU

) = supf:(p; I) j I : :p! A ^ 8 (I: 2 U

)g :
Note that the above definition does not put a constraint on the constants. For a total regular
model A, say  = [ ; []], we know that :?
L
= [];, so if A is continuous then :?
L
=
sup ; = ?
A
.
Assume that se 2 Op and :se  2 . Define the relationR over the set of expressionsEx
by: (se; (fx; x0g; fy; y0g)) is related to f(se; (x; y)); (se; (x; y0)); (se; (x0; y)); (se; (x0; y0))g
and vice versa. With definition 8.2.8 we see that continuity of a model A implies that A
respects R (R 
A
).
Meaning is defined as the least pre-fixpoint of a certain function,and in case of a continuous
model, the pre-fixpoint property of an interpretation can be rewritten to a simpler property.
Theorem 10.2.1 LetA be a regular completeQ-model such that  = [; sup], let (D;) be
a Q-coalgebra, and f : D ! A . Then f is a pre-fixpoint of P

iff for every d 2 D we have






, f definition 4.2.2.1,A has supremum choice g
8d (supf:(p; f  I) j (p; I) 2 :dg  f:d)
, f calculus g
8d; (p; I) 2 :d (:(p; f  I)  f:d)
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2
In the sequel we are mainly concerned with models that have the supremum choice, and the
above theorem simplifies the property of being a pre-fixpoint with respect to such a model.
Because of the simplicity of the result, we do not refer to it, but assume the reader to memorize
it.
We know thatM is a regular model, and from theorem 7.2.4 we know that  ' [3; sup] .
Let (D;) be a Q-coalgebra. Because (; id
D
) is a fixpoint of P 

, from the above theorem





We refer to this fact simply as “(; id
D
) is a fixpoint of P 

”.
Trees are schemes that are generated by the bottom scheme ?
L
and the O-algebra arrow
3 . We represent the bottom scheme by the symbol b, and then trees are represented by the
elements of the free algebra b . So w 2 b corresponds to the tree ?3
L
:w .
The pictorial representation of a Q-scheme is a kind of graph. We can construct a tree
from this graph by starting in the start state and traversing the graph by pursuing one of the
dotted lines. For every component of the chosen tuple of states, traverse the graph in the same
way. At any state the traversal can be stopped by putting the symbol b . We prove that all
the trees that we can construct in this way, together determine the meaning of the scheme in a
continuous model. These trees are exactly the trees that simulate the scheme, and we use this
to formally characterize them. Two equivalent characterizations are given in theorem 10.4.5
and theorem 10.4.6 below, where we see the connection with the above construction of trees.











Proof. Let l  (; d), and define f0 : D ! A by
f0:d  supf?
A





(; d)g for d 2 D :
Note that the set in the definition of f0:d (of which the supremum is taken) is non-empty
because ?
A












):w  :(; d)















From the definition of f0 we then get f0   . It now suffices to prove that f0 is a pre-fixpoint
of P

, because then   f0 and hence  = f0 . We have to prove the following. Let
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d 2 D and (p; I) 2 :d . Then
:(p; f0  I)
= f definition of f0 g
:(p;  7! supf?
A






= f A is continuous, calculus g
supf:(p;?
A






 f calculus, weakening the defining property: see () below g
supf?
A






 f weakening the defining property g
supf?
A






= f definition of f0 g
f0:d





























) f calculus, (; 1
D












 Consider the two schemes of example 3.2.5 . It is easily seen that, for both schemes, the
set of trees that simulate the scheme is equal to fb;:(S; b);:(S;:p);:(S;:q)g .







 Assume Op  fse; pg and   (se; p)>7!(2; 0) . Define theQ-scheme (f0g; ; 0) by
– 0  ! se(0; 0) j p
We do not prove the following statement, but it can be deduced from theorem 10.4.5 .
The set U  b of trees that simulate the scheme (; 0) can be defined inductively as
follows
– b;:p 2 U .
– if w;w0 2 U then :(se; (w;w0)) 2 U .
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(End of example)
It is easily seen that if the arities of the operators of Op are all finite then O-expressions
over the set X are elements of the set of scheme-expressions Ex, which we defined in
chapter 8. So a relation overX is also a relation overEx, and in subsection 8.2.4 we defined
respect of a model for such a relation. Because in the case of O-expressions the situation is
much simpler, we give a separate definition of respect.
A law over a set of variablesX is an ordered pair ofO-expressions overX . A (pre)ordered
O-algebra respects a law iff, for every interpretation of the variables X in the algebra, the
corresponding inequality holds.
Definition 10.2.2
1. An O-law overX is an element of (X)2 .
2. Let (A;;) be a (pre)orderedO-algebra and R a set of O-laws over X . AlgebraA










We say that a regularQ-model (A;; [; sup]) respects a set of laws iff the orderedO-algebra
(A;;) respects that set of laws.
Example 10.2.2. AssumeOp  fse; pg and   (se; p)>7!(2; 0) . Furthermore, let (A;;)
be a (pre)orderedO-algebra and X  fx; y; zg . We give some sets of laws overX .
 Define R by: :(se; (x; y)) is related to :(se; (y; x)) . Then (A;;) respects R iff
the binary operator:(se; ( ; )) is commutative.
 Define R by:
– :(se; (x;:(se; (y; z)))) is related to :(se; (:(se; (x; y)); z)) .
– :(se; (:(se; (x; y)); z)) is related to :(se; (x;:(se; (y; z)))) .
Then (A;;) respects R iff the binary operator:(se; ) is associative.
 Define R by: :(se; (:p;:p)) is related to :p . Then (A;;) respects R iff
:(se; (:p;:p))  :p .
 Define R by: :p is related to x . Then (A;;) respects R iff 8a 2 A (:p  a),




Some easily proved facts:
 Let R1 and R2 be sets of laws overX1 and X2, respectively. Then R1 [ R2 is a set of
laws overX1 [X2 .
 Let R1 [ R2 be a set of laws over X . A (pre)ordered algebra respects R1 [ R2 iff it
respects both R1 and R2 .
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We prove that the closure of a set of laws does not add any essentially new laws. This closure
is with respect to the free O-algebra.
Lemma 10.2.1 Let R be a set of laws over a set X . A (pre)ordered algebra respectsR iff it
respects [[R]] .
Proof. Because R  [[R]], the “(-part” follows immediately from definition 10.2.2 . Let
(A;;) be a (pre)ordered O-algebra that respects R, and let f : X ! A . From defini-















0 for u; u0 2 X :
We have to prove [[R]] , and from theorem 10.1.2 we see that it suffices to prove that
R   and (X;;) is an O-model. The first conjunct is equivalent to the statement
“(A;;) respectsR”, which is true, so it remains to prove the second conjunct. We have to
prove (1) is a preorder and (2) is a monotonic function from (O:(X);O) to (X;) .
1. Follows from the definition of  .
2. Let (p; I); (q; J) 2 O:(X) be such that (p; I) O (q; J), that is, p  q and I  J .
With the definition of  we get f  I  f  J , which implies :(p; f  I) 
:(p; f

 J) . With the definition of f we get f:(:(p; I))  f:(:(q; J)), that
is, :(p; I)  :(q; J) .
2
Given a set of laws, we define the semantic validity of a formula with respect to the class of
continuous models that respect the laws.
Definition 10.2.3 Let R be a set of laws overX and F a formula. Define j=R
c
F as
A j= F holds for every continuousQ-modelA that respects R :
For proving that a model is continuous, the following theorem can be handy.
Theorem 10.2.3 LetA and B be complete and regularQ-models with the supremum choice,
and let f : A! B a surjective continuousO-hom. If A is continuous then B is continuous.




be a family of non-empty subsets of B . According to
definition 10.2.1, we have to prove the following.

:(p;  7! supU

)
= f f is surjective, let U 0







:(p;  7! sup(f [U 0

]))
= f f is a continuousO-hom g
f:(:(p;  7! supU 0

))
= f A is continuous g
f:(supf:(p; I 0) j 8 (I 0: 2 U 0

)g)
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= f f is a continuousO-hom g
supf
:(p; f  I 0) j 8 (I 0: 2 U 0

)g







:(p; I) j 8 (I: 2 U

)g
Note that U 0





In theorem 10.2.2 the meaning of a scheme is expressed as the supremum of the meanings of
some trees. Trees are represented byO-expressions over the singleton fbg, and we now define
a Q-premodel with sets of these O-expressions as elements. Such a set of O-expressions
represents the choice of the set of corresponding trees. The choice function of this premodel
is the union, and the O-algebra arrow is a kind of lifting of the arrow  of the free algebra.
The preorder in the premodel depends on a given relation  on trees, and in the next section
we see that this preorder is used to represent laws.
In this section we assume that a relation  on b is given such that (b;;) is an
O-premodel, that is,  is a preorder on b such that
I  J ) :(p; I)  :(p; J) for (p; I); (p; J) 2 O:(b) :
We define the announced premodel of sets of trees. In this definition we require that the
bottom scheme is an element of these sets of trees, because this tree (not the empty set) is
representing the empty choice.




]), where the setH and
the functions
H
: O:H ! H and []
H
: P :H ! H are defined by the following.
 H  fU 2 Pow(b) j b 2 Ug .
 
H
:(p; I)  fbg [ f:(p; J) j J : :p! b ^ J 2 Ig for (p; I) 2 O:H .
 []
H
V  fbg [ (
S
V ) for V 2 P :H .
Formally, the relation Pc is a subset of (P :H)2, but in the above definition we mean this
relation in case  is “big enough”, that is,  is such that P :H  Pow(H) (recall that
P :H  fU  H j #H < g). From theorem 2.3.2.2 we get the following explicit definition












The size of  does not affect the results about the relator R 7! RPc, and we can use these
results to prove statements about Pc . For example, from theorem 2.2.4.1 we see that Pc
is indeed a preorder. The equivalence that is induced by the preorderPc is denoted by “=” .
Because this is the only use of the symbol “=” in this section, no confusion can occur.
Lemma 10.3.1
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1. The preorderedO-algebra (H;Pc;
H
) is an O-premodel.
2. Let V 2 Pow(H) . The set fbg[ (
S
V ) (an element ofH) has the supremum property
of V , with respect to the preordered set (H;Pc) .
3. The preordered P-algebra (H;Pc; []
H
) is a Pc-premodel.
Proof.













), that is, forw 2 
H
:(p; I),




) such that w  w0 . Since the case w  b is trivial, it
suffices to observe the following.
w 2 
H
:(p; I) ^ w 6 b
) f definition 10.3.1 g
9J (J 2 I ^ w  :(p; J))











^ J  J
0
^ w  :(p; J))






















) ^ w  w
0
)











, f lemma 7.2.2 g
8U 2 V (U 
Pc
U0)
3. Follows from part 2, example 4.1.2, and definition 10.3.1 .
2
From the above lemma and example 4.1.1 we see that the preordered Q-algebra of defini-
tion 10.3.1 is a Qc-premodel, and we define the inducedQc-model.
Definition 10.3.2





and let H() be the set of elements (equivalence classes) ofH() .
2. DefineH  H(1b) .











The modelH() is used in the next section to define the universal model, and for proving
this we need that it is a continuous model.
Theorem 10.3.1 TheQc-modelH() is continuous.




) is complete, and
that []
H
is the supremum operator. From theorem 10.2.3 and lemma 10.3.3 below we see that





of non-empty subsets ofH . From lemma 10.3.1.2 we see that the supremum of a non-empty











:(p; I) j 8 (I: 2 V

)g :
Because b is trivially an element of both sets, it suffices to consider elements of b of the
form :( ) . From lemma 10.3.2 below we see that only elements of the form :(p; ) have
to be considered. Let J : :p! b . Then













, f calculus, let U range overH g
89U (U 2 V

^ J: 2 U)
, f axiom of choice, let I range over :p! H g
9I8 (I: 2 V

^ J: 2 I:)
, f calculus, lemma 10.3.2 below g
9I (8 (I: 2 V

) ^ :(p; J) 2 
H
:(p; I))









The following lemma states that if we apply the O-algebra arrow of the model H to an
argument, then the trees in this result are all of the same form as the argument.
Lemma 10.3.2 Let (p; I) 2 O:H and (q; J) 2 O:(b) . Then
:(q; J) 2 
H
:(p; I) , (q  p) ^ J 2 I :
Proof. Direct from definition 10.3.1 . 2
We prove that the model H, with as order the subset relation, can be included in the model
H() in a continuous way. This result is used to reduce the proof of theorem 10.3.1.
Lemma 10.3.3 The quotient function i : H ! H() is a continuous surjectiveO-hom from
H to H() .
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Proof. The function i applied to U 2 H , has as result the equivalence class represented by
U in H=
=
. This function is obviously surjective, and from lemma 10.3.1.2 continuity of i
follows. It remains to prove that i is an O-hom. Let r : H=
=
! H assigns representants,
so we have r  i = i  r = id
H














 (O:i) = i
H






In theorem 10.2.2 we proved that the meaning of a scheme in a continuous model is the
supremum of the meanings of the trees that simulate that scheme. BecauseH() is continu-
ous, we can apply this result to prove that the meaning of a scheme in the model H() is
(represented by) the set of trees that simulate the scheme.
Theorem 10.3.2 For l 2 L we have
()
H()























































In part 1 of the following lemma we prove some general facts about the operators3 in relation
to simulation. In part 2 we prove the instantiation of theorem 10.3.2 to trees.
Lemma 10.3.4
1. Let (p; I) 2 O:L . Then





(b) 3:(p; I) <

3:(q; J) , (p  q) ^ I
<

J for (q; J) 2 O:L .






















. From definition 7.2.2 we see that this is equivalent
to :f(p; I)g <

:;, which is equivalent to f(p; I)g <

Qc
; . Then from corol-
lary 2.3.1 we see that this statement is false.
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(b) Let (q; J) 2 O:L . From definition 7.2.2 we see that 3:(p; I) <

3:(q; J)
is equivalent to :f(p; I)g <

:f(q; J)g, which is equivalent to f(p; I)g <

Qc
f(q; J)g . With corollary 2.3.1.1 we see that the last statement is equivalent to




2. Note that ?
H
in this case stands for the function b 7! fbg (from fbg to H). We use
induction on w 2 b .
w  b : We have to prove?
H















, it suffices to prove that elements of b of the form :( ) are not







g . Let (p; I) 2 O:(b) . From part
1.a and calculus we see that ?3
L

























 f induction hypothesis g

H













 f definition 10.3.1 g









 f part 1.b, calculus g



























In this section we fix a set X of variables (used for laws).
We are almost ready to formulate and prove the ordering result, only a restriction on
laws has to be defined. This restriction uses the notion of “occurrence of a variable” in an
O-expression. In chapter 8 we already defined this (the function var) for the expressions of
Ex, but because arities can be infinite here and O-expressions are quite simple, we define
this separately. With the use of this notion, we then define the set R(X), which consists of
the O-expressions in which each x 2 X occurs at most once.
Definition 10.4.1
1. Define fa : X ! Pow(X) by induction on the argument.
 fa:x  fxg for x 2 X .
 fa:(:(p; I)) 
S




2. DefineR(X)  X inductively by
 x 2 R(X) for x 2 X .
 If 8;  ( 6 ) fa:(I:) \ fa:(I:)  ;) and 8 (I: 2 R(X)) then
:(p; I) 2 R(X) for (p; I) 2 O:(X) .
From part 1 of the above definition, with induction it is easily proved that u 2 (fa:u) for
u 2 X

. This means that an expression is an element of theO-expressions over the variables
of that expression.
Example Assume Op  fse; pg and   (se; p)>7!(2; 0) . Furthermore, let X  fx; yg .
Then:(se; (:p;:p)) and :(se; (x;:(se; (:p; y)))) are elements ofR(X), and
:(se; (x; x)) and:(se; (x;:(se; (:p; x)))) are not elements ofR(X) . (End of example)
We call a law overX , say (u; u0), left-disjoint iff u 2 R(X) . So associativity and commut-
ativity are sets of left-disjoint laws (see example 10.2.2).
For a set of laws we give the universal model for the class of continuous models that
respect the laws. The proof of an ordering result consists of two parts. First we prove that
every formula that is true in the universal model is also true in every model of the considered
class. Second we prove that the given model is an element of the considered class. For
the second part we need the restriction on laws, so the ordering result only holds under this
restriction. For example the law of idempotence is not included (see example 10.4.2 below).





 (b)2 as follows.
 
R















) j= F implies j=R
c
F .




) j= F .
Proof.
1. Assume that H() j= F holds. We have to prove that, for every continuous model A
that respectsR, we haveA j= F (see definition 10.2.3). From lemma 10.4.1 below we
see that the premises of theorem 10.4.2 below hold with  defined as above, and we are
finished.
2. From definition 10.2.3 it follows that it suffices to prove that H() is a continuous
model that respects R . This follows from theorem 10.3.1 and theorem 10.4.3 below.
2
A preorder on b can be viewed as a set of laws over the empty set, where b is always
interpreted as bottom. Let a set of laws and a preordered algebra that respects the laws, be
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Lemma 10.4.1 Let R be a set of laws over X , and let the relation
R
on b be defined as in
theorem 10.4.1 . Furthermore, let (A;;) be a preorderedO-algebra that respects R, and
is such that ?
A
























0 for w;w0 2 b :
We have to prove that
R
 . From the definition of
R
and theorem 10.1.2 we see that it
suffices to prove (1) (fbg  b) [ 
R





, from the definition of we get fbg b , and it remains to
prove 
R





, f definition of 
R
g
9r : X ! b; (u; u0) 2 R (w  r:u ^ w0  r:u0)
) f put f  (?
A
 r) : X ! A, (A;;) respects R g
9r : X ! b; u; u0 (w  r:u ^ w0  r:u0 ^ f:u  f:u0)













, f definition of  g
w  w
0
2. From the definition of  it immediately follows that  is a preorder, and it remains to
prove that is monotonic from (O:(b);O) to (b;) . Let (p; I); (q; J) 2 O:(b)
be such that (p; I) O (q; J), that is, p  q and I  J . From the definition of
 we get ?
A
 I  ?

A







J) . This is equivalent to?
A




and with the definition of  we get :(p; I)  :(q; J) .
2
We mentioned that a preorder on b can be viewed as a set of laws, and so respect of a model
for this preorder also makes sense. We prove that every formula that is true in H() is also
true in every continuous model that respects the preorder on b .
Theorem 10.4.2 LetF be a formula, (b;;) a preorderedO-algebra, andA a continuous







) . If H() j= F
then A j= F .
Proof. Assume F  l0  l1, where l0  (; d) and l1  ( ; e) . In the proof we denote the
modelH() simply byH .












, f theorem 10.3.2 g





























( ; e) ^ w  w
0
))

































) f theorem 10.2.2, property supremum g
()
A
:d  ( )
A
:e
, f definition 4.2.3 g
A j= F
2
In theorem 10.4.1 a set of laws R induces a preorder 
R
on b . Under the assumption that
the laws in R are left-disjoint, we prove that the modelH(
R
) respects the set of laws R .
Theorem 10.4.3 Let R be a set of left-disjoint laws over X , and let 
R
be defined as in
theorem 10.4.1 . ThenH(
R
) respects R .
Proof. Let (u; u0) 2 R and f : X ! H(
R
) . Because (u; u0) is left-disjoint, we have































) f u 2 R(X), theorem 10.4.4 below g
9r : X ! b (w[[fbg  b]](r:u) ^ r 2 f)
) f [[fbg  b]]  
R
, definition of 
R
(uRu0 holds) g

















, lemma 10.4.2 below g

































Let f : X ! H . The following theorem states that the expressions of the set that we get
by applying fH to an expression in which each variable occurs at most once, are of the
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same form as the argument. The result of applying the function fH to an expression is the
set of all possible combinations of replacing the variable x with f:x in the expression. So if
we apply this function to an expression with two occurrences of a variable, then we also get
(unwanted) combinations in which the two variables are replaced by different expressions.




:u ) 9r : X ! b (w[[fbg  b]](r:u) ^ r 2 f) :
Proof. Define the preorder on b as [[fbg b]] . We want to use induction on u 2 R(X),




:u ) 9r : fa:u! b (w  r:u ^ r 2 f j
(fa:u)) :
u  x 2 X : Assume w 2 fH :x, that is, w 2 f:x . Define r : fxg ! b by r:x  w (we
have fa:x  fxg) . Then r:x  r:x  w, and so w  r:x holds. The statement
r 2 f j
fxg
, that is, r:x 2 f:x holds by assumption (r:x  w).
u  :(p; I) : Assume w 2 fH :(:(p; I)) . In case w  b put r  b and note that we
have (a) b  w0 for any w0 2 b (see definition of ) and (b) b 2 U for any U 2 H .
The case w  :(q; J) remains. Because :(p; I) 2 R(X), from definition 10.4.1.2
we get I: 2 R(X), and so we can use the induction hypothesis with u := I: , for any
 2 :p .




, f calculus g






, f lemma 10.3.2 g




) f induction hypothesis g
89r







We have to find r : fa:(:(p; I))! b such that (1):(p; J)  r:(:(p; I)) and (2)
r 2 f j
(fa:(:(p;I))) . Because :(p; I) 2 R(X), from definition 10.4.1.2 we see that
the set fa:(:(p; I)) is the disjoint union of the sets fa:(I:) for  2 :p . From this
we see that r can be defined by the following. For  2 :p and x 2 fa:(I:) we have
r:x  r

:x . The proofs of (1) and (2):
1.
:(p; J)  r

:(:(p; I))
, f calculus g
:(p; J)  :(p; r

 I)
( f (b;;) an O-model by definition ( [[ ]] g
8 (J:  r

:(I:)
, f lemma 10.4.3 below with (A;) := (b;), rj











r 2 f j
(fa:(:(p;I)))
, f definition 10.4.1.1, calculus g
8 (rj
(fa:(I:)) 2 f j(fa:(I:)))
, f rj




Lemma 10.4.2 Let r : X ! b and f : X ! H . If r 2 f then r 2 fH .
Proof. We prove this with induction on the argument u 2 X .
u  x 2 X : By assumption.
u  :(p; I) :
r





, f calculus g
:(p; r







, f lemma 10.3.2 g
r





( f induction hypothesis g
true
2
Let (A;) be an O-algebra and f : X ! A . Consider the extension f : X ! A of
f . We prove that the result of applying the function f to an expression over X is only
depending on the function f restricted to the set of those x 2 X that occur in the argument.
Lemma 10.4.3 Let (A;) be an O-algebra and f : X ! A . Then, for u 2 X, we have
f





Proof. Let Y  X . Because for u 2 X we have u 2 (fa:u), it suffices to prove that
f






























By giving a counterexample, we prove that the condition on laws in theorem 10.4.1.2 is
necessary.
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Example 10.4.2. Assume Op  fse; p; qg,   (se; p; q)>7!(2; 0; 0), and X  fxg . Define
the set of laws R over X by: :(se; (x; x)) is related to x . From definition 10.4.1.2 we see
that :(se; (x; x)) =2 R(X), and so R is not left-disjoint. From definition 10.2.2 we see that
a preorderedO-algebra (A;;) respectsR iff for every a 2 Awe have:(se; (a; a))  a .
Define the coalgebra (f1; 2g; ) by
 0  ! se(1; 1) .
 1  ! p j q .
Let A be a regular Q-model, say  = [; []] . From theorem 4.2.2 we see that the meaning
of  in A exists, and that ()
A







:1 = :fp; qg = []f:p;:qg .
Let F  (; 0)  (; 1), and let the relation 
R
on b be defined as in theorem 10.4.1 .





1. LetA be a continuous model, say  = [; sup], that respects R . Then
A j= F






, f see above, put a  ()
A
:1 g
:(se; (a; a))  a
, f A respects R g
true
2. In the proof we omit the sub-index “H(
R
)”, and denote the equality in the model
H(
R
) by “=” . From the above we see that :0 = 
H







:qg . With definition 10.3.1 we get :1 = fb;:p;:qg and
:0 = fbg [ f:(se; (w;w0)) j w;w0 2 fb;:p;:qgg . Put w0 2 :0 equal
to :(se; (:p;:q)) . From definition 4.2.3 we see that we have to prove that the
statement :0 Pc
R
:1 is false. So it suffices to prove that there does not exist
w1 2 :1 such thatw0 R w1 . From the definition ofR and some ad hoc reasoning
this is easily proved.
(End of example)
We know that for a specific signature, a scheme can be seen as a context-free grammar (see
example 1.4.2). The language which is generated by such a scheme is defined as a certain
closure of a relation. In the following theorem we prove an analogous result.
Theorem 10.4.5 Let (; d0) be a scheme. Define the relation R on D as







(; d0) , d0([[R]]  [[D

 fbg]])w :





) : Define the relation  on (D [ fbg) as [[R]]  [[D  fbg]], and define the function
f : D ! H by
f:d  fw 2 b j d  wg for d 2 D :
From theorem 10.3.2 we see that it suffices to prove that f is a pre-fixpoint of P

,




] . Let d 2 D and (p; I) 2 :d . So we have (d;:(p; I)) 2 R,
and thus d  :(p; I) . Then

H
:(p; f  I)  f:d
, f definition 10.3.1, b 2 f:d 2 H g
f:(p; J) j J 2 f  Ig  f:d
, f definition of f g
8J (I  J ) d  :(p; J))
( f d  :(p; I) holds g
8J (I  J ) :(p; I)  :(p; J))
, f from the definition of  g
true
( : Define the preorders0 on D and 1 on (D [ fbg) by the following.














:u for u; u0 2 D .



















), from theorem 10.1.1.5 and the definitions of0 and1 we see










Suppose we have proved (1) [[R]] 00 and (2) [[Dfbg]] 1 . Let d 2 D andw 2 b
be such that [[R]]  [[Dfbg]] . From (1) and (2) we get [[R]]  [[Dfbg]] 0  1,





(; d) . It remains to prove (1)
and (2) . From theorem 10.1.2 we see that it suffices to prove that (a) (D;0;) and
((D [ fbg);1;) are O-models, (b) R 0 and (c) D  fbg 1 . Statement
(a) and (c) follow easily from the definitions of 0 and 1, and we only prove (b) .
Let d 2 D and (p; I) 2 :d . We have to prove d 0 :(p; I), that is, 3:(p; (; I)) <

(; d) . This follows from the fact that (; id
D




We know that a grammar is a Q-scheme, and by defining a suitable set of laws R, we show




Example 10.4.3. Assume Op  fse; bog [ Co, :se  2, and :p  0 for p 2 Co [ fbog .
Define the set of laws R over fx; y; zg by:
 :bo is related to x .
 :(se; (x;:bo)) is related to :bo .
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 :(se; (:bo; x)) is related to :bo .
 :(se; (x;:(se; (y; z)))) is related to :(se; (:(se; (x; y)); z)) .
 :(se; (:(se; (x; y)); z)) is related to :(se; (x;:(se; (y; z)))) .
Let the relation 
R
on b be defined as in theorem 10.4.1 . We know that a scheme of the
given signature can be seen as a context-free grammar with terminals Co (example 1.4.2 with
T := Co). We claim that the meaning of a scheme in the modelH(
R
) corresponds to the
language generated by the scheme, and furthermore, for a formula F  l0  l1 we have
H(
R
) j= F iff the language generated by l0 is contained in the language generated by l1 .
We only give a sketch of the proof.
Proof. Let the set U0  b consist of the expressions which do not contain the operator name
bo or the symbol b, so they only contain the binary operator (se; ) and the constants :p
for p 2 Co . From the definition of
R
we see that the first three pairs of the relationR imply
that w 
R
b for w 2 b   U0 . So expressions in an element of H(R) which contain the
name bo or the variable b, can be discarded. From the definition of 
R
we also see that two
expressions of U0 are related by R iff the two expressions are equal modulo associativity
(the two last pairs ofR). So we can consider the elements of U0 as being “strings over the set
Co” . Together with the previous we conclude: for U;U 0 2 H we have U Pc
R
U
0 iff the set
of strings U \U0 is contained in the set of strings U 0 \U0 . From this and theorem 10.4.5 we
see the correspondence with grammar-language semantics. (End of example)
Let l0; l1 be two schemes (of the same signature as in the above example) such that the
language generated by l0 is contained in the language generated by l1 . LetA be a continuous
model, say  = [; sup], that respects R . From definition 10.2.2 we see that the model A
respects R iff the following holds.





))  :(se; (?
A
; a))  ?
A
for every a 2 A .
 The binary operator:(se; ) is associative.
From the above example and theorem 10.4.1 we conclude that in such a model we have
()
A
:l0  ()A:l1 .
The set of accepted strings of a finite state machine is defined by means of the transitive
closure of a so-called “yield-relation” on pairs consisting of a state and a string (see [HU79]).
This gives us an actual machine-view of the abstract machine. From example 1.4.2.2 we see
that finite state machines are Q-schemes, and we give a generalization of this definition of
accepted strings. We first define for eachQ-scheme a yield relation on sets of pairs consisting
of a state and a tree (remember that trees play the role of strings).
Definition 10.4.2 Let (D;) be aQ-coalgebra. Define the relation;

on Pow(D b) by
the following. For U 2 Pow(D  b) we have
1. U [ f(d;:(p; J))g ;

U [ f(I:; J:) j  2 :pg for (p; I) 2 :d .






An element (d; w) of D  b represents the statement “tree w simulates scheme (; d)”,
the relation ; represents a reduction relation on sets of statements, and the empty set of
statements represents true. With this, the above definition is interpreted as follows.
1. If (p; I) 2 :d then the statement “tree :(p; J) simulates scheme (; d)” can be
reduced to the set of statements f“tree J: simulates scheme (; I:)”j  2 :pg .
2. The statement “tree b simulates scheme (; d)” can be reduced to true.
We prove that if we can reduce the statement “tree w simulates scheme (; d)” to true then







j n 2 INg . It is easily proved that Rtr is the smallest reflexive transitive
relation on A that contains R .











Proof. In the proof we omit the sub-index “” in “;

” .
) : It suffices to prove that, for U 2 Pow(D  b) and n 2 IN, we have
U ;
n







We prove this with induction on n 2 IN . If n  0 then U  ;, and so the in-
duction hypothesis is true. For n > 0 we make a case distinction corresponding to
definition 10.4.2 .
1. Assume (p; I) 2 :d0 and U [ f(d0;:(p; J))g ;
U [ f(I:; J:) j  2 :pg ;
n
; . From the induction hypothesis we get










(; I) . From (a) we















3:(p; (; I)), and because (; id
D
) is a
pre-fixpoint of P 

and (p; I) 2 :d0, we have 3:(p; (; I)) <









2. Assume U [ f(d0; b)g ; U ;n ; . From the induction hypothesis we get














( : Define f : D ! H by f:d  fw 2 b j f(d; w)g ;tr ;g for d 2 D . Note that
for f : D ! H , we have to check that b 2 f:d for d 2 D . This follows from part
2 of definition 10.4.2 . From theorem 10.3.2 we see that it suffices to prove that f
is a pre-fixpoint of P





] . Let d 2 D and (p; I) 2 :d . From
definition 10.4.2 we see that lemma 10.4.4 with R :=; can be applied. Then

H
:(p; f  I)  f:d
, f definition 10.3.1, b 2 f:d 2 H g
f:(p; J) j J 2 f  Ig  f:d
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, f definition of f g
8 2 :p (f(I:; J:)g;
tr
;) ) f(d;:(p; J))g;
tr
;
( f lemma 10.4.4, :p is finite g
f(I:; J:) j  2 :pg;
tr
; ) f(d;:(p; I))g;
tr
;
, f definition 10.4.2, (p; I) 2 :d g
true
2
If Op and  are as in example 1.4.2.2, so Q-schemes are finite state machines, then it is
easily seen that only singletons and the empty set occur in a reduction, and we get the usual
definition of accepted strings.
The condition of finite arities in the above theorem is necessary: reductions are finite, and
this obviously does not suffice for infinite arities. In the following lemma we see where we
use the finiteness
Lemma 10.4.4 Let A be a set andR a relation over Pow(A) such that, forU;U 0; V  A, we




Proof. The above statement easily follows (with induction on #U ) from the following (where












This statement is proved with induction on n 2 IN . If n  0 then U  ;, and so the induction
hypothesis is true. The case n > 0 remains. Let V  A be such that URV and V Rn;, and
assume U 0Rtr; . From the induction hypothesis we get (V [ U 0)Rtr;, and from the premise
we get (U [ U 0)R(V [ U 0) . This implies (U [ U 0)Rtr; . 2
Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift wordt een fundamenteel wiskundig onderzoek gedaan naar recursie in
programmeertalen. In een programmeertaal kan men een programma schrijven dat zichzelf
aanroept, en deze techniek noemen we recursie. In de informatica bestudeert men het
ontwikkelen van programma’s voor bepaalde vraagstukken, en soms is het mogelijk om zo
een vraagstuk te reduceren tot essentieel hetzelfde vraagstuk, maar iets eenvoudiger. Door nu
gebruik te maken van recursie kunnen we een programma schrijven voor een reduceerbaar
vraagstuk.
De programma-definities die we bestuderen worden gegeven door middel van een actie-
schema. Een actie-schema is een verzameling instructies die tezamen een actie definie¨ren. In
een instructie van een schema wordt, met behulp van operaties, een actie beschreven in termen
van instructies (uit hetzelfde schema). Als er nu in een schema een instructie voorkomt die,
met eventueel een aantal tussenverwijzingen, weer naar zichzelf verwijst dan noemen we dit
schema recursief.
Een operatie is een procedure om van een willekeurig aantal acties e´e´n actie te maken.
Operaties die van nul acties e´e´n actie maken, dat wil zeggen die een actie weergeven, noemen
we constante operaties. Elke operatie geven we een naam, en deze namen gebruiken we in
schema’s. Door de instructies in een schema te nummeren kunnen we er naar verwijzen.
Ee´n instructie in een schema noemen we de start-instructie en we spreken af dat dit de laagst
genummerde instructie is. De actie die door een schema wordt gedefinie¨erd bestaat nu uit
het uitvoeren van de start-instructie, die in het algemeen weer andere instructies aanroept,
enzovoort.
Veronderstel dat we een operatie met naam “” hebben die van twee acties e´e´n actie maakt,
en een operatie “keu” die van een willekeurig aantal acties e´e´n actie maakt. Verder hebben
we twee constante operaties met namen “a” en “b” . We geven als voorbeeld (het recursieve)
schema A:
 Instructie 1: keu(a  Instructie 1 ; a  Instructie 2 ; b)
 Instructie 2: keu(a  Instructie 1 ; b)
Voordat we kunnen bepalen welke actie schema A definie¨ert moeten we eerst vastleggen wat
een actie precies is, en wat de operaties , keu, a en b doen. Deze gegevens tezamen noemen
we een interpretatie, en we geven een informeel voorbeeld hiervan. Laten we, zoals de naam
suggereert, een actie interpreteren als een fysieke handeling. De actiexy interpreteren we als
de sequentie (opeenvolging) van actie x en actie y, en actie keu(x; y; : : :) als de keuze tussen
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acties x; y; : : : . We noemen dit de fysieke interpretatie. Schema A geeft nu de volgende
omschrijving van een fysieke actie:
 Actie 1 = Maak een keuze tussen de volgende drie acties: (i) voer a uit en voer dan
Actie 1 uit, (ii) voer a uit en voer dan Actie 2 uit en (iii) voer b uit.
 Actie 2 = Maak een keuze tussen de volgende twee acties: (i) voer a uit en voer dan
Actie 1 uit en (ii) voer b uit.
Deze omschrijving van een actie heet een fixpunt-vergelijking. Met enige intuı¨tie zien we
dat hier de actie “voer een aantal keren a uit en voer dan b uit” wordt omschreven. Deze
actie noemen we de betekenis (semantiek) van schema A, en is de oplossing van de fixpunt-
vergelijking. Samenvattend: met een interpretatie van acties en operaties kunnen we elk
schema interpreteren als een actie, namelijk zijn betekenis.
De methode om met actie-schema’s nieuwe acties te definie¨ren als oplossingen van de
bijbehorende fixpunt-vergelijkingen, wordt toegepast in de theorie van formele talen en de
semantiek van programmeertalen. In het eerste geval wordt een actie geı¨nterpreteerd als
een verzameling woorden (formele taal), en in het tweede als een toestanden verandering
(predikaten transformatie) van een computer.
Voor het kunnen toepassen van de fixpunt-methode moet een interpretatie aan een aantal
algemene voorwaarden voldoen die samenhangen met de structuur van de instructies. Uit de
algemene voorwaarden voor interpretaties kunnen we eigenschappen afleiden die dus voor
iedere interpretatie gelden. We geven een voorbeeld van zo een eigenschap met behulp van
schema B:
 Instructie 3: keu(a  Instructie 3 ; b)
Met de fysieke interpretatie kunnen we schema B interpreteren als de actie: “voer een aantal
keren a uit en voer dan b uit”. We zien dat met de fysieke interpretatie, de schema’s A en
B dezelfde actie opleveren. We kunnen bewijzen dat dit geldt voor elke interpretatie, en een
centraal resultaat in dit proefschrift geeft in termen van simulatie precies aan welke schema’s
met elke interpretatie dezelfde actie definie¨ren.
De volgende stap is om alleen die interpretaties te beschouwen waarin bepaalde wet-
matigheden gelden. Beschouw bijvoorbeeld de fysieke acties (x  y)  z en x  (y  z), welke
beide gelijk zijn aan de actie “voerx uit en voer dan y uit en voer dan z uit”. Zo een eigenschap
van de interpretatie noemen we een wetmatigheid, en we willen graag bepalen welke schema’s
dezelfde actie opleveren voor elke interpretatie die aan een gegeven wetmatigheid voldoet.
Deze vraag wordt voor schema’s van een specifieke vorm gedeeltelijk beantwoord: we geven
schema’s aan waarvoor dit geldt, maar niet noodzakelijk alle schema’s.
Tot nu toe hebben we enkel een informele inleiding tot de problematiek gegeven, en we
sluiten af met een iets meer formele samenvatting. De structuur van de instructies wordt
formeel vastgelegd in een functor (een begrip uit de categoriee¨n theorie). Een actie-schema
wordt nu geformaliseerd als een coalgebra, en een interpretatie als een algebra met ordening.
Een ordening is een relatie die alleen de essentie¨le eigenschappen van de “kleiner dan of
gelijk aan” relatie heeft, en is nodig om aan een fixpunt-vergelijking (die een actie-schema
geeft) een unieke actie (oplossing) toe te kennen. De vraag “welke schema’s leveren dezelfde
actie op voor elke interpretatie” wordt nu geherformuleerd tot “welke paren van schema’s
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zijn zodanig dat voor elke interpretatie het eerste schema een kleinere actie oplevert dan het
tweede”. We noemen dit een ordenings-probleem, en de oplossing van het bovenstaande is
de simulatie-ordening op schema’s. De structuur van de instructies in de twee bovenstaande
voorbeelden wordt gegeven door de functorQ . Voor het representeren van dit soort schema’s
geven we een eenvoudige taal, tezamen met een compleet bewijs-systeem voor het bepalen
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